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A GRAMMAR
OF THE

CEBE LANGUAGE.

ORTHOGRAPHY.

The Indians possess no written characters of their

own, and their only mode of communicating with

each other, except verbally, before they received

instruction from European Missionaries, was by
means of rude hieroglyphic symbols. They are now
in possession of a " syllabic system," a knowledge of

which is diffused through nearly all the tribes com-

posing the entire nation, and in which the Scriptures

and other books have been printed. But the cha-

racters of that system are not adapted for a work of

this description, and therefore the Roman letters are

used. »

They are a, c, e, h, i, k, 1, m, n, o, p, s, t, u, w, y.

Of these, the consonants are sounded as in English,

the vowels and diphthongs according to the following

table :

—

a as a in hate.

£t || 3i
y<f

xMI*.

e „ e ,, me.
i „ i „ pin.
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I as i in thine.

o „ o „ note.

u „ u „ but.

oo „ oo „ soon.

ew „ e ,, few.

ow „ off „ now.

Also aw with the a sounded as in far and the w
sounded as in now.
As a rule two vowels joined together are sounded

separately.

Some syllables are strongly aspirated, and for

this the letter " h " is not always adapted ; the Greek
rough breathing ', first introduced by Dr. Hunter, is

therefore used. It is usually breathed at the end of

the syllable aspirated, and some words depend on
the aspirate for their signification ; thus, TTkochin,

without the aspirate, means simply, he hangs ; but
with it, UJcbchin, he hangs in a liquid, he floats.

But the aspirate is not uniformly observed, some
tribes, and even members of the same tribe, aspi-

rating their words very much more than others ; it is

therefore quite impossible to lay down strict rules

for its observance. This must be left to the student's

own observation, remembering only that the use of

the aspirate is at once the most delicate and difficult

sound to acquire in almost every language.

L is used at Moose Factory only and in its

vicinity ; it adds very much to the distinctness of

the dialect there spoken ; in other dialects n or y is

substituted for it.

The pronoun " I " is thus expressed in the

different dialects :

—

Nelu ... At Moose Factory,

Nenu ... At Albany, Severn, and York Factory,

Neyu ... On the E. Main coast, and generally

throughout the West.
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One other sound, the " sh," is confined principally

to Moose and the neighbourhood, adding to the
variety of the dialect : thus, Sesep, a duck, is said

throughout the West generally, and Sesepisis, a small

duck ; while at Moose we have Sheshej) for the

former, and Sheshejrishish for the latter.
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ETYMOLOGY.

There are eight parts of speech : the Noun, Pro-
noun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb, Conjunction, Pre-
position, and Interjection.

Nouns and some pronouns are declinable. Personal
pronouns have a Singular and Plural, but no distinc-

tion of case. Demonstrative and Interrogative
pronouns have an Accusative case. Adjectives are

not declinable ; but when verbalized they are con-
jugated like other verbs. It may be noted here that
there is but little declension in the Cree language.
What is accomplished, or intimated, in other languages
by the declension of nouns and pronouns is here
accomplished by the numerous changes of the verb
in conjugation. In fact we may express it thus, that

the gender, case, and number of the noun is to be
found in the verb, as,

Ne wapumaw, I see him. Ne waputan, I see it.

Ne wapumaw-uk, I see them (animate).

Ne wapumanan, We see him. Ne waputanan,
We see it.

Ne wapum-im-aw-u okosisu, I see his son, literally,

I see his him, his son.

This will be better understood when the learner

comes to the particular rules under the headings of

the different parts of speech.

There are no Articles, the numeral adjective,

" payuk," being occasionally substituted for " a," as

Payuk eyinew, one or a man ; and demonstrative
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pronouns for " the" when it is necessary to particu-

larize persons or things, as TJnu iskicao, that or " the
"

woman ; otherwise, the noun stands alone. Thus the

sentence, " The water in the lake," requires two
definite articles in English, while in Cree the noun
speaks for itself, Nipe sakuhiJcunlk.
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OF THE NOUN.

The Noun is often a much less important member
of a sentence in the Cree than in European languages,
as almost all abstract nouns may be, and by Indians
often are, expressed in a verbalized form ; thus,
" life " when strictly considered in the abstract would
be expressed as A pimatis'tk " as they (indefinite as

to person) live," in preference to Pimatise-win, life

;

A nkos'tk, " as they (indef.) are sick," in preference to

Akose-win, sickness.

Of the Terminations op Nouns.

Nouns of different kinds have different termina-

tions.

Abstract Nouns end in icin ; as, from Tapwao, he
speaks truly, is formed Tapwaioin, truth.

Names of instruments end in kun ; as, from Paski-

sikao, he fires, is formed Paskisikun, a gun.

Names of liquids end in apo ; as, Menis, a berry,

Menis-apo, berry liquor, wine.

Simulative Nouns end in kan ; as, Munito, a god,

Munitvkan, an idol.

Names of lines, cords, chains, etc., end in ape ; as,

Muskisin, a shoe, Muskisindape, a shoe-string ; Miko,
blood, Mikwaape, a vein.

The termination kumik particularizes buildings
;

as, Uyumihaicikumik, a church, lit. a praying-house.

Atik is the termination for the names of trees.
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articles made of wood, handles of instruments, etc.
;

as,

Wuskwf, Birch-bark, from which
canoes are made.

Wuskw'iatik, The birch-bark tree, i.e. the

birch tree.

Chekuhikun, An axe.

Chekuhikunatik, An axe handle.
Mechiso, He eats.

Mechisonatik, An eating-board, a table.

Akin terminates the names of different kinds of

cloth, etc. ; as, Pupukiwuyan, a shirt, Pupukiwuyan-
dkin, shirt-cloth, i.e. calico.

Kume is the termination signifying water ; as,

Tukikume, cold water ; Klchikume, the great water,

i.e. sea, ocean.

Skaw added to a noun indicates abundance ; as,

Kinos-ao, fish, Kinos-askaw, fish abound.
Min (sing.), mina or minuk (pi.), terminates the

names of berries ; as, Mikominuk, red berries ; Muchi-

minu, bad berries (poisonous).

Diminutives end in is or sis ; as,

Napao, A man.
Napasis, A boy.

Iskwao, A woman.
Iskicasis, A girl.

Personal Nouns, the poor, rich, etc., are formed

from adjective verbs :

1st. By prefixing the pronoun " " to the third

person, indicative mood, present tense ; as, Kitima-

kisiw, he is poor ; Kitimakisiwuk, they are poor

;

Okitimakisiw, the poor one (sing.) ; Okitimakisiwuk,

the poor (pi.).

2ndly. The stem word representing the quality is

used as the noun ; as, Kitimakis, the poor one

;

Kitimakisuk, the poor (pi.).
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3rdly. The third person of the subjunctive mood,

flat-vowelled, is used as a noun ; as, Katimakisit, the

poor one ; Katimakisichik, the poor (pi.).

This extremely interesting form will be explained

and illustrated when we consider the Verb.

The names of animals, parts of the body, and
objects not falling into either of the classes above

mentioned, terminate irregularly ; as, Umisk, a

beaver ; Mistikwan, the head ; Misit, the foot ; Sepe,

a river ; Wuche, a mountain ; Nipe, water ; Meyow,
the body ; Uchak^ the soul ; OsJcinekiic, a young man.

Of Gender.

There are two Genders, the Animate and Inani-

mate ; but a few inanimate objects are treated as

animates.

The principal objects thus treated are, Uptce, a
paddle; UsMk, a kettle ; TJsam, a snow-shoe ; AimJcwan,

a spoon ; Ustis, a glove ; Mehis, a bead ; Pukwasikun,

flour, or bread.

Living trees, and most objects possessing vegetable

life, are likewise classed as animates.

Some nouns are either animate or inanimate
;

among others, Usine, a stone, and the particular

names of berries.

Distinction of Sex.

To mark the distinction of sex in animate nouns,

we have,

1st. The use of different words ; as,

Mas. Napdo, A man.
Fern. Ishcao, A woman.
Mas. Otawemaw, A father.

Fern. Ohawemaw, A mother.

Mas. Okosistmau-, A son.

Fem. Otanisimaw, A daughter.
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The last four examples are seldom used.

2ndly. The addition of iskwdo, or skwdo, to the

masculine to express the feminine noun ; as,

Mas. Okimaw, A chief.

Fern. Okimaskwdo, A female chief.

3rdly. In the names of animals, Napa or Yapd
prefixed, indicates the male, and Nosa the female,

the name being generally contracted ; as,

Sesep,

Napd-sip,

Nosd-sip,
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of expression is thus—The man his house ; the men
their house or houses, i.e. The man's house ; the

men's houses.

The Nominative Case expresses the noun in its

simplest form.

The Accusative Case is but little used, or at least

in an inflected form.

I. Transitive verbs in the first or second person

take the same case after as before them (with the

exception of verbs with a Dative signification, for

which see below, under III.).

II. Transitive verbs in the third person require the

governed noun (the Object) to be in the Accusative

case, which is formed as follows :

—

(1) Animate nouns form the accusative, singular

or plural, by adding—u, or—wu, to the nominative

singular : as,

Nam. Uwasis, a child ; Ace. Uwasisu, child, or

children.

„ Utik, a deer : ,, Utikwu, deer, sing.

or pi.

„ Napao, a man : ,, Napa-wu (o dropp-

ed) man or men.

(2) Inanimate nouns form the accusative by adding

to the nominative singular,—iyiw for the accusative

singular, and—u for the accusative plural.

III. N.B.—When the verb has a Dative signification

(as giving, sending, showing, etc., to a person) and has

a third person (not first, or second) after the verb, as

" I give him," then the verb, even if in the first or

second person, governs the accusative case of the

thing given.

Examples.

Ne sakihaw uwasis, I love a child.

Ne sakihawuk uwasisuk, I love children.
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Ne waputan musinuhikun, I see a book.

Ne waputan musinuhikunu, I see books.

Sakihao uwasisu, he loves a child, or

children.

Wapumao utikwu, he sees a deer, or deer

(Pi).

Waputum musinuhikun- he sees a book.

iyiw,

Wapiitum musinuhikun-u, he sees books.

Ne meyaw musinuhikun- I give him a book.

iyiw,

The Vocative Case singular is the same as the

nominative ; the plural is formed by adding tik or

itik to the nominative singular ; as

Uwasis ! O child !

Uwasisitik ! O children !

To this rule there are two exceptions: Notawe
my father ; Nekawe, my mother.

Voc. Nota or Notawe ! My father !

Ndka! My mother !

The Locative Case is formed by adding Ik to the

nominative ; but if the nominative ends in ik, ok is

added, and k onlj if it ends in a vowel ; as, Mekiwap-
ik, in the tent; Usk'ik-bk, in the kettle; Klchikume-k,

in the sea.

Examples of the Vocative Plural.

Napatik, sakihikok ket Men, love your wives.

iskwiimiwawuk,

Iskwatik, nunuhitakok ke Women, obey your hus-

napamiwawuk, bands.

Napasisitik menu iskicasisi- Boys and girls, obey

tik, tapwatakok ke neki- your parents.

hikoowawuk,
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PRONOUNS.

There are six classes of Pronouns : the Personal,

Possessive, Demonstrative, Relative, Interrogative,

and Indefinite.

I,

Thou,
He, She,

Personal Pronouns.

Singular.

Plural.

Neyu.
Keyu.
Weyu.

We (I and he, or I and they),

"We (I and thou, or I and you),

You,
They,

Neyunan,
Keyunanow or

Keyanow.
Keyuwaw.
Weyuwaw.

Observe here the double first person plural. It is

a beautiful provision, entirely obviating the in-

deBniteness of our own "We"; so that a mistake
cannot occur. A person speaking to another of him-
self and some other person, uses Neyunan ; if the

person addressed is included with the speaker, then
Keyunanow or Jceyanoiv is used. Every verb in the

language, both in the indicative and subjunctive mood,
is subject to this arrangement—in the indicative

mood by means of the personal pronoun, in the sub-

junctive mood by the inflection of the verb.
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In the singular number, when attached to verbs,

Neyu is contracted into N, Ne, or Net ; and Keyu into

K, Ke, Ket. The third personal pronoun is not usually

attached to the verb, the verbal termination being

sufficiently expressive ; but when it is, it assumes

the form or Of. It is placed before one form of

the preterite and pluperfect tenses, indicative mood
;

as,

sakihatl, He loved him.

he sakihatl, He had loved him.

This form, however, is very little used.

It is likewise placed before words implying pos-

session ; as, Ot uwasimisiw, he has children. In this

case it is carried through every person of the verb
;

as, Net ot uica-simisin (generally contracted to Not
uwasimisin), I have a child or children ; A ot uwasimi-

seyak (subjunctive mood), as ye have children.

In the plural number in the indicative mood, the

first part of the personal pronoun is prefixed, and the

latter part affixed, to the root of the verb ; as, Ne
sakih-oman, we (1st and 3rd) love him ; Ke pukwat-
awaw, you hate him.

For the sake of emphasis the personal pronoun is

repeated ; as,

Wepuch Neyu ne ka totan,

Soon I I will do it.

In the subjunctive mood no personal pronouns are

attached to the verb, all the persons being expressed

by inflections of , the verb itself.

Kachhcak, myself, thyself, etc., undergoes no
change ; as,

Neyu kachiwak ne ku kitotaw,

I myself I will speak to him.
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Possessive Pronouns.

The Possessive Pronouns are the same as the
personal, and are joined to nouns as the personal

pronouns are to verhs.

or Ot, his, is always expressed, except when
dropped for the sake of euphony, as in the following

example :

Noun Animate, Singular.

N'otawe, My father.

K'otawe, Thy father.

O'tawe-u, His father.

N'6tawe-nan, Our (1st and 3rd) father.

K'otawe-now, Our (1st and 2nd) father.

K'6tawe-waw, Your father.

O'tawe-waw-u, Their father.

Noun Animate, Plural.

Uskik, a kettle.

Net uskik-wuk, My kettles.

Ket uskik-wuk, Thy kettles.

Ot uskik-wu, His kettles.

Net uskik-onan-uk, Our (1st and 3rd) kettles.

Ket uskik-onow-uk, Our (1st and 2nd) kettles.

Ket uskik-owaw-uk, Your kettles.

Ot uskik-owaw-u, Their kettles.

And here it is well to notice the form of the

locative case in nouns attached to possessive pro-

nouns. When the pronoun is singular the locative

case is formed in the usual manner, Net usMkdk, in

my kettle or kettles ; but when the pronoun is plural,

the pronominal termination is contracted, thus :

Net uskik-onak, In our (1 and 3) kettle

or kettles.

Ket uskik-onak, In our (1 and 2) kettle.
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Ket uskik-oowak, In your kettle or kettles.

Ot uskik-oowak, In their kettle or kettles.

Names of objects beginning with m, principally

members of the body, drop the m before the pos-

sessive pronoun is prefixed ; as, Mislikwan, the head,

Nistikwan, my head ; Misit, the foot, Kesit, thy foot.

Utim, a dog, becomes Netdm, my dog, etc.

A few nouns require 0, ot, to be changed into W,
as the prefix for his, their ; as, Neyow, my body,

Weyoiv, his body ; NeJce, my tent, Wekiicaw, their

tent.

Many nouns connected with possessive pronouns
take the particle m, im, or om after them ; as Mistik,

a stick, Ne mistik-om, my stick ; Iskwasis, a girl,

Net iskwasis-im, my girl. In this case the plural

terminations follow the particle ; as, Net iskwdsisim-

inan, our girl (1, 3).

In some dialects the particle precedes the last

syllable with the word Uwasis, a child ; as Net uivas-

imis, my child ; in others it follows the general rule,

Net uwasis-im.

Examples of Possessive Pronoun and Inanimate Noun.

Muchitotumoowin, sin, evil deed.

Singular.

Ne muchitotumoowin, My sin.

Ke muchitotumoowin, Thy sin.

O muchitotumoowin, His sin.

Ne muchitotumoowin-inan, Our (1 and 3) sin.

Ke muchitotumoowin-inow, Our (1 and 2) sin.

Ke muchitotumoowin-iwaw, Your sin.

O muchitotumoowin-iwaw, Their sin.

Plural.

Ne muchitotumoowin-u, My sins.

Ke muchitotumoowin-u, Thy sins.
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O muchitotumoowinu, His sins.

Ne muchitotumoowin-inan-u, Our (1 and 3) sins.

Ke muchitotumoowin-inow-u, Our (1 and 2) sins.

Ke muchitotumoowin-iwaw-u, Your sins.

muchitotumoowin-iwaw-u, Their sins.

Examples of the Use of the Possessive Pronoun.

Ne kunuwayimawuk net I take care of my children.

uwasimisuk,

Ne sakihimawu ot uwa- I love his children.

simisu,

Patoowin net ustisuk, Bring to me my mittens.

Tanta ayat fcetanis ? Where is thy daughter ?

^etanis asi posew, My daughter has already

gone off' (by water).

Ke ke patanawaw che le Have you brought your

_ musinuhikunHcaww

?

books?

Aha ; ne ke patanan ne Yes ; we have brought our
musinuhikum'naww, books.

The Double Possessive.

The Double Possessive, as My son's son (Cree, My
son his son), when the noun possessed is of the

animate gender, is formed as the possessive of the

third person when the possessive pronoun is of

the first or second persons, my, your, etc. ; but

when the possessive pronoun is of the third person,

the particle iyiwu is added to the noun in both the

nominative and accusative cases, and the singular and
plural numbers.

Netanis okosisu, My daughter's son.

Ketanis okosisu, Thy daughter's son.

Otanisa okosis-iyiwu, His daughter's son.

Netanisinan okosisu, Our (1 and 3) daughter's

son.
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Ketanisinow okosisu, Our (1 and 2) daughter's

son.

Ketanisiwaw okosisu, Your daughter's son.

Otanisiwawu okosisiyiwu, Their daughter's son.

N.B.—Otanisu okosisiyi- His daughter's son, or his

wu, daughter's sons.

Otanisiwawu okosis-iyi- Their daughter's son, or

wu, their daughter's sons.

Example.

Kittu kiskinohumuwao He will teach his chil-

ot uwasimisu, menu dren and his children's

ot uwasimisu ot uwasi- children.

misiyiiou,

When the noun possessed is inanimate the general

rule is the same as above for animate nouns, except

that instead of adding always iyiwu, iyiw is to be

added to the noun for the singular number, iyiwu

for the plural.

Nekosis o musinuhikun, My son's book.

Okosisu o musinuhikun- His son's book.

iyiw,

Okisisiwawu o musinuhi- Their sons' books.

bun-iyiwu,

Tipiyuw or tipiyuwa is the pronoun signifying own,

my own, thy own, etc.

Neya tijnymo ne paskisi- Mine, my own gun.

kun,

Demonstrative Pronouns.

The Demonstrative Pronouns are,

Owu, This, An. Sing.

Omu, „ In&n.
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Unimu to Niiniu ; as, Nahu Utim, that dog ; Namu
Ministik, that island.

Examples of the Demonstrative Pronouns.

Unu ka tapwayayirnit

numuwekach kittu

nipiw,

Unike ka sakihiskik ne
ku miywukimawuk,

Kisamunito kistayirmio

unihe ka kistiiyimikot,

Kittu apuchitaw uni-

miiyiw mokomaniyiw,
Own mostos mistuhe

weyino,

Ohe muskisinu unoch ne

ke ositan,

" He that believeth in

me shall never die."

Those that love thee I

will bless.

God honours those who
honour Him.

He will use that knife.

This ox is very fat.

These shoes I have just

made.

Relative Pronoun.

There is but one Relative Pronoun, " ka" who,

which, that ; its antecedent is frequently understood.

When the verb is in the future tense, it becomes
" ka "

; as, Unu eyinew ka tukosik, The Indian who
will come. Here ka is not only a relative pronoun,

but it is also the sign of the future tense.

Examples of the

Unike uwasisuk ka kis-

kayitukik kichimusi-

nuhikuniyiw,
Ne wekistan menisu ka

miywasike,

Ne wekipwawuk ka miyo-

sichik kinosawuk,
Unu ka sakihut tlkosiw,

Relative Pronoun.

Those children who know
the Bible.

I like (the taste of) berries

which are good.

I like (the taste of) good

fish.

" He whom thou lovest is

sick."
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Interrogative Pronouns.

The Interrogative Pronouns are,

Owanu, Who? An. Sing.

Owanike, „ „ PI.

These have an Accusative, Owjiyiwu, when
governed by a verb in the third person. When
followed by a noun with the possessive pronoun,
third person, Owanu answers to whose ; as, Owanu
ot ustotin ? Whose ( = who his) cap is this ?

Tananu, Which ?

Tananike,
,,

Tananimu, or Tanimu, „
Tananihe, or Tanihe, „
Kakwl, What?
Kakwuyu, „
Kako, What or What kind ?

An. Sing.

„ PL
Inan. Sing.

n W-
„ Sing.

„ PL
An. and Inan.

Sing, and PI.

Kakwayiw, What ? Ace. gov. by verb
in 3rd person.

Owanu and kakwl take simulative or doubtful

form, thus,

Who?Owanikan,
Owanikanuk, „
Kakwanikan, What ?

Kakwanikanuk, „

Owanikan ka patastumo-

tat?

Owanikanitoka numuwe-
yu ne kiskayitan.

Owiinikanuk ka patastu-

motachik ?

Owanikanitokanuk, nu-
muweyu ne kiskayitan.

Sing.

PI.

Sing.

PI.

Who is this walking this

way?
Who it is I do not know.

Who are these walking
this way ?

Who they are I do not

know.
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Examples of the Interrogative Pronouns.

Owanu ka pukitinisot kit-

tu nutuwe kiskinohu-

muwat eyinewu?
Owanike ka pa wechihi-

chik?
Kako musinuhikun ka
tukonumun ?

Kakwl ka totumatan?

Who will dedicate him-

self to go and teach

the Indians ?

Who (pi.) will come to

my assistance?

"What book is that which
you have in your hand 1

What shall I do for thee 1

Compound Relative Pronouns.

Piko oweyuk,
Pikwanu,
Pikwanimu,
Piko kakwl,

Whosoever.
Whoever.
Whichever.
Whatever.

Examples of the Compound Relative Pronouns.

Piko oweyuk ka we ku-

kwa pimachitakwii o

pimatisewin kittu wu-
nitaw ; maku piko

oweyuk ka wunitakwa
o pimatisewin neyu
oche, awukwanu ka, pi-

machitat,

Pikwanu nekan peki-

skwache,

Uyumita pikwanimu mu-
sinuhikun a, miywiiyi-

tumun,
Otinu piko kakwl a we

apuchitayun,

Whosoever will save his

life shall lose it ; and
whosoever will lose his

life for my sake shall

find it."

Whoever speaks first.

Read whichever book you
like.

Take whatever you wish
to use.

Distributive Pronouns.

Tuto, Each, every, An. and Inan.

Kiikeyow tiito, Each of all, every one,
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Example.

Kukeyow tuto ka ke me-

yiyun ne ke kunuwiiyi-

mawuk,

Every one that you gave

me I have taken care

of.

Indefinite Pronouns.

All, An. and Inan.

„ or The whole
Some,
Many,
Few,
Other, another,

Some one, An.
Something, Inan.

Kukeyow,
Misiwa,
Atit,

Michat,
Chukuwasis,
Kotuk,
Oweyuk,
Kakwl,

For declension of Kotuk see Demonstrative Pro-

nouns, and for Kakwf see Interrogative Pronouns.

Michat and chukuwasis frequently take a verbalized

form, being conjugated through their various moods
and tenses like the plurals of other intransitive verbs.

Examples of the

Oweyuk ne ke saminik,

Menu wapumitana ke ku
meyitin kakwl,

Kukeyow eyinewuk o ku
sakihitotawaw,

Ne nutuwayitan kotuk
minikwakun,

Ne we kiskinohumuwa-
wuk kotukuk eyine-

wuk menu,
Jesus sakihao kukeyow
oweyu,

Indefinite Pronouns.

" Some one hath touched

me."

When I see you again I

will give you some-

thing.

All Indians should love

each other.

I desire another cup.

I wish to teach other

Indians also.

Jesus loves every one.
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ADJECTIVES

Adjectives are frequently found in a verbalized

form ; as, a miywatiset eyinew, he who is good the

Indian= the good Indian.

There are few Separable Adjectives in the Cree
language ; such are Kiche, great ; Miyo, good

;

Muche, bad ; Oske, new ; Kwuyusk, right : but
adjectives may be formed from abstract nouns by
omitting the final " n " ; as Uyumihawin, prayer,

Uyumihawe musinuhikun, a Prayer-book.

The Comparative of adjectives is formed by pre-

fixing Uuwsima, more, to the Positive ; and the

Superlative by prefixing Uyhcak, most.

Miywatisew,
Uwusima miywatisew,
Uyiwak miywatisew,

He is good.

He is better.

He is best.

Examples of Separable Adjectives.

Miyo uwasisuk mistuhe
sakihawuk,

Os&-uwasisuk mistuhe
sakihikwuk okawe-
wawu,

Muche eyinewuk numu-
weyu tapukayitakose-

wuk kittu itotachik

Mche kesikok,

Good children are much
beloved.

Young (new) children are

much beloved by their

mothers.

Bad men are nqt fit to go
to heaven.
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Numeral Adjectives.

These are all capable of being verbalized, but are
more generally used as separable adjectives ; they
are,

Payuk,
Neso,
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The last expression means twice a hundred.

Kiche mitatvito-mitunow, A great hundred,
a thousand.

It is not difficult to express comparatively large

numbers in Cree ; thus 4567 would be rendered

—

Nawaw kiche-mitatuto-mitunow (four times a
thousand), niyanunwaw-mitatuto-mitunow (five

hundred), nikotwasomitunow tapuk6p uyiwak (and

sixty seven).

Examples of Numeral Adjectives.

Ne ke wapumawuk
niyanun wapuskwuk,

Unoch ka otakosik ne ke

sekuhutuwawuk nao

uwasisuk,

Pdyulc eyinew ke nipuhao
ndmitunow utikwu pi-

ponok,

Tantiito kesikawu ka
itapicheyun 1

Numuweyu kwuyusk ne

kiskayitan ; maskoch
ncio kesikawu ne ka
itapichen,

Unoch neyanun niskuk

menu tapukop sesepuk

ke papiyawuk, akwu
maku tawich ke

ispiyawuk,

Nikotwaso kesikaw ke ku
utoskan,

Jesus ke nuwusonao
mitatut nesosap kis-

kinohumuwakunu,

I have seen five white
bears.

This afternoon I have
baptized four children.

One Indian killed forty

deer last winter.

How many days shall you
be absent ?

I don't quite know
;
per-

haps I shall be absent
four days.

Just now five geese and
seven ducks flew this

way, and then flew out

to sea.

Six days
labour.

Jesus chose

ciples.

thou shalt

twelve dis-
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Jesus ke yewunisehiso Jesus fasted forty days
namitunow kesikawu and forty nights,

menu namitunow
tipiskawu, eyikok,

Note.—In computing time the sing, is commonly
used, e.g. nao kesikav, four days.

There are no Ordinals except Nistum, first, and
Iskwayach, last ; these are indeclinable.
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THE VERB.

The Verb expresses being, doing, and suffering, as

in other languages ; but it also expresses, by its pre-

fixes and affixes, a great deal more—namely, that

which in other tongues is expressed by the use of

adjectives, adverbs, and other parts of speech, in-

creasing and diminishing the action, affirming, sup-

posing, doubting, simulating, reflecting, etc. It is,

indeed, not only the principal word in every sen-

tence, but it is frequently the sentence itself ; and
the whole language might be aptly styled a gigantic

verb. It must also be borne in mind that the conju-

gation of the verb makes up for the lack of declension

in noun and pronoun. That is, the case, number,
and gender (Animate or Inanimate) of the noun
or pronoun, both of the subject and object, is shown
by the inflection of the verb.

In the study of the verb three things are to be
specially borne in mind :

1. There is no Infinitive Mood in the language.

What is expressed in others by the infinitive mood
is resolved in this into the subjunctive.

Thus, Eng. I wish you to come, is in Cree, I wish
that you come, Ke nutuwfiyimitinawaw kittu pa
itotayak.

2. All Transitive and Intransitive Verbs have a
double first person plural, for which, as before stated,

they have corresponding pronouns.

3. Verbs have two Forms, the Relative and Pos-
sessive, which are very puzzling to beginners, but
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which conduce greatly to clearness of expression in

the language. Difficulties in conversation would
constantly occur were they not in existence, whereas,
by their use, doubt and ambiguity are entirely

avoided.

There is nothing analogous to the Relative Verbal
form in English. In its simplest form, in connection
with impersonal verbs, it is expressed by the par-

ticle yiio in the indicative mood, and yik in the

subjunctive. Its meaning is, relatively to him or

them. Thus,

Mispon, It snows.

Misponjyiw, It snows relatively to

him.

A mispok, As it snows.

A mispon*y lie, As it snows relatively to

him.

Numuweyu ne ku sip- I shall not go off, as it

watan a mispok, snows.

Numuweya kittu sip- He will not go off, as it

wiltao a misiponiyik, snows.

There is no relative form in a sentence, unless

there be in it a verb in the third person.

The relative form is used, where either of the

persons, first, second, or third, performs an action

relatively to another third person ; as,

Ne ke wapumaw a, pi-
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second persons, making the verb, in fact, a semi-

transitive one ; but when a third person acts

relatively to another third person this is entirely

reversed, for it is not the verb which agrees with

the nominative he which takes the relative form, but
that which agrees with the accusative him : e.g.,

Ke wapumiio a pimotat, He saw him (when he
was) walking.

Ke wapumiio a pimota-^7, He saw him walking.

This will become clearer as we progress onward.
The simplest form of the Possessive is that in

which a verb agrees with a second third person

which belongs to a first third person ; as, That man's

son is sick. Here we cannot use the simple verb,

and say, Unu eyinew okosisu akosew, that man's son

he is sick, for the person addressed would be in doubt

as to who was meant—the man or his son, the verb
agreeing with the noun man. We therefore say,

Unu eyinew okisisu akos-eyiwu, which may be thus

analyzed :

Unu eyinew, That man.
Okosisu, His son.

Akoseyiwu, His he is sick.

When the second third person is of the inanimate

gender the particle iyho is added to the simple

inanimate verb for the singular, and iyiwu for the

plural ; as,

Owu uwasis o musinu- This child's book is good.

hikun miywasin-j^'M?,

Owu owasis o musinuhi- This child's books are

kunu miywa,sin-iyi-wu, good.

A more elaborate form of the possessive will come
under notice by-and-by, when we come to the

Transitive Verb, for every transitive verb has its
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possessive form, both animate and inanimate, with
which it is absolutely necessary for the student to
become thoroughly acquainted.

Ne sakihimawu, I love his him.
Ne pukwatumwan, I hate his it.

The Different Kinds op Verbs.

Verbs are of three kinds ; Impersonal, Intransitive,

and Transitive.

Before even the Impersonal Verb can be conjugated
it is necessary to know the powers of the verb " to

be."

But first, of the Substantive Verb.
This verb, expressing being, existence, has given

me much trouble, which I would fain save those

who come after me. Negatively, one heard it con-

stantly, both in its animate and inanimate forms ; as,

Numu tiio oweyuk, there is no one ; Numu tukwun,
there is none ; as well as in its affirmative inani-

mate form, Tukwun or I'tukwun, there is some. What
was wanted was the corresponding animate for

Tukwun. For this was used I'taw, which is a

particular, not the substantive verb, and signifies

place ; as, He is here or there, at a place specified.

Cutting off the initial " I," we have Taw, the verb

sought for ; thus,

Taw or T;io, He is.

Tukwun, It is.

TJyair is a second substantive verb, and is used as

both animate and inanimate :

Uyaw, He is.

Uyaw, It is.

But this verb is used as an animate mostly in

combination with the adjective Miyo, good, signifying
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that the subject of the verb is in a good state of

health ; thus,

Miyo-uyaw, He is well.

Ne miyo-uyan, I am well.

Other Verbs expressing Being, etc.

1. Awiw, He is such an one.

Iwun, It is such a thing.

Awiw is sometimes used alone, but very seldom,

both it and iwun being generally used as terminations
to nouns, which they thus verbalize ; as,

Okimaw, A chief.

Okima,-iciw, He is a chief.

Wastilnumakun, A candle.

Wastanumakun-upMtt, It is a candle.

2. An. l'taw, He is at a certain place.

Inan. I'tukvvun, It is ,, ,, ,,

3. An. I'tiw, He is so ; likewise he so

does.

Inan. I'kin, It happens.

I'tiw is often used as a verb of condition inter-

rogatively ; as,

Tan atiyun ? What aileth thee ?

Tan a tit ? What aileth him ?

In impersonal verbs the " is " is expressed by a

verbal termination, affixed to the primitive particle
;

as,

Tuk-ayaw, It is cold.

Tipisk-aw, It is night.

The Interrogative particle is che or na, and follows

verbs, expressed or understood, in the indicative

mood only ; thus,
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Ke sakehin, Thou lovest me.
Ke sakehin che 1 Dost thou love me ?

Keyu che ? Is it thou ?

To Verbs belong Voice, Mood, Tense, Gender,
Number, and Person.

Verbs generally have three Voices—Transitive,

Passive, and Intransitive, corresponding thus with
the European verb.

Verbs have six Meods—the Indicative, Subjunctive,
Imperative, Potential, Suppositive, and Dubitative.
The Indicative affirms or denies, and is used in

asking a direct question ; as,

Kisamunito ke ke ose- God made us.

hikonow.
Ke ku kesitan che ket Shalt thou finish thy work

utoskawin unoch ka to-day ?

kesikak ?

Numuweyu ; maskoch wa- No
;
perhaps to-morrow I

puka ne ku kesitan, shall finish it.

The Subjunctive is of much more extensive use

in the Cree than in the English language, express-

ing not only doubt and contingency, but likewise

affirming ; and in almost every sentence composed of

two members joined by a conjunction, the second

verb assumes the subjunctive mood ; as.

Ne ku nutuwapumaw, I shall go to him, and
akwu maku ka icecha- then I will accompany
wuk, him.

The Imperative commands, exhorts, and entreats.

It has a present and future tense.

Mechiso, Eat thou (Pr.).

Mechiso-fcwn, Eat thou (Fut.).

Sakita, Love thou it (Pr.).

Sakita-fcuM, Love thou it (Fut.).
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The Potential expresses power, will, ability ; as,

Ne hu he totan, I can do it.

Ne hu he totati, or tola, I could have done it.

We is the optative particle ; as,

Ne ice sakihaw, I wish to love him.

The Suppositive expresses probability and expec-

tation ; as,

Kuyas ke tukosin-o<o£ci- They have probably ar-

nuh, rived long ago.

The Dubitative is the subjunctive of the supposi-

tive, and expresses doubt and uncertainty ; it like-

wise follows Owfma when signifying Whoever, etc.,

as mentioned under Compound Relative Pronouns.

Kespin se-ahihiwahwa ke " If ye love me, ye will

ku kunuwayitanawaw keep my command-
ne kukaskwawinu, ments."

Numuweyu ne kiskayitan I don't know whether he

ha tuhosinohwa, will come.

Kespin se-akihiwakwa ne If they love me they will

ku tapwatakwuk, obey me.

Kespin mayo-uyakwa kit- If he were well, he would
tu tukosin, come.

The Participial and Subjunctive Moods of other

languages are expressed by the subjunctive ; as,

Neyu a sahihiwayan, I loving.

,, a he sahihiwayan, I having loved.

„ a sahihihoiveyan, I being loved.

„ a he sahihihoiveyan, I having been loved.

The Flat Vowel.

The student will have observed that when parts
of the verb to love have been introduced, the com-
mencement of the word has been sahi, but that

D
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occasionally it has been seahi ; and further, had he
been able to distinguish the moods, he would have
found that, when the change occurred, the verb was
invariably in either the subjunctive or dubitative

mood. This change is called the Flat Vowel, and is

one of the most interesting points in the Cree
language.

All verbs are subject to this change, which con-

sists in flattening, and thus lengthening, the first

vowel in the verb, and sometimes, as in Seaklhat,

in giving it an additional syllable. As I have just

hinted, this change is confined to the subjunctive

mood.
It is used,

1. In giving a verb the force and properties of a

noun, as already stated in the chapter on Nouns.
2. Instead of the relative pronoun lea, when the

time is indefinite ; thus Keyu ha sokatiseyun, thou
who art powerful, becomes Keyu seokatiseyun, thou

powerful one. In the second person both singular

and plural, this form is very forcible as a vocative.

3. Where the particle ever occurs in English, as
" whoever," etc., when the time is indefinite.

4. In some cases, in asking questions, after the

pronouns Owanu and Tan, or Tanisse and the adverb
Tantii, when the time is either indefinite, present, or

quite recent ; as,

Owanu tapayimisk ? "Who governs thee?

Tanisse atwdt ! What does he say ?

Tantii ayat ? Where is he ?

Tantii atdtat ? Where has he gone ?

Tan atusichik ket uwa- What is the number of

simisuk 1 thy children 1

5. But its chief use is to give force and decision

to verbs of affirmation in the past tense, where, the

tense particles being dispensed with, the verb itself
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states its action with a power and precision truly

beautiful.

Akwu teachipuyihot Then he mounted and
menu sapwiipuyit, rode off.

Formation of the Change.

A is changed by prefixing an e, thus forming
an additional syllable ; asitik becoming easitik

;

Siikisit, Seakisit.

A follows the same rule ; as,

Atuwayimat, rejects 2?atuwayimat.
Mayiiyimat, despises ilfeayayimat.

When e is the initial letter it is preceded by i

forming a separate syllable ; but when it follows a

consonant it is repeated, the last e being emphasized
;

as,

Ekutanat, puts aside J-ekutiinat.

Wekit, lives in We-ekit.

I is changed into a ; as,

Itasit, .Atasit.

Misikitit, Masikitit.

U is changed into a ; as,

Uyitit, jyitit.

Muskowiset, Maskowiset.

O or oo becomes ivd as the initial letter. When it

follows a consonant it is preceded by e, which is

joined to the consonant, the o itself becoming a

separate syllable ; as,

Ositat, IPasitat.

Mositat, Meositat.
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Tenses.

The Indicative Mood has six Tenses—the Present,

Imperfect, Perfect, Pluperfect, Future, and Second
Future.

The Present relates to what is now taking place

;

as, Ne pimatisin, I live.

The Imperfect relates to what has passed, or has
long continued at a time now passed ; as, Ne
aakiha or ail, I loved, was loving, or did love him.

The Perfect represents the action as finished, or,

when qualified by an adverb, as still continued ; as,

Ne Ice lolumuwaw, I have done it for him ; Kinwds ne

ke uspayimototuicaiv, I have long trusted in him.

The Pluperfect represents the action as finished

when or before another began ; as, Ne he nutom&ti

mwuyfis wetumuweyun, I had called him before

you told me.

The Future represents the action as yet to come
;

as, Kittu pimacliihao kukei/ow ka pa natikot, he will

save all who will come to him.

The Future Perfect, or Second Future, indicates

that the action will be over when or before another

action, yet future, shall take place ; as ku kesita

ot utoskawin mwuyfis mutwasineyit sawahoyakunu,
He shall have finished his work before it (the bell)

rings.

There is nothing very formidable in tins array of

tenses, for all, both in the indicative and potential

moods, are formed from the present and imperfect of

the indicative, by means of particles placed before the

root of the verb, without any new inflexions whatever.

Let the student then learn these tenses thoroughly,

and he will have little difficulty with the rest, belong-

ing to the twro moods mentioned.

Ne wapumaw, I see him.

Ne ku wapumaw, I shall see him.
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Ne wapumati, I saw him.

Ne ku wapumati, I shall have seen him.

There is not that strict attention to tense among
Indians that there is with Europeans. In narration

the present is often, or generally, used for the past,

while the imperfect and perfect are almost inter-

changeable, except that as an emphatic the imperfect

has much the preference. There is but little differ-

ence too between the imperfect and pluperfect, Ne ke

wapumati being quite as frequently used as Ne
wapumati for I saw him.

In the Subjunctive, too, there are two principal

Tenses, the Present and Imperfect, from which the

rest are formed by placing particles before them
;

thus,

A pimasiyan, Because I sail.

A he pimasiyan, Because I have sailed.

A pimasiyapan, Because I sailed.

A he pimasiyapan, Because I had sailed.

The Subjunctive is often used for the Indicative,

thus, _
A nikotayun che 1 Are you chopping wood ?

instead of Ke nikotan che 1

IMPERSONAL VERBS.

Impersonal Verbs are those which have the third

person singular only, and in English are preceded by
the pronoun " it "

; as, Kimiwun, it rains ; Mispon,
it snows ; Kesikaw, it is day.

Indicative Mood.

Pres. Pipon, It is winter.

Pipon-iyiw, „ „ to him.
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Past. Pipon-opun, It was winter.

„ -iyepun, „ „ to him.

Per. Ke pipon, It has been winter.

s . » -iyiwj m „ to him.
Plu. Ke pipon-opun, It had been winter.

„ ,, -iyepun, „ „ to him.

Fut. Kittu pipon It will be winter.

,i „ -iyiw,
,, „ to him.

Subjunctive Mood.

Pres. A pipok, As it is winter.

„ pipon-iyik, „ „ to him.

Past. ,, pipok-ipun, ,, was winter.

„ pipon-iyik-ipun, „ „ to him.

Per. „ ke pipok, „ has been winter.

„ ke pipon-iyik, „ „ to him.

Plu. „ ke pipok-ipun, „ had been winter.

., ke pipon-iyik-ipun, „ „ to him.

Fut. Kfi pipok, or,

Fut. Pipoka, When it shall be winter.

Pipon-iyika, „ „ to him.

Papok (flat vowel), In the winter (past).

Paponeyik, „ „ to him.

Suppositive Mood.

Pres. Pipon-otoka, It is winter, I suppose.

Examples of the Impersonal Verb.

Asl aJcwutin, Already it is frozen ; there

is frost.

Numuweyu ne ku posin I shall not go off (by

osam ji sbkiyoowdk, water) as it is blowing
too hard.

Tapwa Ice yotin Icasikah, Truly it was blowing to-

day.
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Tuke akosew netanis a

kesowayayik,

Wepuch maskoch kittu

tukwasiwuk a nuhitini-

yik,

Asi miywasinotoka a

pimotaniwuk nochi-

mik kuyas maku ka
akivufik,

Kakat ke kuwuchiwuk
uwasisuk ka itotfichik

kiskinohumatoowiku-
mikok, mistuhe a lie

kisinayik,

Maskoch kittu miyokesi-

kaw wapulcd a mikwusk-

ivuk anoch ka otakosik
;

akwu maku kfi ke sip-

watayan,

Tanispe ka posit kutawe 1

Wapuniyika kittu posew
miyokesiJcayikd,

My daughter is always
sick when the weather
is warm.

They will soon probably
reach it (their destina-

tion), as the wind is fair.

There is probably good
walking in the woods
now, as it froze long

since.

The children were nearly

frozen while going to

school, the cold having
been very severe.

Perhaps it will be fine

weather to-morrow, as

the sky is red this

afternoon ; and then I

shall be able to go off.

When will thy father go
off (by water) ?

He will go off to-morrow
should the weather be
fine.

INTRANSITIVE VERBS.

Intransitive Verbs are those in which the action

of the verb is confined to the subject ; as, Ne pusikon,

I stand up ; Pimiskaw, he paddles.

The root of the verb is obtained from the third

person singular of the indicative mood, present tense,

by throwing off the conjugational termination ; thus,
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Pusiko, He stands up, Root PusiJe.

Pimiskaw, He paddles,
,, Pimisk.

Upiw, He sits, „ JJp.

There are seven Conjugations, known by the third

person just alluded to.

1. Ends in iw, as Up-iw.

,
aw,

,,
Nip-aw.

,
ao, ,, Pimot-ao.

o, „ Kit-o.

ew, ,, Wuskuw-ew.

i

um, „ Itayit-um.

in, ,, Tukos-in.

For the other persons affix to the root

—

For the Singular,

1. in, as Up-in, 1st and 2nd person.
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Ne nipan, I sleep.

Ke wuskuwenanow, We (1 and 2) move.
Ke tukosininawaw, You arrive.

For the third person possessive animate (his him,

etc.) singular and plural, add iyiwu to the root.

Iyiwu is modified thus in the various conjugations :

2nd, ayiwu; 3rd, ayiwu; 4th, oyiwu ; 5th, eyiwu

;

6th, iyiwu; 7th, iykvu.

For inanimate add miikun to the root for the singu-

lar, and mukunwu for the plural, with a connecting

vowel: 1st Con. e; 2nd, a; 3rd, a ; 4th, o; 5th, e

;

6th, o ; 7th, o ; as,

An. Tukosin. Inan. Tukosin-o>»»/t;«w.

„ Itayitum. „ Itayitumo-?;a</t ^/i.

For the third person possessive inanimate (his it,

etc.) add to the inanimate form just given, for the

singular iyito, for the plural iyiwu ; as,

Tukoshinoruakun-////M>, His it arrives.

„ -iyiwu, His they arrive.

Observe that in the sixth and seventh conjuga-

tions these affixes are made, not to the root, but to

the full third person singular :

Itayitum-omuhin, It thinks.

„ -iyiw, His it thinks.

„ -iyiwu, His they think.

In verbs ending in isew, as Pimat-iseto, he lives,

the inanimate is sometimes formed by cutting off the

isew and affixing the particle un ; as, Pimat-un, it

lives ; and to this the other terminations are to be
added.

In verbs ending in sin, as Pimi-sin, he lies down,
the inanimate is generally formed by changing the

8 into t; as, Pimitin, it lies down.
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The Terminations for the Subjunctive Mood.
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asse miyonahwuniyike o musinuhikunu. See how
beautiful his books appear.

I now give a verb of the second conjugation in

full.

Nipaw, He sleeps.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Ne nipan, I sleep.

Singular.

1. Ne nipan, I sleep.

2. Ke nipan, Thou sleepest.

3. An. Nipaw, He sleeps.

Inan. Nipamukun, It sleeps.

Poss. An. Nipayiwu, His he sleeps.

„ Inan. Nipamukuniyew, His it sleeps.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ne nipanan, We sleep.

1. (1 and 2) Ke nipananow, We sleep.

2. Ke nipanawaw, You sleep.

3. An. Nipawuk, They sleep.

Inan. Nipamukunwu, They sleep.

Poss An. Nipayiwu, His they or their

they sleep.

„ Inan. Nipamukuniyiwu, Do.

Imperfect Tense. I slept, was sleeping, or did sleep.

Singular.

1.
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Plural.

1.(1 and 3) Ne nipatan, We slept.

1. (1 and 2) Ke nipatanow, We slept.
'_'. Ke nipatawaw, You slept.

3. An. O nipatawaw, They slept.

Inan. Niparnukunopunu, Do.
Poss. An. Nipayepun, His they, etc.,

slept.

,, Inan. Nipaniukuniyepunu, Do.

Another Imperfect Tense.

Singular.

1. Ne nipan-apun, I was sleeping.

2. Ke nipan-apun, Thou, etc.

3. Nipa-pun.

Other persons as in the former Tense.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ne nipanan-apun, We were sleeping.

1. (1 and 2) Ke nipanan-apun,
,,

2. Ke nipanaw-apun, Ye, etc.

3. Nipa-punuk.

Perfect Tense. I have slept.

The perfect tense is the same as the present tense,

with the particle, ke, before the verb.

Pluperfect Tense. I had slept.

The pluperfect tense is the same as the imperfect

tense with the particle, ke, before the verb.

Another Pluperfect. I had been sleeping.

Singular.

1. Ne ke nipan-apun.

Ke ke nipan-apun.

Ke nipa-pun.
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Other Persons as in the former Tense, but seldom
used.

Another Third Person.

An. Sing. Ke nipa-kopun.

„ PI. Ke nipa-wakopun.

Future Tense. I shall sleep.

This tense is formed like the present, the particle,

ku, being prefixed in the first and second persons, and
kittu in the third person, as,

Ne ku nipan, I shall sleep,

Ke ku nipan, Thou shalt sleep,

Kittu nipaw, He shall sleep, etc.

It will be unnecessary to go through the tenses of

the Potential Mood, as all are formed like those

already given, the only difference being in the

particles placed before the verbal root.

Ne we nipan, I wish to sleep.

Ne ke nipan, I can sleep.

Ne ke we nipan, I have wished to sleep.

Ne ka we nipan, I shall wish to sleep.

Ne ku ke nipan, I shall be able to sleep.

Ne we nipatl, or nipa, T wished to sleep.

Ne ku nipatl, or nipa, I should sleep.

Ne ku ke nipatl, or nipa, I could have slept.

Ne ku ke nipatl, or nipa, I should have slept.

Imperative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular.

2. Nipa, Sleep thou.

3. An. Keyam kittu ni- Let him sleep.

paw,
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Inan. Keyam kittu ni- Let it sleep.

pamukun,
Poss. An. Keyam kittu ni- Let his him sleep.

payiwu,

,, Inan. Keyam kittu ni- Let his it sleep.

pamukuniyiw,

Plural.

1. (1 and 2) Nipa-tak, or tan Let us sleep.

2. Nipak, Sleep ye,

3. An. Keyam kittu ni- Let them sleep.

pawuk,
Inan. Keyam kittu ni- Let them sleep.

pamukunwu,
Poss. An. Keyam kittu ni- Let his them sleep.

payiwu.

,, Inan. Keyam kittu ni- Do.
pamukuniyiwu,

Future Tense.

Singular.

2. Nipa-kun, Sleep thou.

Plural.

1.(1 and 2) Nipa-kak, Let us sleep.

2. Nipa-kak, Sleep ye.

The other persons are the same as those of the

former tense.

Suppositive Mood.

The sign of the Suppositive Mood is otoka, or

atokd, and may be attached to any of the persons in

the indicative and potential moods. In the imperfect
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tense and those formed from it, the suppositive

particle undergoes a great change.

Present Tense. I am asleep, I suppose, or I must be
asleep.

Singular.

1. Ne nipan-atoka.

2. Ke nipan-atoka.

3. An. Nip-atoka.

Inan. Nipamukun-otokii.

Poss. An. Nipa-yetoka.

,, Inan. Nipamukuni-yetokfi.

Plural.

1.(1 and 3) Ne nipanan-atokft.

1.(1 and 2) Ke nipanan-atoka.

2. Ke nipanaw-atekii.

3. An. Nip-atokii-nuk.

Inan. Nipamakun-otaka-nu.

Poss. An. Nipa-yetoka.

„ Inan. Nipamukun-eyetokii.

Imperfect Tense. I was asleep, I suppose.

Singular.

1. Ne nipan-akopun.

2. Ke nipan-akopun.

3. An. Nip-akopun.

Inan. Nipamukunokopun.
Poss. An. Nipa-yekopun.

„ Inan. Nipamukuni-yekopun.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ne nipanan-akopun.

1. (1 and 2) Ke nipanan-akopun.

2. Ke nipanaw-akopun.
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3. An. Nipaw-akopun.
Inan. Niparnukunoowa-kopun.
Poss. An. Nipa-yikopun.

„ Inan. Nipamukuni-yikopun.

Ne ke nipan-akopun, I had been asleep, I sup-

pose.

Subjunctive Mood.

Here let me remind the student that in this

mood he has no personal pronouns to assist him, the

persons being expressedby the inflected terminations.
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3. An. Nip-a-pun, He slept.

Inan. Nip-arnakiik-ipun, It slept.

Poss. An. Nip-ayi-pun, His he slept.

„ Inan. Nip-aruukun-eyik- His it slept,

opun,

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) aSTip-ayak-opun, "We slept.

1. (1 and 2) Nip-ayuk-opun, Do.

2. Nip-ayak-opun, You slept.

3. An. Nip-awa-pun, They slept.

Inan. Niparnakun-oowakopuna, Do.

Poss. An, Nip-ayiwa-pun, His they slept.

„ Inan. Nipamukun-eyik-oowa- Do.
kopuna,

Perfect Tense. (If) I have slept.

This tense is formed like the present, the particle

he being prefixed.

Ke nipayan, I have slept, etc.

The Pluperfect, in like manner, is formed as the

imperfect.

Ke nipayapan, I had slept, etc.

Future Tense. If or when I sleep.

Singular.

1. Nipayan-a.

2. Nipayun-a.

3. An. Mpache.
Inan. Nipamukiik-a.

Poss. An. Nipayiche.

,, Inan. Nipamakuniyik-a.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Nipayak-a.

1. (1 and 2) Nipayuk-a.
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2. Nipayak-o.

3. An. Nipat-wawa.
Inan. Nipamukuk-wawa.
Poss. An. Nipayit-wawa.

,, Inan. Nipamukuniyik-wawii.

It must be remembered, too, that the subjunctive

is used very largely as an affirmative mood, and as

such has a full complement of tenses, all declined

as either the present or the imperfect already given,

with the addition of prefixed particles ; as,

Akwu maku ka wuniska- And then they will arise,

chik,

Ka nipayan, I shall sleep.

Ka ke nipayan, I shall be able to sleep.

Ka we nipayan, I shall wish to sleep.

Ka nipayan, I slept.

Ka ke nipayan, I have slept.

Ka, nipayapan, I would sleep.

Ka ke nipayapan, I should be able to sleep.

Ka ke nipayapan, I had slept or would have
slept.

Also, that the relative particle ha is followed by
the subjunctive, and that ha, where the action is

future, is changed into Jed ; thus,

Neyu ka nipayan, I who sleep.

Keyu lea ke nipayun, Thou who hast slept.

Weyu ka nipat, He who will sleep.

Flat vowel. I slept, etc.

Singular.

1. Napayan, I slept.

2. Napayun, Thou didst sleep.

3 An. Napat, He slept.
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Tnan. Naparnukiik, It slept.

Poss. An. Napayit,' His ho slept.

„ Inan. Nfiparnukuniyik, His it slept.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Napayak, We slept.

1. (1 and 2) Nfipayi'ik, Do.
2. Napayak, You slept.

3. Au. Nfipat-chik, They slept.

Inan. Nfipamukfike, Do.
Poss. An. Napayit, His they, etc.

,, Inan. Napamakuniyike, Do.

Dubitative Mood.

Present Tense. If I sleep.

Singular.

1. Napawana, If I sleep.

2. Niipawuna, If thou sleep.

3. An. Napakwa, If he sleep.

Inan. Napamukunokwa, If it sleep.

Poss. An. Napayikwa, If his he sleep.

„ Inan. Naparnukuniyikwii, If his it sleep.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Napawakfi, If we sleep.

1. (1 and 2) Nfipawukwa, Do.

2. Napawakwa, If you sleep.

3. An. Napawakwa, If tbey sleep.

Imperfect Tense. If I slept.

Singular.

1

.

Napawapana

.

2. Napawupunfi.

3. An. Napakopuna.
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Inan. Napamukunokopuna.
Poss. An. Napayikopuna.

„ Inan. Napamukuneyikopunii.
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Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. (If) I sleep in x'elation to him.

Singular.

1.
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/'»/«/ Tense.

Nipaniwuk-ipun, People were sleeping.

Rel. Nipaniwuniyik-ipun, Do. in relation, etc.

We have now made some progress in our verb

Nijmw, but have by no means finished with it yet.

We have the verb in the simple form : we must' yet

examine it in its modified forms ; for how can we
tell, from what we have already seen, whether our

subject slept much or little, constantly or only occa-

sionally, or whether he only feigned sleep after all ?

Our verb must tell us all these particulars.

Modifications of the Verb.

The verb is modified as to manner, place, augmen-
tation, diminution, iteration, and simulation.

Manner and 1'lace.

Manner and place are both expressed by the par-

ticle isse or it. In some cases the particle precedes

the verb ; as, Isse nipaw, he sleeps so, or in such a

place : in others it displaces the first portion of the

simple verb ; as,

Sipwatao, He goes off.

Itbtao, He goes to a certain place.

Miyw-atisew, He is of a good disposition.

If-<itisew, He is of such a disposition.

3Iiyo-twaw, He is good.

Isse-twaic, He is so, morally.

In this case the modified verb is of the same con-

jugation as that of the abstract verb.

Augmentation.

There is a verbal particle, sl-aio, signifying abun-

dance, which will come under our notice by-and-by,
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and it is a derivative from this, shiw, which supplies

the augment in intransitive verbs ; as,

Pimotfio, He walks.

Pimotd-sJciw, He walks much.
Nipaw, He sleeps.

Nipa-sMw, He sleeps much.

You observe that the termination is different from

that of Nipaw, being iw, which indicates another

conjugation ; and as the first person ends in in, by

referring to the table this verb will be found to be

of the first conjugation.

Diminution.

Diminutive nouns, as we have already seen, end

in is or sis ; diminutive verbs end in a similar manner
with the termination shv ; as,

Minikwiio, He drinks.

Minikwasiw, He drinks a little.

Nipaw, He sleeps.

Nipa-siw, He sleeps a little.

This, too, is of the first conjugation.

Iteration.

This gives an occasional and distributive expres-

sion to the verb, and is produced by the reduplica-

tion of the first syllable, which frequently assumes

a flattened form ; as,

Pimotao, He walks.

Pa-pimotao, He walks repeatedly.

IJpiw, He sits.

Uy-upiw, He sits about.

Minikwao, He drinks.
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Ma-minikwao, He drinks repeatedly.

Siko, He spits.

Su-siko, He spits about.

Makiw, He gives.

Mumakiw or Mama- He gives distributively.

kiw,

Nipaw, He sleeps.

Na-nipaw, He sleeps now and then.

Na-nipasiw, He sleeps a little now
and then.

Na-nipaskiw, He sleeps a great deal

now and then.

The iterative particle, being a prefix and not an
affix, produces no change of conjugation, as was the

case with the augmentative and diminutive particles.

Simulation.

The simulative noun, as you will l'emember, ends
in Jean ; the simulative verb ends in Icaso ; as,

Nipi-w, He dies.

Nipo-kaso, He pretends to die.

Nikumo, He sings.

Nikumo-kaso, He pretends to sing.

Nipa-w, He sleeps.

Nipa-kaso, He pretends to sleep.

By referring to the table it will be found that

the simulative verb is of the fourth conjugation.

I will now give the present tense of the indicative

and subjunctive moods of Nipaskiw and Nipakaso,

as well as of a verb of the seventh conjugation, and
so close this part of our subject.
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Nipaskiw, He sleeps much.

Indicative Mood.
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2. Nipaskiyak.

3. An. Nipaskitchik.

Inan. Nipaskemukuke.
Poss. An. Nipaskiyit.

„ Inan. Nipaskemukuniyike.

Nipakaso, he pretends to sleep.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular.

1. Ne nipfikason.

2. Ke nipfikason.

3. An. Nipakaso.
Inan. Nipfikasomukun.
Poss. An. Nipfikasoyiwu.

,, Inan. Nipakasomukuniyiw.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ne nipakasonan.

1.(1 and 2) Ke nipfikasonanow.

2. Ke nipakasonawaw.
3. An. Nipakasowuk.

Inan. Nipakasomukunwu.
Poss. An. Nipfikasoyiwu.

,, Inan. Nipakasomukuniyiwu.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. (If) I pretend to sleep.

Singular.

1. Nipakasoyan.
2. Nipakasoyun.
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3. An. Nipilkasot.

Inan. jSapftkasornukiik.

Poss. An. Nipakasoyit.

,, Inan. Nipfikasomukuniyik.

Verb of the Seventh Conjugation.

Pinrisin, he lies down.

Indicative Mood.
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Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. (If) I lie down.

Singular.

1- Pimis-inan, or inian.

2. Pimis-inun, „ iniun.

3. An. Piinis-ik.

Inan. Pimit-ik and
Pimis-in-omukuk.

Poss. An. Pirais-in-iyit.

„ Inan. Pirnit-in-iyik and
Piinis-in-omukun-iyik.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3)

1.(1 and 2)

2.

3. An.
Inan.

Poss. An.

Pini

Pirn

Pirn

Pim
Pirn

Pirn

Pim
Inan. Pim

Pim

or iak.

„ ink.

„ iak.

s-in-ak,

s-in-uk,

s-in-ak,

s-ik-ik.

t-ik-e and
s-in-omukuk-e.

s-in-iyit.

t-in-iyik-e and
s-in-omukun-iyik-e.

Examples of the Various Conjugations.

Indicative Mood.

Mistuhe ne miywayitan a

patumwuk Kisamunito
ot Itwawin a uyumita-

wit,

Ne petoka nekinak
makwach nekawe
westu ka pa, peto-kiit,

I am very glad when I

hear God's Word read.

I was entering our house

as my mother entered

it.
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Eyinewuk ke tukosinwuk
otakosik, a pasiwa-

chik michcit utuyu ka
ke manutachik papone-

yik,

As I ke sipwfitawakopun

ispe ka tukosineyit

unihe eyinewu,

Kittu meywayitumwuk
wapumatwawe uyumi-
haweyiniwu,

Asi ne ku wuniskan
mwuyas nokosit pesirn,

Wepuch ne ku kowisimon
weyu mistuhe a

nastoseyan,

Kayapich che pimatisew

ke kosis ?

Indians came in yesterday

bringing many furs

which they killed in

the winter.

They had already gone

off when those Indians

came in.

They will be glad when
they see the minister.

I shall have already

risen before the sun
rises.

I shall soon go to bed, as

I am very tired.

Is thy son still alive 1

Potential Mood.

Numuweyu ne ke niku-

mon unoch ka kakisa-

payak,

Numuweyu ne ku ke

itotan utawawikumi-
kok, weyu mistuhe a

akoseyan,

Ke ku ke nisitotanawaw

meyoachimoowin uyu-

mitake,

Tuke tapwa ke ku
petoka uyumihawiku-
mikok ayumihakesi-

kake,

I cannot sing this morn-
ing.

I shall not be able to go
to the store, being

very sick.

You will be able to

understand the good
news when it is read.

Truly thou shouldst

always enter the

church on the praying

day.
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O ku ke siikisitawaw

kespin ke rnoskestako-

chik muskwu,
Kittu ke utoskawuk che

unoch 1

They would have been
afraid if the bear had
attacked them.

Will they be able to

work now ?

Subjunctive Mood.

Miyo uyayauii wapuka ne

ku tukosinin,

Pimaseyuna wepuch
natii ke ku misukan.

2sukayasiyako menu
kimiwuniseyako tapwa
ke ku kopatayimona-
waw,

Kisepuyitwawa wepuch
kittu nukuwawuk o

wechftwakuniwawu,

If I am well to-morrow I
will come.

If you (sing.) sail you
will soon arrive there.

Should you have foul

wind and rain, you
will be truly miserable.

If they move rapidly,

they will soon meet
(by water) their

friends.

Subjunctive as Affirmative.

Wepuch ne ku kesitan,

akwu maku ka kewa-

< 3
ran

'

Akume uyumitak ke

musinuhikuniwawu,
akwu wepuch ka nisi-

towinumiik,

Tanta ayat kesem 1

Kakisap ke misukaw, a

pasiwat michat nisku

a. ke nipuhat, akwu
maku menu samak a

I shall soon finish it, and
then I will return.

Diligently read your
books and you will

soon recognize by sight

(what is written).

Where is thy younger
brother 1

lie arrived (by water)

this morning, bringing

many geese that he had
killed, and then went
off again at once.
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Mistuhe a nfistosit ispe

tiikosik, ka raechisot,

tapwa, piko samak
nipaw,

He was very tired when
he came, after he had
partakea of food, he at

once fell asleep.

Imperative Mood.

Samak pose,

Itapik,

Samak sipwatatak,

Ke mechisoyuna, nochi-

mik itotakun kittu

nikotiiyun,

Kowisimok,

Embark at once (sing.).

Look there (pi.).

Let us depart at once.

When thou hast eaten,

go into the woods to

collect firewood.

Go to Led (ph).

Suppositive Mood.

As! koskoskatokiinuk, They are probably awake
already.

Wepuch menu ne ku We shall probably come
tukosininan atoka, again soon.

Dubitative Mood.

Kespin napakwa kittu

miyo uyaw,
Kespin eakumayimoowa-
kwa wepuch ke ku
kiskayifctlnawaw ke

musinuhikuniwawu

,

Numuweyu ne kiskayi-

tan ka pimdtisewahweL,

Numuweyu ne kiskayitan

ka posewana,

If he sleep he will do
well.

If you are diligent you
will soon know your
books.

I don't know whether they

will live or not.

I don't know whether I

shall go off or not.
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Relative.

Ne ke pctokaican wekik,

Ne ke nutuwapumaw,
akotu maku wekik
ka nipawuh,

Ne ku pimolawan o

maskunak otitumtmika,

Ke kiskinohumakuwo
yana ne ku kisJcisewan

o kukaskwawinu,
Ne ku posetoan ot otik,

I entered his tent.

I went to see him, and
slept there in his tent.

I will walk in his path
when I reach it.

When I shall have been
taught, I will remember
his commandments.

I will embark in his

canoe.

Possessive.

Akosiyhcii okosisu,

Ke nutuwapumao otanisu

ka akosiyit,

O mokoman mistuhe mi-

sayew,

Unu napao o pipi-

kwun mistuhe kise-

wdmukuniyiw,

O waskahikun mistuhe

ispoyiw,

His son is sick.

He went to see his daugh-
ter who is sick.

His knife is very large.

That man's trumpet is

very loud.

His house is very high.

Verbal Modifications.

Numuweyu ne ke tapwa-
tuwaw a keyaskiskit,

Asl che pimotfio kekosis 1

Aha ; asl pimotdsew,

Ke miyokwamin che 1

Xumuweyu ; ne nanipa-

sin piko,

I cannot believe him, as he
is addicted to lying.

Does your son walk yet ?

Yes ; he already walks a

little.

Do you sleep well 1

No ; I sleep a little now
and then only.
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Ne ke pupambtan kupii-

kesik, maku numu
wach kakwl ne ke

miskiin,

Kg nipokaso ispe a pa
natikot simakunisu.

I have been walking about
the whole day, but
nothing whatever have
I found.

He pretended to be dead
when the soldiers came
to him.

VARIETIES OF THE INTRANSITIVE VERB.

These varieties are— 1. Verbalized Nouns; 2.

Numeral Verbs ; 3. Adjective Verbs ; 4. Accidental

Verbs ; 5. Reflective Verbs ; 6. Reciprocal Verbs

;

7. Indefinite Verbs ; 8. Passive Verbs.

The last four varieties will be considered after

the Transitive Verb, as they are all derived from it
j

for instance, Reflective, Ne sakihison, I love my-
self ; Reciprocal, Ne sakihitonan, we love each

other ; Indefinite, Ne sakihiwan, I love some one

;

Passive, Ne sakihikowin, I am loved by some one;

Ne tvikopison, I am tied up, bound.

Verbalized Nouns.

Verbalized Nouns are of two kinds ; 1st. That in

which the noun receives only a verbal termination

;

2nd. That in which it receives both a prefix and a

termination. In both cases the noun sometimes

undergoes contraction.

i. Nouns with a Verbal Termination.

1. The existence or condition of the noun is

affirmed. Animate termination, wiw ; inanimate, iimn.

F
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Animate

.

Napao,
Napa-wiw,
Iskwiio,

Iskwa-wiw,
Usiskc,

Usiske-wiw,

A man.
He is a man.
A woman.
She is a woman.
Clay.

He is clay, or muddy,

This form is of the first conjugation, and is thus

conjugated in the indicative mood, present tense :

Singular.

1. Ne napa-win,

2. Ke napa-win,

3. Napa-wiw,
Poss. An. Napa-wiyiwu,

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ne napa-win-an,

1. (1 and 2) Ke napa-win-anow,

2. Ke napa-win-awaw,

3. Napii-wi-wuk,

Poss. An. Napa-wiyiwu.

I am a man.
Thou art a man.
He is a man.
His he is a man.

We are men.
Do.

You are men.
They are men.
His they are men.

This is subject to the simulative change ; as,

Napa-wiw,
Napa-kaso,
Okima-wiw,
Okima-kaso,
Munito-wiw,

Munito-kaso,

He is a man.
He pretends to be a man.
He is a chief.

He pretends to be a chief.

He is a God.
He pretends to be a God.

Inanimate.

Chekuhikun, An axe.

Chekuhikun-iwun (sing.), It is an axe.

Chekuhikun-iwun-wu (ph), They are axes,
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2. The making of what is represented by the noun.

The termination is Jcao ; as,

Paskisikun, A gun.

Paskisikun-ikiio. He makes guns.

Uyupe, A net.

Uyupe-kao, He makes nets.

Musinuhikunapo, Ink.

Musinuhikunapo-kfio, He makes ink.

These are verbs of the third conjugation.

3. The making by means of an instrument or

object. The termination is kdkao ; as,

Paskisekun, A gun.

Paskisekun-ikakao, He makes a gun with it.

Mokoman, A knife.

Mokoman-ikakao, He makes a knife with it.

Wuchiston, A nest.

Wuchiston-ikakfio, He makes a nest with it.

These, too, are of the third conjugation.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. I make a knife with it.

Singular.

1

.

Ne mokoman-ikakan.

2. Ke mokoman-ikakan.

3. Mokoman-ikakao.
Poss. An. Mokoman-ikakayiwu.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ne mokoman-ikakan-an.
1. (1 and 2) Ke mokoman-ikakan-ow.
2. Ke mokoman-ikakan-awaw.
3. Mokoman-ikaka-wuk.

Poss. An. Mokoman-ikakayiwu.
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ii. Nouns verbalized by means of a Prefix awl

Termination.

1. Verbs of " putting on" :

Ustis, a glove. An.

I can say transitively, Postiskowiio ot ustisu, he
puts on his gloves ; but the Indian prefers to use
.such expressions intransitively, in one word, thus

:

Post-ustis-tio, He puts on his gloves.

Post-ustotin-ao, He puts on his cap.

Post-us-ak-ao, She puts on her dress.

2. Verbs of " wearing "
:

Usam, a snowshoe. An.

Trans. Kikiskowao ot He wears his snowshoes.

usamu,

Intrans. Kik—usam-iio, ,, ,,

Trans. Kikiskum ot He wears his cap.

ustotin,

Intrans. YSk-ustotin-ho, „ ,,

3. Verbs of " taking off" :

Muskisin, a shoe. Inan.

Trans. Kfichikonum o He takes off his shoes.

muskisinu,

Intrans. Kat-Msfcisiw-tio, ,, ,,

Trans. Kachikonao ot He takes off his gloves.

ustisu,

Intrans. Kat-?<s//s-ao. „ ,,

4. Verbs of " cleansing "
:

—

Oyakun, a bason. Inan.

Michiche, a hand. Inan.

Trans. Kasenum oyaku- He cleanses the bason,

niyiw,
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Intrans. Kasen-eyakun-ao, He cleanses the bason.

Trans. Kasenum ochi- He cleanses his hands.

cheyu,

Intrans. Kase-c7«<W<-ao, „ ,,

5. Verbs of " visiting "
:

Uyupe, a net. An.

Trans. Natao uyupeyu, He visits the nets.

Intrans. Nafr-itywp-ao, ,, ,,

Trans. Natum o wuniki- He visits his traps.

kunu,
Intrans. N~a6hi-wuniM- „ „

kun-Ho,

6. Verbs of "searching" :

Umisk, a beaver.

Muskwu, a bear.

Trans. Nutonowao ami- He searches for beaver.

skwu,
Intrans. Nutowumiskwilo, ,, ,,

Nutowuskwiio, He searches for bears.

7. Verbs of " feeding on "
.

Sesep
:
a duck.

Trans. Moowao sesepu, He eats ducks.

Intrans. Mo-sepito, „ „

Mo-miskw-ao, He eats beaver.

These verbs likewise are of the third conjugati on.

8. Verbs with reference to a child :

Uwasis, a child.

Trans. Wapuniao ot She sees her child.

uwasimisa,

Intrans. Wapum aivu-so, „ »
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This intransitive verb is used only in reference

to child-bearing.

Trans. Kunuwayirnfio She takes care of a child

uwasisu, or children.

Tntrans. Kunuwayim-«/r«—so, „ „

These are verbs of the foui'th conjugation.

There are other verbalized nouns, some of which
will come under notice with the adjective verbs : in

many the noun is so contracted that it is almost
impossible to discover it at all ; those I have ex-

hibited are in constant use. The only other verb I

shall give of this description is that which signifies

" possession."

In this verb, unlike those lately considered, no
part whatever of the transitive verb is introduced,

as indeed there is a difference of signification between
the transitive and intransitive forms, although the

distinction is, in practice, not always observed.

Trans. Net uyan paski- I have a gun.

sikun,

Intrans. N' o-paskisiku- T have or possess a gun.

nin,

The prefix of this verb is oorol; its affix tic or etc,

with the possessive particle em sometimes introduced

between the noun and the verbal termination.

1

.

With the possessive particle im—
O-niechim-i'm-iw, He possesses food.

0-menisapo-»*-iw, He possesses wine.

2. Without the possessive ai'ticle ha—
O-chekuhikun-iw, He possesses an axe.

O-mokoman-iw, He possesses a knife.

Okosis-iw, He has a son.
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Otaw-cw, He has a father.

Okaw-ew, He has a mother.

3. With the possessive particle im placed before a

diminutive termination ; as,

Ot-uwas-im-is-iw, He has children.

These verbs are of the first conjugation, and are

thus declined in the present tense of the indicative

and subjunctive moods :

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. I have children.

Singular.

1. N' ot-uwasimis-in.

2. K' ot-uwasimis-in.

3. Ot-uwasimis-iw.

Poss. An. Ot-uwasimis-iyiwu.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) N' ot-uwasimis-inan.

1. (1 and 2) K' ot-uwasimis-inanow.

2. K' ot-uwasimis-inawaw.

3. Ot-uwasimis-iwuk.

Poss. An. Ot-uwasimis-iyiwu.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. (If) I have children.

Singular.

1

.

Ot-uwasimis-iyan.

2. Ot-uwasimis-iyun.

3. Ot-uwasimis-it.

Poss. An. Ot-uwasimis-iyit.
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Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ot-uwasimis-iyak.

1. (1 and 2) Ot-uwasiruis-iyuk.

2. Ot-uwasimis-iyak.

3. Ot-uwasimis-itchik.

Poss. An. Ot-uwasimis-iyit.

Examples of flie Foregoing Verbs

Pukwunutu eyinew atu

a okimakasot,

Numuweyu ke we pimwa-
piskuhotinan miyo
issechikawin oche, ma-
ku pastamoowin oche,

menu a Munitbkasoyun
atvi a uyiseyinetoiyun,

Tanispe menu ka aipwa-

tayun 1

Kakisiipayaka ne ku
sipwatan a we wawwni-
hikayan,

Ne ku poslustisan akwu
ka wechawitan,

Ne hikustolinan aka kittu

kowuchiyan nistikwa-

nik,

Samak ne Jut hdtuskisi-

nan mistuhe a sapo-

paskisinayan,

Tanta ayat kekosis?

Natuyupao weyu mistuhe
a nutiikutayak,

He is a man of no con-

sideration, although he
pretends to be a chief.

"We wish to stone thee,

not for a good deed,

but for blasphemy,
and because thou pre-

tendest to be God, al-

though thou art a man.
When shalt thou go off

again?
In the morning I shall

go off, as I wish to
make traps here and
there.

I will put on my gluves,

then I will accompany
you.

I wear my cap that I

may not become cold

in the head.

I shall take off my shoes

at once, as they are

very wet.

Where is thy son 1

He has gone to visit

the nets, for we are

very hungry.
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Ne ke momiskwan kilkat

kupa, pipon,

K'oybtaicen che '

Numuweyu ; kuyas nu-

mu pimatisew notawe.

K' omusinuhikunin che?
Numuweyu akwu n' omu-

sinuhikunin ; ne ke wu-
nitan unhnu ka ke

^
meyiyun,

Ke miywjiyitan che a ot-

uwasimis-eyun ?

Ne miywayitan issu a, ot-

mcasimis-eyan, sakoch

maku michatwaw net

ayimihikwuk,

I have lived on beaver
nearly the whole win-
ter.

Hast thou a father ?

No ; long since he is not

alive my father, (i.e.

my father died long

ago).

Do you possess a book ?

I do not possess a book
now; I have lost the

one you gave me.

Are you glad that you
have children ?

Yes, I am glad I have
children, but yet they

often trouble me.

Numeral Verbs.

Numeral Verbs are conjugated like other intransi-

tive verbs, and have both the animate and in-

animate forms ; they are formed by adding the

verbal endings to the numeral adjectives, which in

some cases undergo a slight alteration before the

termination is added.

Payuk, one.

An. Payuko, He is one.

Inan. Payukwun, It is one.

This is a verb of the fourth conjugation ; the

others are of the first conjugation.

Neso, two.

An. Nesi-wuk, They are two.

Inan. Nes-inwu, Do.
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Nisto. three.

An. Nisti-wuk. They are three.

Tnan. Nist-inwu. Do.

Nao, four.

An. Nawi-wnk, They are four.

Tnan. Naw-inwi] Do.

Xeyanun. five.

An. Neyanuni-wuk, They are five.

Inan. Xeyanun-inwu, Do.

Xikotwasik. six.

An. Xikotwasi-wuk. They are six.

Inan. Xikotwas-inwu, Do.

Mitatut, ten.

An. Mitatusiwuk They are ten.

Tnan. Mitatutinwu, Do.

Michat, many.

An. Michiit-iwuk, They are many.
Tnan. Michat-inwu, or Do.

Michan-wu, Do.

Michat-in, It is much.

Chukuwasis, a few.

An. Chukuwasisiwuk, They are few.

Tnan. Chukuwasisinwu, Do.

Here follow the present tenses of the indicative

and subjunctive moods of the verb Nistiwuk. they are

three.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. We are three.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ne nist-inan.

1. (T and 2) Ke nist-inanow.
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They three sleep together,

Not Nisto-nipawuk, but Nisto-kwaniiwuk.
They three stand together,

Not Nisto-nepowiwuk, but Nisto-kapowiwuk.

But in general a contraction of the verb takes
place, the former part of it being cut off ; thus,

Pimo-tawuk,
Nisto-tavmk,

U-piwuk,
Nisto-piiruk,

Pini-asiwuk,

Nist-wasivruk,

Pim-isinwuk,

Nisto-sinwuk,

Pim-iyawuk,
Xislo-yatcul;

Pimatu-kawuk,
Nistwatu-havmh
Pimipu-tawuk,
Nistojm-tawuk,

TJ-komowuk,

Nisto-komowuk,

They walk.

They three walk together.

They sit.

They three sit together.

They sail.

They three sail together.

They lie down.
They three lie down to-

gether.

They fly.

They three My together.

They swim.
They three swim together.

They run.

They three run together.

They (birds) sit on the

water.

They tla-ee sit together,

etc.

These
particle

Xeso,

Na-neso,

Na-neso-tiiwuk,

Na-nisto-yawuk,

Na-nfto-sinwuk,

X ii atrial Alternate Verbs.

by prefixing the iterativeare expressed

thus.

Two.
By twos, or two apiece.

They walk by twos.

They fly by threes.

They lie clown by fours.
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Number as applied to Members of the Body, etc.

This is expressed verbally. Take, for instance, the

sentence, He has two hands ; Uyaw, he has ; neso,

two ; inichicheyu, hands. To speak in this way
would be quite repugnant to the genius of the Cree
language, and would be almost unintelligible. The
Indians use only one word, equivalent to He is two-

handed, Neso-chich-ao ; or we may say, His hands
are two, Nesiniyiwu o chicheyu.

Neso-sit-ao, He is two-footed.

Neso-stikwan-ao, He is two-headed.

Other Numerical Expressions.

The river has three branches,

Sepe nistinwu a papuskastikwayak.

Here we have

—

1. Sepe, River.

2. Nistinwu (Ind. Mood, They are three.

Inan.),

3. A, As.

4. Papuskastikwayak It flows differently—in

(Sub. Mood), differentdirections.

Wutikwun, a branch.

Mistik nikotwasotikwunukisew,
The tree six it is branched.

The tree has six branches.

In the chapter on Nouns we saw that ape was a

termination signifying line, cord, etc. ; so we have,

Kitochikun nawapikayaw,
The violin is four-stringed.

Manikunatikwu nanistwaskomonwu,
The fence rails are fixed three and three.

Wash, in composition, signifies wood.
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Napikwan nistwaskwun.

The vessel is three-sticked (masted).

Napikwan nfiwaskwun.

The vessel is four-masted.

Examples of the Numeral Verb

Tan atmitchih kesemuk ?

Nesiwult napfisisuk, menu
nawktmk iskwilsisuk,

M'i eh nt until che eyinewuk
ka ke misukachik

otakosek ?

Xi )januniwukna,])iiyvuk,Hiii-

turulc iskwawuk, menu
mi-chdtitpuJc uwasisuk.

How many are they thy

younger brothers or

sisters ?

There are two boys and
there are four girls.

Were there many Indians
who arrived yesterday ?

They are five men, they

are three women, and
they are many children.

This might have been expressed without verbal-

izing the numerals.

Tant886 la ituseijit utik- What was the number of

wu kestas ka ke mata- deer that your brother

_ hat 1 tracked ?

A neyanuneyit utik-wu My brother tracked five

nestas ke mata-hao, deer.

Kiskinohumatowikumi- At school we were ten in

kok ne ke mitatusinan the morning.

ka-kisap,

Adjective Verbs.

These intransitive verbs are composed of an adjec-

tival particle with a verbal ending. They have both
the animate and inanimate forms, and are of all con-

jugations except the last.
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3. By smelling. An. -makoslir, Inan. -makwun.

Miyo-makosiw, He smells well.

Miyo-makwun. It is fragrant.

4. By taste. An. sjpukosiw, Inan. spukitmn.

M iyo-spukosiw. He tastes well.

Miyo-spukwun, It tastes well.

5. By the mind. An. -dyitakosiw, Inan. -ayitakwun.

Miy-wayitakosiw, He.is considered good.

Miy-wayitakwun, It is considered good.

To particularize manner, quality, etc., me, it, or

ispis, so much, becomes the initial part of the verb,

as already spoken of in the article on Manner and
Place.

Mis-ikitiw. He is big.

It-ikitiw, He is so big.

Mis-aw, It is big.

Ispis-aw, It is so big.

Miyo-twaw, He is good.

Isse-twaw, He is so.

It-ayitakosiw, He is so considered.

It-ayitakwun, It is so considered.

Some adjective verbs are susceptible of the dimi-

nutive form ; as,

Misikit-iw, He is big.

Misikit-is-iw, He is biggish, tolerably

big (as a child).

Mis-aw, It is big.

Mis-a-sin. It is biggish.

The iterative particle may be prefixed to adjective

verbs in theplural number ; as,

Ma-misikitiwuk (An.), They are big, severally.

Ma-misawu (Inan.), Do.
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Ay-apisesisi\vuk (An.), They are small, severally.

Ay-apisasinwu (Inan.), Do.

It will be remembered that different kinds of

nouns have different terminations, atik, for instance,

characterizing articles made of wood. These different

terminations, somewhat modified, enter into the

adjective verb, baing placed between the root and
the verbal ending ; as,

Kin-osiw (An.), He is long.

Kin-waw (Inan.), It is long.

Kin-wapisk-isiw (An.), He is long ) speaking of

Kin-wapisk-aw (Inan. ), It is long. £ metal.

Kin-wask-osiw (An.), He is long ) speaking of

Kin-wask-wun (Inan.), It is long j wood.
Kin-wapak-isiw (An.), He is long ) speaking of

Kin-wapak-un (Inan.), It is long j rope, etc.

Kin-wak-isiw (An.), He is long i speaking of

Kin-wak-un (Inan.), It is long j cloth, etc.

Qualified nouns are verbalized ; as,

Wap-istikwan-ao, He is white-headed.

Wapiskaw, it is white

;

Mistikwan, the head.

The above sentence might have been expressed

otherwise, thus : Wapiskayew ostikwan, it is white,

his head.

Apischi-s^-ao, He is small-footed.

Kino-c//Ic/j-ao, He is long-handed.

Examples of the Adjective Verb.

Tan aspichali ke waskahi- How large is your house 1

kun?
Mistuhe akwu misaw, It is now very large, for

uyis anocheka ne ke I have lately enlarged
misatan, it

d
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Tan dsplchikitit ketanis ?

Asi mtsikitiseic,

Tan axpidiikitiyit kekosis

ot uwasimisu ?

Asi misikitisii/iicu, pimo-
tasiyiwu maku,

How big isyour daughter 1

.She is already somewhat
big.

How big is thy son's

child ?

He is already rather big,

and he walks a little.

Observe the two diminutive possessives in this

sentence

:

Misikitisew,

Misikltisiyiwu,

Pimotasiw,

Pimotasiyitm,

Ke ke nunatuwapuma-
wuk che niistikwuk 1

Aha ; ne ke miskuwawuk
maku michat <i mam'i-

chashosichik,

Mistuhe muskoiraptsl-a li-

ke wunehikun,
Aha; mukases numuweyu

kittu ke pekonum ato-

ka,

Tanisse aslirfipisct neko-

sis?

Ke muna wttumatin mis-

tuhe a mushowistiktca'

not,

Uwasisuk mosuk o ku
kosikwayimtitawaw u-

nihe ha wapistikwana-

yit ; chikama weyuwaw
kachewak maskoch
chaskwu kittu wapiati-

kwanawuk,

He is biggish.

His he is biggish.

He walks a little.

His he walks a little.

Have you been looking

for logs ?

Yes ; and I have found

many large ones here

and there.

Your trap is very strong

(metal).

Yes ; a fox will not be

able to break it, pro-

bably.

What is the behaviour of

my son?

I am sorry to tell you

that he is very strong-

headed (stubborn).

Children should always

honour the hoary-

headed, for perhaps

they themselves will

yet become white-

headed.
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Suwayitakosiwuk ka pa- Blessed are they who are

kitahachik, pure hearted.

Ne ke nutowiyawan ako- I went to hunt par-

se, ne ke wapumawuk, tridges ; I saw them,
maku numuweyu no- but shot none, as they
che paskiswawuk osam were very wild,

a we pimatisechik,

Tan ateyun, uyiwak ka "What is the matter with
kisiicaseyun ? you, you are so very

angry 1

Accidental Verbs.

These verbs indicate in general an action acci-

dental or occasional, as distinguished from what is

permanent and continuous. A knowledge of a good
number of them should be obtained at an early stage

in the study of the language.

Accidental Verbs end in yiw in the third person

singular, indicative mood, present tense, and have
this quality, that in that person the animate and in-

animate terminations are alike, although they vary
in the plural and in the subjunctive mood.
Many of these verbs are impersonal ; as,

Wastiipuyiw, It lightens.

Taskipuyiw, It splits.

Tapipuyiw, It suffices.

Sekipuyiw, It spills.

Nunumipuyiw, he (it) trembles.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. I tremble.

Singular.

1

.

Ne nunumipuy-in.
2. Ke nunumipuy-in.
3. An. and Inan. Nunumipuyiw.
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Poss. An. Nunuinipuyiyiwu.

,, Inan. Nunumipuyiyiw.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ne nunumipuy-inan.
1. (1 and 2) Ke nunumipuy-inanow.
2. Ke nunumipuy-inawaw.
3. An. Nunumipuy-iwuk.

Inan. Nunumipuy-iwu.
Poss. An. Nunuruipuy-iyiwu.

,, Inan. Nunumipuy-iyiwu.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. (If) I tremble.

Singular.

1. Nu'iumipuy-iyan.

2. Nunumipuy-iyun.
3. An. Nunumipuy-it.

Inan. Nunumipuy-ik.
Poss. An. Nunumipuy-iyit.

,, Inan. Nunumipuy-iyik.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Nunumipuy-iyak.

1.(1 and 2) Nunumipuy-iyuk.
2. Nunumipuy-iyak.

3. An. Nunumipuy-itchik.

Inan. Nunumipuy-ike.
Poss. An. Nunumipuy-iyit.

„ Inan. Nunumipuy-iyike.

These verbs are subject to the iterative particle ; as,

Tatopuyiw, It tears.

Ta-tatopuyiw, It tears in different

places ; it tears tu

pieces.
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Taskipuyiw,
Tas-taskipuyiw,

Tetipipuyiw,

Te-tetipipuyiw,

It splits.

It splits in pieces.

It overturns.

Tt rolls.

Examples of the Accidental Verb.

Metone ne wesukaskison

a ke muchostdpuyiyan,

Mistuhe ne ke kukwa-
spunache uyanan a he

naiwapuyrt mistikokan

_ makwach a piinasiyak,

A. Ice kotupipuyiyik ot

ootiwaw ke nistapa-

wawuk,
Payutuk, payxituk, net

uwa-simis ; ke ku

pukustuwapuyin,

Miyopuyiw che kotapa-

_ nask?
Ayiwak miyopuyiw, maku
osam kosikwutiw,

Tan eyikuk ka tdpipuyik

ke mechiwiniwaw ?

Maskoch ne ku tdpipuyi-

hikonan nikotwaso kesi-

kaw.

I am smarting greatly,

having fallen into the

tire.

We were in great danger,

as the mast broke while

we Mere sailing.

As theircanoe turned over

they were drowned.

Take care, take care, my
child

;
you will fall into

the water.

Does your sledge move
easily 1

It (he) moves along toler-

ably well, but it is too

heavy.

How long will your food

last?

Probably it will suffice us

six days.

TRANSITIVE VERBS.

Transitive Verbs are those in which the action

passes on from the subject to an object ; as, Ne
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kistayimaw Kickiokimaw, I honour The King ; Ne
wapinan huydyiseicin, I cast off deceit.

In the above examples the verb expresses by its

termination the personal pronouns " him " and " it

"

respectively, so that, literally translated, the sentences

would be, I honour him, The King ; I cast off it,

deceit.

We have now come to the most difficult part of

our undertaking. The difficulty consists in the ex-

tensive powers which this kind of verb possesses ; the

nominative, verb, and object, and sometimes a
great deal more, being embraced in a single expres-

sion, while in the imperative and subjunctive moods,
the personal pronoun is not expressed. For instance,

A sakihuk, as I love him ; here " I " and " him " are

both comprised in the syllable huh, saki being the

root of the verb.

The transitive verb ha* an animate and inanimate

form ; as, Ne wapumaw, I see him ; Ne waputdn, I see

it. It has likewise a direct and inverse form, arising

from the fact that in the indicative mood the first

and second persons always stand before the verb,

whether they be in the nominative or accusative

case ; as, Ne Jciskayimaw, I know him ; Ne hishdyimik,

me he knows, i.e. he knows me.

Transitive Verbs are of three Conjugations, agree-

ing in their inanimate direct forms with the first,

second, and sixth conjugations of the intransitive

verb.

The first conjugation has but one verb : Mooicao,

he eats him ; Mechiw, he eats it.

The second conjugation comprises verbs of a

causative character ; as, Upiw, he sits ; Ujrihdo,

he causes him to sit; Kukiitawayitum, he is wise;

Kukatawayitumihao, he makes him wise. Its termi-

nations are—An. hdo ; Inan. taw.

Many other verbs are of this conjugation ; as,
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Osihao, he makes him ; Ositaw, he makes it

;

Sakihtto, he loves him ; Sakitaw, he loves it ; Pahao,
he waits for him ; Pahtaw, he waits for it.

Uyao, he places him, makes Ustaw in the inanimate,

he places it.

A few verbs with the animate in wao are of this

conjugation ; as,

Pasiwao, He brings him.

Pataw, He brings it.

Kitumwao, He consumes him, eats him up.

Kitaw, He consumes it, eats it up.

Verbs of the third conjugation have many termi-

nations, that is letters or particles preceding the

final ao, for this ending is constant in all transitive

verbs of whatever conjugation.

These terminations follow a regular rule, and as

we saw that nouns and adjective verbs have distinc-

tive terminations, so it is likewise with transitive

verbs. An. mcio, Inan. turn, indicates that the'action

is performed by the eyes, nose, or mouth ; as,

Wapu-mao, He sees him.

„ turn, He sees it.

Meya-niao, He smells him.

„ turn, He smells it.

Tuko-mao, He bites him.

,, turn, He bites it.

When mcio is preceded by dyi, the action of the
mind is indicated : as,

Miton-ayi-mao. He thinks of him.

„ turn, He thinks of it.

An. picdo, Inan. stum, implies the action of the
palate ; as,
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Kochi-pwao,

,, stum,

Weki-pwao,

,, stum.

He tastes him.

He tastes it.

He likes the taste of him.

He likes the taste of it.

Otiti-nao,

,, num.

An. nao, Tnan. num. indicates the hand; as,

Oti-nao, He takes him.

,, num, He takes it.

He lays hold on him.

He lays hold on it.

An. inkatao, Inan. iskatum, or An. iskutcao, Inan.

ishum, indicates an action of the body, or person : as,

Tuk-iskatfio, He kicks him.

,, iskatum, He kicks it.

Xuk-iskuwao, He meets him (walking).

,, iskum, He meets it.

Akw-askuwao, He passes before him.

,, askum, He passes before it.

An. pitdo, Inan. pitum, indicates the action of the

arm in pulling or tying ; as,

He pulls him out.Wuyuwe-pitao,

,, pitum.

Tuko-pitao,

,, pitum,

He pulls it out.

He ties him.

He ties it.

An. tuwao, Inan. turn, indicates verbs of hearing;

Pa-tuwao,

,, turn,

Nuto-tuwao,

,, turn.

Nisito-tuwao,

., turn,

Kitimaki-tuwao,

,, turn,

He hears him.

He hears it.

He listens to him.

He listens to it.

He understands him.

He understands it.

He hears him with pity.

He hears it with pity.
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An. nuwao, Inan. num, indicates a manner of

seeing; as,

Isi-nuwao, He so sees him.

,, num, He so sees it.

Ivitimaki-nuwai >, He looks on him with pity.

„ num, He looks on it with pity.

An. wad, Inan. hum, indicates an action done with
force ; as,

Peko-wao, He breaks him with force.

,, hum, He breaks it with force.

Pukunra-wao, He strikes or beats him.

,, hum, He strikes or beats it.

This joined to certain roots indicates likewise by
water ; as,

Nuku-wao, He meets him, by water.

,, hum, He meets it, do.

Natu-wao, He fetches him, by water.

,, hum, He fetches it, do.

An. swao, Inan. sum, indicates the action of heat

or tire ; as,

Iskwa-swao, He burns him.

,, sum, He burns it.

Pa-swAo, He dries him.

,, sum, He dries it.

An. sirao, Inan. sum, indicates cutting, as with a

knife ; as,

Mati-swao, He cuts him.

,, sum, He cuts it.

Muni-swao, He cuts a piece from him.

,, sum, He cuts a piece from it.
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An. kuicao, Inan. let/hum, indicates cutting with
force, chopping ; as.

Che-kuwao,
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Some verbs end in An. tdo and wdo, Inan. turn

;

as,

Pukwa-tao,

„ turn,

Wapii-tao,

Itao,

An. stuwao, Inan. stum,

Uyurniha-stuwao,

,, stum,

Otiskowikapuwi-stuwao,

Xuwuke-stuwao,

„ stum,

stum.

He hates him.

He hates it.

He sees his track.

He says to him.

indicates to, in front of.

He prays to him.

He prays to it.

He stands before, facing

him.

He stands before, facing it.

He bows down to him.

He bows down to it.

The dative particles are turn, or urn, and to, the

terminations^ being tumowao and towao ; the latter

when the object is animate, and the former when
inanimate ; although this distinction is but little

attended to in practice.

To-tum,
To-tumowao,
To-towao,

Wt'-tum,
"We-tumowao,
Pa-taw,

Pa-toowao,

Nipu-hao,
Nipii-toowao,

Nipu-tumowao,
"Wapinum,
Wapin-umowao,

He does it.

He does it for him.

He does it to him.

He tells it.

He tells it to him.

He brings it.

He brings him or it to

him.

He kills him.

., „ for him.

He kills it for him.

He casts it away.

,, for him.

The vicarious particle is

Btumourao ; as,

stwm, the termination
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Nipiw, He dies.

Nipo-stumowao, He dies for him.
Uyumiw, He speaks.

Uyume-stumowfm. He speaks fur him.
Uyumihaw, He prays.

Uyumiha-stumowiio, He prays for him.

An. katao, Tnan. katum, added to a noun indicates

the making or changing into the noun : as,

Okirnaw, A chief.

Okima-katao. He makes him a chief.

Uwukan, A slave.

Uwukani-katao, He makes him a slave.

Nipe, Water.
Xipe-kutum, He makes it water, waters

it. dilutes it.

To express companionship, the prefix weche, some-
times contracted into wet or we, with the affix mfw,
is used ; as,

Uyaw, He is (there).

AVeche-uya-mau. He stays with him.
I'piw, He sits.

Wet-upi-mao, He sits with him.

Nipaw, He sleeps.

Weche-nipa-mai). He sleeps with him.

The student must not be alarmed by these various

forms, for they influence but little the inflections of

the verbs they modify ; and those inflections are

marked by so beautiful a regularity, that when a

verb of either conjugation is mastered, very little

difficulty will be experienced in acquiring all other

verbs in the language, for scarcely any can be said

to be irregularly conjugated.
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Constant Terminations of the Transitive Animate
Verb, direct, for all Conjugations.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular. (Nom.) Sing. Ace.

1. aw. 2. aw. 3. ao.

Plural. (Nom.) Sing. Ace.

1. (I and 3) anan. 1. (1 and 2) anow. 2. awaw.
3. awuk.

Singular. (Nom.) PL Ace

1. awuk. 2. awuk. 3. ao.

Plural. (Nom.) PL Ace.

1.(1 and 3) ananuk. 1. (1 and 2) anowuk.
2. awawuk. 3. awuk.

THE FIRST CONJUGATION. Animate.

Moowao, he eats him.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

S. 1. Ne moow-aw, I eat him.

Ke moow-aw, Thou eatest him.

Moow-iio, He eats him.

P. Ne moow-anan, We eat him.

Ke moow-anow, We eat him.

Ke moow-awaw, You eat him.

Moowawuk, They eat him.
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Nc inou\v-a\vuk,

Ke moow-awuk,
Moow-iio,

Ne moow-ananuk,
Ke moow-anowuk,
Ke moow-awawuk,
Moow-awuk,

Plural.

I eat them.
Thou eatest them.
He eats them.
"We eat them.
We eat them.
You eat them.
They eat him or them.

Ne moow-ik,
Ke moow-ik,
Moow-ik,

Ne moow-ik-onan,

Ke moow-ik-onow,

Ke moow-ik-o\\;i\\\

Moow-ik-wuk,

Inverse. Singular.

He eats me.
He eats thee.

He is eaten by him or

them.
He eats us.

He eats us.

He eats you.

They are eaten by him
or them.

Plural.

Ne moow-ik-wuk,

Ke moow-ik-wuk,
Moow-ik,
Ne moow-ik-onan-uk,

Ke moow-ik-onow-uk,
Kemoow-ik-owaw-uk, They eat you.

Moow-ik-wuk. They are eaten by him
or them.

They eat me.

They eat thee.

He is eaten by them.

They eat us.

They eat us.

Imperfect Tense. I ate, was eating, or did eat him.

Direct. Singular.

S. Ne moow-a, or atT,

Ke moow-a, or atT,

O moow-a, or atT, or

Moow-apun,

I ate him.

Thou didst eat him.

He ate him.
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P. Ne rnoow-atan, We ate hira.

Ke moow-a ta-now, We ate him.

Ke moow ata-waw, You ate him.

O moow-ata-waw, or They ate him.

Moow-apun-uk,

Plural.

8. Ne moow-atl-uk, I ate them.

Ke moow-atl-uk, Thoujdidst eat them.
O moow-a, or ati, or He fi&^them.

Moow-apun,
P. Ne moow-ata-nan-uk, We ate them.

Ke moow-ata-uow-uk, We ate them.

Ke moow-ata-waw-uk, You ate them.

O moow-ata-waw, or They ate them.

Moow-apun-uk,

Inverse. Singular.

8. Ne moow-ik-6, or 6tl, He ate me.

Ke moow-ik-6, or oti, He ate thee.

O moow-ik-6, or 6tf. He was eaten ))y him
or them.

P. Ne moow-ik-6tan, He ate us.

Ke moow-ik-6ta-now, He ate us.

Ke moow-ik-6ta-waw, He ate you.

O moow-ik-6ta-waw, They are eaten by him
or them.

Plural.

S. Ne moow-ik-6ti-uk, They ate me.

Ke moow-ik-oti-uk, They ate thee.

O moow-ik-6, or oti, or He was eaten by him or

Moow-ik-opun, them.

P. Ne moow - ik - 6ta - They ate us.

nan-uk,

Ke moow - ik - 6ta - They ate us.

now-uk,
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Ke rnoow - ik - 6ta - They ate you.

waw-uk,
O moow-ik-6ta-waw, or They are eaten by him
Moow-ik-opun-uk, or them.

As all the other tenses of the indicative mood, as
well as those of the optative and potential moods,
are exactly like those here given, except that in-

declinable particles are prefixed to the verbal root, I

shall only give the first person, direct and inverse, of

each tense, remarking only that in all future tenses,

where the verb in the third person governs a noun
or pronoun in the third person, the particle kittu

is the prefix ; as, Kittu moowao, He will eat him
;

Kittu moowikwuk, They will be eaten by him or

them.

Direct.

Ne ke rnoowaw,

Ne ke moowa, or atl,

Ne ku moowaw,
Ne ku ke moowa, or atl,

Ne we moowaw,
Ne ke moowaw,
Ne ke we moowaw,
Ne ku we moowaw,
Ne ku ke moowaw,
Ne we moowa, or atl,

Ne ku moowa, or atl, or

Ne pa moowaw,
Ne ku ke moowa,
Ne ku ke moowa.

I have eaten him.
I had eaten him.
I will eat him.
I shall have eaten him.
I wish to eat him.

I can eat him.
I have wished to eat him.

I shall wish to eat him.

I shall be able to eat him.

I wished to eat him.
I should eat him.

I could have eaten him.
I should have eaten him.

Ne ke moowik,
Ne ke moowiko,
Ne ku moowik,
Ne ku ke moowiko,

Inverse.

He has eaten me.
He had eaten me.
He will eat me.
He will have eaten me.
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Ne we moowik, He wishes to eat me.

Ne ke moowik, He can eat me.
Ne ke we moowik, He has wished to eat me.

Ne ku we moowik, He will wish to eat me.
Ne ku ke moowik, He will be able to eat me.
Ne we moowiko, or 6tl, He wished to eat me.

Ne ku moowiko, or otl, He should eat me.
Ne ku ke moowiko, or otl, He could have eaten me.

Ne ku ke moowiko, or otl, He should have eaten me.

First and Second Persons.

Where the first and second personal pronouns are

connected, one as the subject, the other as the object

of the verb, the contracted form of the second person

always precedes the verb, never the first.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ke moow-in, Thou eatest me.
Ke moow-in-awaw, You eat me.
Ke moow-in-an, Thou eatest us, or you

eat us.

Inverse.

Ke moow-itin, I eat thee.

Ke moow-itin-awaw, I eat you.

Ke moow-itin-an, "We eat thee or you.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Ke moow-i, or itl, Thou didst eat me.
Ke moow-it-awaw, You did eat me.
Ke moow-it-tan, Thou didst eat us, or you

did eat us.

Inverse.

Ke moow iti, or ititl, I did eat thee.

Ke moow-iti-tawaw, I did eat you.
Ke moow-iti-tan, We did eat thee or you.

n
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Imperative Mood.

Present T>nse.

Singular.

Moo,
Keyam kittu moowao,
Moow-atak,
Moow-ik,

Eat thou him.

Let him eat him.
Let us eat him.

Eat ye him.
Keyam kittu moowftwuk, Let them eat him.

Plural.

Moow-ik,
Keyam kittu moowfio,

Moow-at-anuk,
Moow-ik-ok,
Keyam kittu moowawuk,

Eat thou them.

Let him eat them.

Let us eat them.

Eat ye them.
Let them eat them.

Future Tense.

Singular.

Moow-akun,
Moow-akak,
Moow-akak,

Eat thou him.

Let us eat him.

Eat ye him.

Plural.

Moow-akunik, Eat thou them.

The other persons of this tense are seldom used.

First and Second Persons.

Present Tense.

Moow-in,
]\loow-inan,

Moow-ik.

Eat thou me.

Eat thou us.

Eat ye me.
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Moow-ekun.
Moow-ekiik,

Future Tense.

Eat thou me.

Eat ve nie.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Let rne again remind the student that in this mood
both pronouns, nominative and accusative, are ex-

pressed by the inflection.

Moow-uk,
Moow-ut,
Moow-at,
Moow-uk-it, or ayak.

Moow-uk, or ayuk,

Moow-iik, or ayak,

Moow-at-chik, or

Moow-at-waw,

(As) I eat him.

Thou eatest him.

He eats him.

"We (1 and 3) eat him.

We (1 and 2) eat him.

You eat him.

They eat him.

Plural.

Moow-uk-ik, or waw, I eat them.

Moow-ut-chik, or waw, Thou eatest them.

Moow-at, He eats them.

Moow-uk-it-chik, or waw, We (1 and 3) eat them.

Moow-i'ik-ok, or waw, We (1 and 2) eat them.

Moow-ak-wuk, or waw, You eat them.

Moow-at-chik. or waw, They eat them.

Inverse. Singular.

Moow-it,

Moow-isk,
Moow-ik-ot,

Moow-iyumit, or ikoyak
5

He eats me.

He eats thee.

He is eaten by him.

He eats us (1 and 3).
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Moow-ituk, or ikoyuk, He eats us (1 and 2).

Moow-itak, or ikoyak, He eats you.

Moow-ikot-chik, or They are eaten by him,
Moow-ikot-waw,

Plural.

Moow-it-chik, or waw, They eat me.
Moow-isk-ik, or waw, They eat thee.

Moow-ikot, He is eaten by them.
Moow-iyumit-chik, or They eat us (1 and 3).

waw,
Moow-ituk-ok, or waw, They eat us (1 and 2).

Moow-itiik-ok, or waw, They eat you.

Moow-ikot-chik, or waw, They are eaten by them.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Moow-uk-ipun, I ate him.

Moow-ut-ipun, Thou didst eat him.

Moow-a-pun, He ate him.

Moow-uk-it-ipun, We (1 and 3) ate him.

Moow-uk-ipun, We (1 and 2) ate him.

Moow-ak-ipun, You ate him.

Moow-awa-pun, They ate him.

Plural.

Moow-uk-wa-pun, I ate them.

Moow-ut-wa-pun, Thou didst eat them.

Moow-a-pun, He ate them.

Moow-uk-it-wa-pun, We (1 and 3) ate them.

Moow-xik-wa-pun, We (1 and 2 ) ate them.

Moow-ak-wa-pun, You ate them.

Moow-awa-pun, They ate them.

Inverse. Singular.

Moow-i-pun, He ate me.

Moow-isk-ipun, He ate thee.
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Moow-iko-pun,
Moow-iyumit-ipun,
Moow-ituk-ipun,
Moow-itak-ipun,

Moow-iko-pun,

Moo\v-it-wa-pun,

Moow-isk-wa-pun,
Moow-iko-pun,
Moow-iyumit-wa-pun

,

Moow-ituk-wa-pun,
Moow-ita k-wa-pun

,

Moow-iko-wa-pun,

He was eaten by him.

He ate us (1 and 3).

He ate us (1 and 2).

He ate you.

He was eaten by them.

Plural.

They ate me.
They ate thee.

He was eaten by them.
They ate us (1 and 3).

They ate us (I and 2).

They ate you.

They were eaten by them.

These forms ending in pvm are seldom used.

Future Tense. Direct.

Moow-uk-a,
Moow-uch-e,
Moow-ach-e,
Moow-uk-ich-e, or

Moow-a-yak-a,
Moow-uk-a, or

Moow-a-yiik-a,

Moow-ak-o, or

Moow-a-yak-o,
Moow-at-wawa.

Singular.

If or when I eat him.

If thou eat him.

If he eat him.

If we (I and 3) eat him.

If we (1 and 2) eat him.

If you eat him.

If they eat him.

Plural.

Moow-uk-wawii

,

Moow-ut-wawa

,

Moow-ach-e,
Moow-uk-it-wawti, or

Moow-a-yilk-waw a.

,

If I eat them.
If thou eat them.
If he eat them.
If we (1 and 3) eat them.
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Inverse.

Moow-itan, I eat thee.

Moow-ituk-wuk, I eat you.
Moow-itak, We eat thee or you.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Moow-iyu-pun, Thou didst eat me.
Moow-iyak-ipun, Thou didst eat us.

Moow-iyak-opun, You did eat me.

Inverse.

Moow-ita-pan, I ate thee.

Moow-ituk-wuk-ipun, I ate you.

Moow-itak-ipun, We ate thee or you.

Future Tense. Direct.

Moow-iyun-a, If thou eat me.
Moow-iyak-a, If thou eat us.

Moow-iyak-o, If you eat me.

Inverse.

Moow-itan-a, If I eat thee.

Moow-ituk-wawa, If I eat you.

Moow-itak-a, If we eat thee or you.

The perfect, pluperfect, and second future tenses

are formed from those now given by adding the

prefix ke ; thus,

Ke moowuk, (If) I have eaten him.

Ke moowukepun, (If) I had eaten him.

Ke moowuka, When I shall have eaten

him.

Let me remind the student of the affirmative

character of the subjunctive mood.

Ka moowuk, I shall eat him.

Ka, ke moowuk, I shall be able to eat him.
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Ka we nioowuk,

Ka nioowuk,
Ka ke moowuk,
Ka moowukipun,
Ka ke moowukipun.

Ka ke moowukipun.

I shall wish to eat him.

I ate him.

T have eaten him.

T would eat him.

I should be able to eat

him.

I had eaten or would have

eaten him.

Reflective Form.

This is conjugated as an intransitive verb of the

fourth conjugation.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular.

1

.

Ne moow-itison,

2. Ke moow-itison.

3. An. Moow-itiso,

Inan. Moow-itiso-niukun,

Poss. An. Moow-itisoyiwu,

,, Inan. Moow-itisomukun-
iyiw,

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ne moow-itisonan,

1. (1 and 2) Ke moow-itison-

anow,

2. Ke moow-itison-

awaw,
3. An. Moow-itisowuk,

thy-

I eat myself.

Thou eatest

self.

He eats himself.

It eats itself.

His he eats him-

self.

His it, etc.

We eat ourselves.

"We eat ourselves.

You eat yourselves.

them-They eat

selves.
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3. Inan. Moow-itisomukun- They eat theru-

wu, selves.

Poss. An. Moow-itisoyiwu, His they eat them-
selves.

„ Inan. Moow-itisomukun- Do.
iyiwu,
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Indeterminate Persons.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Moow-itisonaniwun, People are eating

themselves,

ltd. Moow-itisonaniwuniyiw, Do. in relation to

others.

Imperfect Tense.

Moow-itisonaniwun-opun, I'eople were, etc.

Kel . Moow-itisonaniwuniy-epun.

,
Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense.

Moow-itisonaniwuk, or People are eating

itis6k, themselves.

Kel. Moow-itisonaniwuniyik, or Do. in relation to

itisoowit, others.

Reciprocal Form.

This too is of the fourth conjugation.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) ISe moow-itonan, "We eat each other.

1. (1 and 2) Ke moow-itonanow, We eat each other.

2. Ke moow-itonawaw, You eat each other.

3. An. Moow-itoowuk, They eat each

other.

Inan. Moow-itomukumvu. They eat each

other.
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Rel. Moow-itonaniwuniyik, or

Moow-itoowit.

Imperfect Tense.

Moow-itonaniwuk-ipun

,

llel. Moow-itonaniwuniyik-ipun.

The dubitative, suppositive, and possessive forms
of the transitive animate will be given after the
Third Conjugation.

THE FIRST CONJUGATION. Inanimate.

Mechiw, he eats it.

This is the only verb in the language in which the

root of the animate differs from that of the in-

animate form.

Moow Root of the animate form.

Mech ,, inanimate „

As before stated, this verb in its direct form
corresponds with the first conjugation of the in-

transitive verbs ; the inverse form of all transitive

inanimate verbs corresponds with the fourth in-

transitive conjugation.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Ne mech-in, I eat it.

Ke mech-in, Thou eatest it.

Mech-iw, He eats it.

Plural.

Ne mech-inan, We (1 and 3) eat it.

Ke mech-inanow, We (1 and 2) eat it.
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Ke mech-inawaw,
Mech-iwuk,

Inverse

Ne moow-ik-on,
Ke moow-ik-on,
Moow-ik,

Ne moow-ik-onan,
Ke moow-ik-onanow,
Ke moow-ik-onawaw,
Moow-ik-wuk,

You eat it.

They eat it.

Singular.

It eats me.
It eats thee.

It eats him.

Plural.

It eats us (1 and 3).

It eats us (1 and 2).

It eats you.

It eats them.

Mech-iyan,
Mech-iyun,
Mech-it,

Mech-iyak,

Mech-iyuk,
Mech-iyak,

Mech-it-chik,

Moow-ik-oyan,
Moow-ik-oyun,
Moow-ik-ot,

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

(If) I eat it.

Thou eat it.

He eat*it.

Plural.

(If) we (1 and 3) eat it.

We (1 and 2) eat it.

You eat it.

They eat it.

Inverse. Singular.

(If) it eat me.

It eat thee.

It eat him.

Moow-ik-oyak,
Moow-ik-oyuk,
Moow-ik-oyak,
Moow-ik-otchik,

Plural.

(If) it eat us (1 and 3).

It eat us (1 and 2).

It eat you.

It eat them.
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Imperative Mood.

Present Tense.

Mech-e, Eat thou it.

Keyam kittu mechiw, Let him eat it.

Mech-itak, or itan, Let us eat it.

Meeh-ik, Eat ye it.

Keyam kittu mechiwuk, Let them eat it.

Future.

Mech-e-kun, Eat thou it.

Mech-e-kak, Let us eat it.

Mech-e-kak, Eat ye it.

The abstract verb, He eats, Mechiso, is an in-

transitive one of the fourth conjugation.

Ne inechis-on, I eat.

A mechis-oyan. As T eat, etc.

THE PASSIVE VERB.

There are two forms of the Passive Verb : the first

accidental, as Iskwaso, which simply declares the

fact that he is burnt, and the second, Iskwaswaw, he

is burnt by somebody, indefinite.

The accidental is applied to a few verbs only, and

those mostly in connection with fire ; as,

"Wak-ikus-o, He is bent by fire.

Wak-ikvitao, It do.

Muskow-ikus-o. He is strengthened (or

hardened) by fire.

Muskow-ikutilo, Tt is do.

We have likewise

—

Tukop-iso, He is tied.

Tvikop-itao, It do.
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Kes-is-o, He is burnt.

Kes-itao, It do. ; and a few others.

The general passive is formed from the inverse

form of the transitive animate, by adding the

particle main to the first and second persons singular

and plural ; aw to the root of the verb for the

third person singular; aicuk for the third person

plural.

Passive Voice.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular.

1. Ne moow-ik-owin, I am eaten.

2. Ke moow-ik-owin, Thou art eaten.

3. An. Moow-aw, He is eaten.

Inan. Mech-inaniwiw, It is eaten.

Poss. An. Moow-imawu, His he is eaten.

„ Inan. Mech-iwan, His it is eaten.

Plural.

1. (1 and 3) Ne moow-ik-owin- We are eaten,

an,

1. (1 and 2) Ke moow-ik-owin- We are eaten.

anow,

2. Ke moow-ik-owin- You are eaten.

awaw,
3. An. Moow-aw-uk, They arc eaten.

Inan. Mech-inaniwiwu, Do.

Poss. An. Moow-imawu, His they are eaten.

„ Inan. Mech-iwan, Do.
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2. Moow-ik-ow-eySk- You were eaten.
opun,

3. An. Moow-itipun-anuk, They were eaten.
Inan. .Mech-inaniwunoo-

wako-puna,
Poss. An. Moow-miitipun, His they were

eaten.

., Inan. Mech-inaniwuni-
yik-wa-pun.
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Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ne sakih-aw,

Ke sakih-aw,

Sakih-iio,

Ne sakih-anan.

Ke sakih-anow.

Ke sakih-awaw,
Sakih-ftwuk,

Ne sakih-aw-uk,

Ke sakih-aw-uk.

Sakih-iio,

Ne sakih anan-uk,

Ke sakih-anow-uk,

Ke sakih-awaw-uk.

Sakih-awuk,

Singular.

I love him.

Thou lovest hiin.

He loves him.

We love him.

We love him.

You love him.

They love him

Plural.

I love them.
Thou lovest them.
He loves them.
We love them.
We love them.

You love them.
They love them.

Inverse. Singular.

Ne sakih-ik,

Ke sakih-ik,

Sakih-ik,.

Ne sakih-ik-onan,

Ke sakih-ik-onow,

Ke sakih-ik-oowaw,

Sakih-ik-wuk,

Ne sakih-ik-wuk,

Ke sakih-ik-wuk,

Sakih-ik,

He loves me.

He loves thee.

He is loved by him.

He loves us.

He loves us.

He loves you.

They are loved by him.

Plural.

They love me.
They love thee.

He is loved by them.
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Ne sakih-ik-onan-uk,

Ke sakih-ik-onow-uk,

Ke sakih-ik-oowaw-uk,

Sakih-ik-wuk,

They love us.

They love us.

They love you.

They are loved by them.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Ne sakih-a, or atl,

Ke sakih-a, or atl,

O sakih-a, or atl.

Ne sakih-ata-nan,

Ke sakih-ata-now,

Ke sakih-ata-waw.

O sakih-ata-waw.

I loved him.

Thou lovedst hiui.

He loved him.

We loved him.

We loved him.

You loved him.

They loved him.

Tlural.

Ne sakih-atl-uk,

Ke sakih-atl-uk,

Osakih-a, or atl,

Ne sakih-ata-nan-uk,

Ke sakih-ata-now-uk.

Ke sakih-ata-waw-uk,

O sakih-ata-waw,

I loved them.

Thou lovedst them.

He loved them.

We loved them.

We loved them.
You loved them.
They loved them.

Inverse. Singular

Ne sakih-ik-6, or oti,

Ke sakih-ik-6, or oti,

sakih-ik-6, or oti,

Ne sakih-ik-6ta-nan,

Ke sakih-ik-6ta-now,

Ke sakih-ik-6ta-waw,

O sakih-ik-6, or oti,

He loved me.
He loved thee.

He was loved by him.

He loved us.

He loved us.

He loved you.

He was loved by them.
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Plural.

Ne sakih-ik-otl-uk, They loved me.

Ke sakih-ik-6tl-uk, They loved thee.

O sakih-ik-6, or otl, He was loved by them.

Ne sakih-ik-6ta-nan-uk, They loved us.

Ke sakih-ik-6ta-no\v-uk, They loved us.

Ke sakih-ik-ota-waw-uk. They loved you.

O sakih-ik-6ta-waw, They were loved by them.

First and Second Persons.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ke sakih-in, Thou lovest me.

Ke sakih-in-awaw, You love me.

Ke sakih-in-an, Thou lovest us, or you

love us.

Inverse.

Ke sakih-itin, I love thee.

Ke sakih-itin-awaw, I love you.

Ke sakih-itin-an, We love thee or you.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Ke sakih-i, Thou lovedst me.

Ke sakih-it-awaw, You loved me.

Ke sakih-it-an, Thou lovedst us, or you

loved us.

Inverse.

Ke sakih-iti, or ititi, I loved thee.

Ke sakih-itit-awaw, I loved you.

Ke sakih-iti-tan, We loved thee or you.
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Imperative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular.

Saki\

Keyam kittu sakihao,

Sakih-atak, or atan,

Sakih-ik,

Keyam kittu sakihawuk,

Love thou him.

Let him love him.

Let us love him.

Love ye him.

Let them love him.

Plural.

Sakih-ik.

Keyam kittu sakihao,

Sakih-at-anuk,

Sakih-ik-ok,

Keyam kittu sakihawuk,

Love thou them.

Let him love them.

Let us love them.

Love ye them.

Let them love them.

Sakih-akun,

Sakih-akak,

Sakih-akak.

Sakih-akunik,

Sakih-akwanik,
Sa k ih-akakwaw.

Future Tense.

Singular.

Love thou him.

Let us love him.

Love ye him.

Plural.

Love thou them.

Let us love them.

Love ye them.

Sakih-in,

Sakih-inan

.

Sakih-ik.

First and Second Persons.

Present Tense.

Love thou mc.

Love thou us.

Love ve mc.
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Future Tense.

.Sakih-ikun. Love thou me.
Sakih-ikftk, Love ye me.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Sakih-

Sakih-

Sakih-

Sakih-

Sakih-

Sakih-

Sakih-

Sakih

uk,

ut,

at,

uk-it, or ayak,

xik, or ayiik,

ak, or ayiik,

at-chik, or

at-waw,

Singular.

(As) I love him.

Thou love him.

He love him.

We (1 and 3) love him.

We (1 and 2) love him.

You love him.

They love him.

Plural.

Sakih-uk-ik,

Sakih-ut-chik,

Sakih-at,

Sakih-uk-it-chik, or

ayakik,

Sakih-uk-ok, or ayukok,
Sakih-ak-ok, or ayakok,
Sakih-at-chik, or

Sakih-at-waw,

Inverse.

Sakih-it,

Sakih-isk,

Sakih-ik-ot,

Sakih-iyumit, or ikoyak,

Sakih-ituk, or ikoyiik,

Sakih-itak, or ikoyak,

Sakih-ik-ot-chik, or

Sakih-ik-ot-waw,

(As) I love them.

Thou love them.

He love them.

We (1 and 3) love them.

We (1 and 2) love them.

You love them.

They love them.

Singular.

(As) he love me

.

He love thee.

He is loved by him.

He love us (1 and 3).

He love us (1 and 2).

He love you.

They are loved by him.
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Plural.

Sakih-it-chik,

Sakih-isk-ik,

Sakih-ik-ot,

Sakih-iyumit-chik, or

ikoyakik,

Sakik-ittuk-ok, or

ikoyukok,
Sakih-ittak-ok, or

ikoyakok,

Sakih-ik-ot-chik, or

Sakih-ik-ot-waw,

(As) they love me.

They love thee.

He is loved by him.

They love us (1 and 3).

They love us (1 and 2).

They love you.

They are loved by them.

Imperfect Tense. Dim-t.

Sakih-uk-ipuo,

Sakih-ut-ipun,

Sakih-a-pun,

Sakih-uk-it-ipun,

Sakih-uk-ipun,

Sakih ak-ipun,

Sakih-awa-pun,

Sakih-uk-wa-pun.

Sakih-ut-wa-pun,

8akih-a-pun,

Sakih-uk-it-wa-pun.

Hakih-uk-wa-pun,

Sakih-ak-wa-pun,

8akih-awa-pun,

Singular.

I loved him.

Thou lovedst him.

He loved him.

We (1 and 3) loved him.

We (1 and 2) loved him.

You loved him.

They loved him.

Plural.

I loved them.

Thou lovedst them.

He loved them.

We (1 and 3) loved them.

We (1 and 2) loved them.

You loved them.

They loved them.

Sakih i-pun,

Sakih-isk-ipun

,

Sakih-iko-pun,

Inverse. Singular.

He loved me.

He loved thee.

He was loved by him.
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Sakih-iyuruit-ipun,

Sakih-itiik-ipun,

Sakih-itak-ipun,

Sakih-iko-pun,

Sakih-it-wa-pun,
Sakih-isk-wa-pun,

Sakih-iko-pun,

Sakih-iyumit-wa-pun,

Sakih-ituk-wa-pun

,

Sakih-itak-wa-pun,
Sakih-iko-wa-pun,

He loved us (1 and 3).

He loved us (1 and 2).

He loved you.

He was loved by them.

Plural.

They loved me.
They loved thee.

He is loved by them.
They loved us (1 and 3 ).

They loved us (1 and 2).

They loved you.

They were loved by them.

Sakih-uk-a,

Sakih-ut-che,

Sakih-at-che,

Sakih-ayaka,

Sakih-ayuka,

Sakih-ayako,

Sakih-at-wawfi,

Sakih-uk-wawa

,

Sakih-ut-wawa,
Sakih-at-che,

Sakih-ayakwaw a,

Sakih-ayukwawa

,

Sakih-ayakwawa,
Sakih-at-wawa,

Future Tense. Direct.

Singular.

If or when I love him.

If thou love him.

If he love him.

If we (1 and 3) love him.

If we (1 and 2) love him.

If you love him.

If they love him.

Plural.

If I love them.

If thou love them.

If he love them.

If we (1 and 3) love them.

If we (1 and 2) love them.

If you love them.

If they love them.

Inverse.

Sakih-it-che,

Sakih-isk-e,

Singular.

If he love me.

If he love thee.
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Sakih-ikot-che,

Sakih-ikoyaka,

Sakih-ikoyuka,
Sakih-ikoyfiko,

Sakih-ikot-wawa,

If he is loved by him.

If he love us (1 and 3).

If he love us (1 and 2).

If he love you.

If they are loved by him.

Plural.

Sakih-it-wawa,

Sakih-isk-wawa,

Sakih-ikot-che,

Sakih-iyumit-wawil, or

ikoyakwawa,
Sakih-ituk-wawil, or

ikoyukwawii,

Sakih-itak-wawA, or

ikoyakwawa,
Sakih-ikot-wawa

,

If they love me.

If they love thee.

If he is loved by them.

If they love us (1 and 3).

If they love us ( 1 and 2 ).

If they love you.

If they are loved by them.

First and Second Persons.

Present Tense. Direct.

Sakih-iyun,

Sakih-iyak,

Sakih-iyak,
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Inverse.

Sakih-ita-pun, I loved thee.

Sakih-ituk-wuk-ipun, I loved you.

Sakih-itak-ipun, We loved thee or you.

Future Tense. Direct.

Sakih-iyun-a, If thou love me.

Sakih-iyak-a, If thou or you love us.

Inverse.

Sakih-itan-ii, If I love thee.

Sakih-ituk-wawa, If I love you.

Sakih-itak-a, If we love thee or you.

Note.—The form ending in " pun " is not often used.

Eeflective Form.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular.

1

.

Ne sakih-ison, I love myself.

2. Ke sakih-ison, Thou lovest thyself.

3. An. Sakih-iso, He loves himself.

Inan. Sakih-iso-rnukun, It loves itself.

Poss. An. Sakih-iso-yiwu, His he loves him-
self.

„ Inan. Sakih-iso-mukun- His it loves itself,

iyiw,

Plural.

1. Ne sakih-iso-nan, We (1 and 3) love

ourselves.

1. Ke sakih-iso-na- Do. (1 and 2).

now,
2. Ke sakih-iso-na- You love your-

waw, selves.
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3. An.

Inan

THE VERB.

Sakih-isoowuk, They love them-
selves.

Sakih-isomu-ku- Do.
nwu,

Poss. An. Sakih-isoyiwu, His they love them-
selves.

,, Inan. Sakih-isomu-ku- Do.
niyiwu,

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular.

Sakih-isoyan, (If) I love myself.

Sakih-isoyun, Thou love thyself.

3.
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Indeterminate Persons.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Sakih-iso-naniwun, People are loving

themselves.

Rel. Sakih-iso-naniwuniyiw, Do. in relation tu

others.

Imperfect Tense.

Sakih-isonaniwun-opun, People were loving

themselves.

Kel. Sakih-isonaniwuniy-epun, Do. in relation to

others.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense.

Sakih-isonaniwiik, or isok, People are loving

themselves.

Rel. Sakih-isonaniwuniyik, Do. in relation to

others.

Imperfect Tense.

Sakih-isonaniwuk-ipun, People were, etc.

Rel. Sakih-isonaniwuniyik-ipun.

Reciprocal Form.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Plural.

1. Ne sakih-ito-nan, We (1 and 3) love

each other.

1. Ke sakih-ito-na- Do. (1 and 2).

now,
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2. Ke sakih-ito-na- You love each other.

waw,
3. An. Sakih-itoowuk. They loveeach other.

Inan. Sakih-itomu-ku- Do.

nwu.
Poss. An. Sakih itoyiwu, lEis they, etc.

,, Inan. Sakih-itomu-ku- Do.

niviwu,

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense.

Plural.

1. Sakih-itoytik, We (1 and 3) love

each other.

1. Sakih-itoyuk. We (1 and 2) love

each other.

2. Sakih-itoyfik, You love each other.

3. An. Sakih-itochik, They loveeach other.

Inan. Sakih-itomu-kuke, Do.

Poss. An. Sakih-itoyit, His they, etc.

„ Inan. Sakih-itomu-ku- Do.
niyike,

Indeterminate Persons.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Sakih-itonaniwun, People are loving

each other.

Rel. Sakih-itonaninuniylw.

Imperfect Tense.

Sakih-itonaniwun-opun. People were, etc.

Rel. Sakih-itonaniwuniyepun.
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Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense.

Sakih-itonaniwuk, or itok.

Rel. Sakih-itonaniwuniyik.

Past Tense.

Sakih-itonaniwi'ik-ipun.

Rel. Sakih-itonaniwuniyik-ipun.

Inanimate Form. Sakitaw, he loves it.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ne sakit-an,

Ke sakit-an.

Sakit-aw.

Ne sakit-anan,

Ke sakit-ananow. or

anow,
Ke sakit-anawaw,

Sakit-awuk,

Invert

Ne sakih-ik-on,

Ke sakih-ik-on.

Sakih-ik,

Ne sakih-ik-onan,

Ke sakih-ik-onanow,

Ke sakih-ik-onawaw,
Sakih-ik-wuk,

Singular.

I love it or them.

Thou lovest it.

He loves it.

Plural.

We (1 and 3) love it.

We (1 and 2) love it.

You love it.

They love it.

Singular.

It loves me, or they love

me.
It loves thee.

It loves him.

Plural.

It loves us (1 and 3).

It loves us (1 and 2).

It loves you.

It loves them.
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Sak it-ayan,

Sakit-ayun,

S;ikit-at,

Sakit-ayak,

Sakit-ayuk,

Sakit-ayak,

Sakit-a-chik,

Sakih-ik-oyan,

Sakih-ik-oyun,

Sakih-ik-ot,

Sakih-ik-oyak,

Sakih-ik-oyuk,

Sakih-ik-oyak,

Sakih-ik-otchik.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

(If; I love it.

Thou love it.

He love it.

Plural.

Inverse.

(If) we (1 and 3) love it.

We (1 and 2) love it.

You love it.

They love it.

Singular.

(If) it love rne.

It love thee.

It love him.

Plural.

(If) it love us (1 and 3).

It love us (1 and 2).

It love you.

It love them.

Imperative Mood.

Present Tense.

Sakit-a,

Keyam kittu sakitaw,

Sakit-atak, or atan,

Sakit-ak,

Keyam kittu sakitawuk,

Love thou it.

Let him love it.

Let us love it.

Love ye it.

Let them love it.

Future.

Sakita-kun,

Sakita-kak,

Sakita-kak,

Love thou it.

Let us love it.

Love ye it.
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Indeterminate Object.

An. Sakih-iwao, He loves.

The inanimate form of this conjugation is but
little used ; but from Nitawikihao, he causes him
to grow ; Nitawikitaw, he causes it to grow, we
obtain Nitawikichikao, he makes a growing, he
cultivates.

Sakihiwao is an intransitive verb of the third

conjugation.

Nitawikichikao is likewise of the third conjugation.

Nitawikichikao, he cultivates.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular.

1. Ne nitawikichik-an, I cultivate.

2. Ke nitawikichik-an, Thou cultivatest.

3. An. Nitawikichik-ao, He cultivates.

Inan. Nitawikichik-amu- It cultivates.

kun,

Poss. An. Nitawikichik-ayi- His he culti-

wa, vates.

„ Inan. Nitawikichik-amu- His it cultivates,

kuniyiw,

Plural.

1. Ne nitawikichik- We (1 and 3)
anan, cultivate.

1. Ke nitawikichik-an- Do. (1 and 2).

anow, or anow,
2. Ke nitawikichik-an- You cultivate.

awaw,
3. An. Nitawikichik-awuk, They cultivate.

Inan. Nitawikichik-amu- Do.
kun-wu,

K
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3. Poss. An. ISitawikichik-ayi- His they culti-

wu, vatc.

,, Inan. Nitawikichik-arnu- Do.
kuniyiwu,

Passive Voice.

Pasiw-ao, He brings him.

Pat-aw, He brings it.

I select this verb because it has a different ending

from nearly all the other verbs in this conjugation,

wao appearing more like one of the third than of

the second, and therefore calculated to puzzle a

learner ; but its terminations, are quite regular.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense.
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Imperfect Tense.

Singular.

1. Ke pasek-ow-i, or itl, I was brought.

2. Ke pasek-ow-i, or itl.

3. An. O pasek-ow-i, or itl.

Inan. Pat-aniwun-opun.

Poss. An. Pasem-a, or ati.

„ Inan. Pat-aniwuniy-epun.

Plural.

1. Ke pasek-ow-itan. We (1 and 3)

were brought.

1. Ke pasek-ow-itanow, (1 and 2.)

2. Ke pasek-ow-itawaw.

3. An. O pasek-ow-itawaw.

Inan. Pfit-aniwun-opun-u.

Poss. An. Pasem-a.

,, Inan. Pat-aniwun-iyepun-u.

This form of the imperfect tense is very seldom

used. The form for the Present Tense with the

particle Ice is generally used as

—

Ke ke pasekowin, I was brought, etc.

Subjunctive Mood.

(If) I am brought.
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Plural.

1. Piisek-ow-eyak, We (1 and 3) are

brought.

1. Piisek-ow-eyuk, (1 and 2.)

2. Pasek-ow-eyak.

3. An. Pase-chik.

Inan. Pat-ak.

Poss. An. Piise-mit.

„ Inan. Pat-awit.

The usual form for the Imperfect tense is the

same as the Present tense with the particle ke, as,

Ke pasekowiyan (If) I were brought.

Future Tense,

Singular.

1

.

Pasek-ow-eyan-a. When I am brought.

2. Pasek-ow-eyun-a.

3. An. Pase-che.

Inan. Pat-aniwuk-a, or Pataka.

Poss. An. Pase-miche.

„ Inan. Pat-awiche.

Plural.

1. Pasek-ow-eyak-a, When we (1 and 3)
are brought.

1. Pasek-ow-eyiik-a, (1 and 2.)

2. Pasek-ow-eyak-o.

3. An. Pase-twawa.

Inan. Pat-aniwik-wawa.

Poss. An. Pase-miche.

„ Inan. Pat-awiche.

From Sakihao we obtain the following nouns and

verbal adjectives.

Nouns.

Sakihiwawin, Love (bestowed).
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Sakihikoowin, or

Sakihikoowisewin, Do. (received).

Sakihikoosewin, Do. (desired).

Sakihisoowin, Self-love.

Sakihitoowin, Reciprocal love.

Sakihakun, A lover (a person loved).

Verbal Adjectives.

Sakihikosiw, He is desirous of being
loved.

Sakihikoowisiw, He is lovable.

Both of these are intransitive verbs of the first

conjugation, and are therefore subject to all ihe

modifications explained in the chapter on Intransi-

tive Verbs.

THE THIRD CONJUGATION.

The terminations of verbs of this conjugatiun are,

An. ydo, mdo, nao, tao, and wao ; Inan. um, preceded
by its distinctive letter.

Those ending in ydo, mao, and nao, are all regular,

and are conjugated as those of the second conjuga-

tion; the only difference being in the inanimate
direct form, which resembles an intransitive verb of

the sixth, instead of the second conjugation.

Waputum, he sees it, like Itayitum, he thinks.

Verbs in tiio change the t into s in some of the

persons of the subjunctive mood, and also of the

imperative mood, and in the intransitive form, or

verb with indeterminate object.

Pukwat-ao, He hates him.

Pukwat-um, He hates it.
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Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ne pukwat-aw,
Ke pukwat-aw,
Pukwat-ao,
Ne pukwat-anan,
Ke pukwat-anow,
Ke pukwat-awaw,
Pukwat-fiwuk,

Singular.

I hate him.
Thou hatest him.
He hates him.
We (1 and 3) hate him.
We (l and 2) hate him.
You hate him.
They hate him.

Plural.

Ne pukwat-aw-uk,
Ke pukwat-aw-uk,
Pukwat-ao,
Ne pukwat-anan-uk,
Ke pukwat-anow-uk,
Ke pukwat-awaw-uk,
Pukwat-awuk,

Inverse.

Ne pukwat-ik,
Ke pukwat-ik,
Pukwat-ik,
Ne pukwat-ik-onan,
Ke pukwat-ik-onow,
Ke pukwat-ik-oowaw,
Pukwat-ik-wuk,

I hate them.
Thou hatest them.
He hates them.
We hate them.
We hate them.
You hate them.
They hate them.

Singular.

He hates me.
He hates thee.

He is hated by him.
He hates us.

He hates us.

He hates you.

They are hated by him.

Plural.

Ne pukwat-ik-wnk,
Ke pukwat-ik-wuk,
Pukwat-ik,

Ne pukwat-ik-onan-uk,

Ke pukwat-ik-onow-uk,

They hate me.
They hate thee.

He is hated by them.
They hate us.

They hate us.

Ke pukwat-ik-oowaw-uk, The}' hate you.

Pukwat-ik-wuk They are hated by them.
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First and Second Persons.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ke pukwrts-io, Thou hatest me.
Ke pnkwrts-in-an, Thou hatest us, or you

hate us.

Ke pukwas-in-awaw, Yuu hate me.

Invt rse.

Ke pukwat-itin, I hate thee.

Ke pukwat-itin-awaw, I hate you.
Ke pukwat-itin-an, We hate thee or you.

Imperative Mood.

Singular.

Pukwrts, Hate thou him.
Keyam kittu pukwatao, Let him hate him.
Pukwat-atak, Let us hate him.
Pukwat-ik, Hate ye him.
Keyam kittu pukwat- Let them hate him.

awuk,

Plural.

Pukwas-ik, Hate thou them.
Keyam kittu pukwatao, Let him hate them.
Pukwat-at-anuk, Let us hate them.
Pukwat-ik-ok, Hate ye them.
Keyam kittu pukwat- Let them hate them,
awuk,

First and Second Persons.

Pukwas-in, Hate thou me.
Pukwas-inan, Hate (thou or ye) us.

Pukwas-ik, Hate ve me.
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Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Pukwat-uk,
Pukwat-ut,
Pukwat-at,
Pukwat-uk-it, or ayak,
Pukwat-ayuk,
Pukwat-ayak,
Pukwat-at chik, or

Pukwat-at-waw,

Pukwat-uk-ik,
Pukwat-ut-chik,
Pukwat-at,
Pukwat-uk-it-chik, or

ayakik,

Pukwat-uk-ok, or

ayiikok,

Pukwat-ak-ok, or

ayiikok,

Pukwat-at-chik, or

Pukwat-at-waw,

Inverse.

Pukwas-it,

Pukwat-isk,
Pukwat-ik-ot,

Pukwas-eyumit, or

watikoyak,
Pukwat-ituk, or

ikoyuk,
Pukwat-itak, or

ikoyak,

Pukwat-ik-ot-chik, or

Pukwat-ik-ot-waw.

(As) I hate him.
Thou hate him.
He hate him.
We (1 and 3) hate him.

We (1 and 2) hate him.
You hate him.

They hate him.

Plural.

(As) I hate them.
Thou hate them.
He hate them.

We (1 and 3) hate them.

We (1 and 2) hate them.

You hate them.

They hate them.

Singular.

He hates me.
He hates thee.

He is hated by him.
He (1 and 3) hates us.

He (1 and 2) hates us.

He hates you.

They are hated by him or

them.
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Plural.

Pukwas-it-chik,

Pukwat-isk-ik,

Pukwat-ik-ot

Pukwas-eyumit-chik or

watikoyakik,
Pukwat-itiik-ok, or

watikoyukok,
Pukwat-itak-ok, or

watikoyakok,
Pukwat-ik-ot-chik, or

Pukwat-ik-ot-waw,

They hate me.
They hate thee.

He is hated by him or

them.
They (1 and 3) hate us.

They (1 and 2) hate us.

They hate you.

They are hated by him
or them.

First and Second Persons.

Present Tense. Direct.

Pukwas-iyun, Thou hatest me.
Pukwas-iyak,

Pukwat-itan,
Puk wat-ituk-ok,

Pukwat-itak,

Thou hatest us, or you
hate us.

Inverse.

I hate thee.

I hate you.

We hate thee or you.

Reflective Form.

Indicative Mood. Present Tense.

Ne pukwat-ison, I hate myself, etc.

Reciprocal Form.

Indicative Mood. Present Tense.

Ne pukwat-itonan, We (1 and 3) hate each
other, etc.
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Indeterminate Object.

An. Pukvww-iwao. He hates.

Inan. Tukopi(t)-ohikao, He ties up.

from Tukopit-ao, He ties him up.

Tukopit-um, He ties it up.

Passive Voice.

An. Pukwat-aw, He is hated.

Inan. Pukwat-chikatao, It is hated.

An. Tukopit-aw, He is tied.

Inan. Tukopi(t)-chikatao, It is tied.

Most verbs in wao of this conjugation contract the

termination owik into ak in the inverse form of the

indicative mood, and in some of the persons of the

imperative mood.
Note.— In verbs beginning with o the pronoun is

commonly contracted as

—

Witiskowikapowistowaw.
K'&tiskowikapowistowaw.

and so throughout.

Otiskowikapowistow-ao, He stands before him,

i.e. facing him.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Net 6tisko\vikapowistow-aw.

Ket otiskowikapowistow-aw.
Otiskowikapowistow-iio.

Net 6tiskowikapowistow-anan.
Ket otiskowikapowistow-anow.
Ket otiskowikapowistow-awaw.
Otiskowikapowistow-awuk.
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Plural.

Net utiskowikapowistow-aw-uk.
Ket 6tiskowikapowistow-aw-uk.
Otiskowikapowistow-ao.
Net 6tiskowikapowistow-anan-uk.
Ket 6tiskowikapowistow-anow-uk.
Ket 6tiskowikapowistow-awaw-uk.
Otiskowikapowistow-awuk.

Inverse. Singular and Plural.

Net 6tiskowikapowist-ak.
Ket otiskowikapowist-ak.
Otiskowikapowist-ak.
Net otiskowikapowist ak-onan.

Ket 6tiskowikapowist-ak-onow.
Ket otiskowikapowist-ak-oowaw.
Otiskowikapowist-ak-wuk.
Net utiskowikapowist-ak-wuk.

Ket 6tiskowikapowist-ak-wuk.
Otiskowikapowist-ak.

Net 6tiskowikapowist-ak-onan-uk.

Ket 6tiskowikapowist-ak-onow-uk.

Ket otiskowikapowist-ak-oowaw-uk.
Otiskowikapowist-ak-wuk.

First and Second Persons.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ket 6tiskowikapowistow-in, Thou standest be-

fore me.
Ket 6tiskowikapowistow-in- Thou standest be-

an, fore us, or you
stand before us.

Ket 6tiskowikapowistow-in- You stand before

awaw, me.
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Inverse.

Ket 6tiskowikapowist-a£in, I stand before thee.

Ket otiskowikapowist-rtfin- I stand before yon.
awaw,

Ket 6tiskowikapowist-atf-in- We stand before

an, thee or you.

Imperative Mood.

Singular.

6tiskowikapowistow, Stand thou before

him.
Keyam kittu otiskowikapowist- Let him and be-

ow-ao, fore him.
6tiskowikapowistow-at-an or ak, Let us stand before

him.
6tiskowikapowistak, Stand ye before

him.

Keyam kittu otiskowikapowis- Let them stand be-

tow-awuk, fore him.

Plural.

Otiskowikapowistow-ik, Stand thou before

them.
Keyam kittu otiskowikapowis- Let him stand be-

tow-ao, fore them.
Otiskowikapowistow-at-anuk, Let us stand before

them.
6tiskowikapowist-ak, Stand ye before

him.

Otiskowikapowist-ak-ok, Stand ye before

them.

Keyam kittu otiskowikapowis- Let them stand be-

tow-awuk, fore them or him.

First and Second Persons.

Otiskowikapowistow-in, Stand thou before

me.
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6tiskowikapowistow-in-an, Stand thou or ye
before us.

6tiskowikapowistow-ik, Stand ye before me.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Otiskowikapowistow-uk, (As) I stand before

him.

Otiskowikapowistow-ut.
Otiskowikapowistow-at.
Otiskowikapowistow-uk-it, or We (1 and 3) stand

ayak before him.

6tiskowikapowistow-uk, or We (1 and 2) stand

a-yiik, before him.

Otiskowikapowistow-ak, or ayak.

6tiskowikapowistow-at-chik.

Plural.

6tiskowikapowistow-uk-ik, (As) I stand before

them.

6tiskowikapowistow-ut-chik.
6tiskowikapowistow-at.
6tiskowikapowistow-uk-it-chik or

a-yak-ik.

6tiskowikapowistow-uk-ok or a-

yuk-ok.
6tiskowikapowistow-ak-ok or a-

yak-ok.

6tiskowikapowistow-at-chik, or

6tiskowikapowistow-at-waw.

Inverse. Singular.

6tiskowikapowist-ow-it, (As) he stands be-

fore me.
6tiskowikapowist-ask.
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Otiskowikapowist-ak-ot.
Otiskowikapowist-ak-o-yak.
Otiskuwikapowist-ak-o-yiik.

Otiskowikapowist-ak-o-yiik.
( >tisko\vikapowist-ak-ot-chik, or

Otiskowikapowist-ak-ot-waw.

Plural.

6tiskowikapowist-ow-it-chik, (As) they stand
before me.

Otiskowikapowist-ask-ik.

Otiskowikapowist-ak-ot.

Otiskowikapowist-ak-o-yak-ik.

Otiskowikapowist-ak-o-ynk-ok.
6tiskowikapowist-ak-o-yak-ok, They stand before

( Hiskowikapowist-ak-ot-chik, or

( )ti*kowikapowist-ak-ot-waw.

you.

First and Second Persons.

Direct.

Otiskowikapowistow-eyun, (As) thou standest

before me.
(Jtiskowikapowistow-eyak, Thou standest he-

fore us, or you
stand before us.

6tiskowikapowistow-eyak, You stand before

me.

Inverse.

6tiskowikapu\vist-atan, (As) I stand before

thee.

6tiskowikapowist-atuk-ok. I stand before you.

6tiskowikapowist-atak, We stand before

thee or you.
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Kectprocal Form.

Indicative Mood. Present Tense.

Net otiskowikapowist-atonan, We stand before

each other.

In the same manner are conjugated Dative Verbs,

when the object is inanimate, and also Vicarious

Verbs ; thus,

Osit-umowao, He makes it for him.

Uyumihast-umowao, He prays for him.

Net osit-umak, He makes it for me.
Net uyumihast-umak, He prays for me.

Net osit-umason, . I make it for myself.

Net uyumihast-umason, I pray for myself.

Net osit-um-atonan, We make it for each other.

Net uyumihast-um-ato- We pray for each other,

nan,

Dative Verbs with Animate Object.

As already stated, in practice, the distinction be-

tween animate and inanimate is not much attended

to, but as both forms are in constant use, it is

necessary that the animate should be given, and
acquired by the student. It is a little peculiar, and
will therefore require the more attention.

Pa-toowao or Piitumowao, He brings him or it to him.
Osi-toowao or Ositumowao, He makes him or it for him.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Net ositoow-aw or n'os- I make him for him.

itoowaw,
Ket ositoow-aw or k'os- Thou makest him for him.

itoowaw,
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Ositoow-iio,

Net ositoow-anan,

Ket ositoow-anow,

Ket ositoow-awaw,
Ositoow-awuk,

Net ositoow-aw-uk,

Ket ositoow-aw-uk,

Ositoow-ao,

Net ositoow-anan-uk,

Ket-ositoow-anow-uk,

Ket ositoow-awaw-uk,

Ositoow-awuk,

Inverse

Net ositw-ak,

Ket ositw-ak,

Ositw-ak,

Net-ositw-ak-onan,

Ket ositw-ak-onow,

Ket ositw-ak-oowaw,
Ositw-ak-wuk,

Net ositw-ak-wuk,
Ket ositw-ak-wuk,
Ositw-ak,

He makes him for him.
We (1 and 3) make him

for him.
We (1 and 3) make him

for him.
Ye make him for him.
They make him for him.

Plural.

I make him for them.
Thou makest him for

them.
He makes him for them.
We (1 and 3) make him

for them.
We (1 and 2) make him

for Aem.
You make him for them.
They make him for them.

Singular.

He makes him for me.
He makes him for thee.

He is made for him by
him.

He makes him for us (I

and 3).

He makes him for us (1
and 2).

He makes him for you.

He is made for them by
him.

Plural.

They make him for me.
They make him for thee.

He is made for him by
them.
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Net ositw-ak-onan-uk, They make him fur us

(1 and 3).

Ket ositw-ak-onow-uk, They make him for us

(1 and 2).

Ket ositw-ak-oowaw-uk, They make him for you.

Ositw-ak-wuk, He is made for them by
them.

First and Second Persons.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ket ositoow-in, Thou makest him for me.
Ket ositoow-in-an, Thou makest him for us,

or you make him for us.

Ket ositoow-in-awaw, You make him for me.

Inverse.

Ket ositw-atin, I make him for thee.

Ket ositw-atin-awaw, I make him for you.

Ket ositw-atin-an, We make him for thee
or you.

Imperative Mood.

Singular.

Ositoo, Make thou him for him.
Keyam kittu ositoowao, Let him make him for him.
Ositoow-atak, Let us make him for him.
Osit-wak, Make ye him for him.
Keyam kittu ositoowa- Let them make him for

wuk, him.

Plural.

Ositoowik, Make thcu him for them.
Keyam kittu ositoowao, Let him make him for

them.
Ositoow-at-anuk, Let us make him for

them.

L
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Ositw-ak-ok,

Keyam kittu ositoow-

awuk,

Make ye him for thein.

Let them make him for

them.

First and Second Persons.

Ositoow-in, Make thou him for me.

Ositoow-inan, Make thou him for us.

Ositoow-ik, Make ye him for me.

Subjunctive Moon.

( tsitoow-uk,

Ositoow-ut,

( teitoow-at,

Ositoow-a-yak,

Ositoow-a-yuk,

Ositoow-a-yak,

Osi toow-at-chik,

Ositoow-uk-ik,

Ositoow-ut-chik,

Ositoow-at,

Ositoow a-ya-kik,

Ositoow-a-yu-kok,

Ositoow-a-ya-kok,

Ositoow-at-chik,

Ositoow-it,

Ositw-ask,

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

(As) I make him for him.
Thou make him for him.
He make him for him.

We (1 and 3) make him
for him.

We (1 and 2) make him
for him.

You make him for him.
They make him for him.

Plural.

(As) I make him for

them.
Thou make him for them.
He make him for him.
We (1 and 3) make him for

them.
We (1 and 2) make him for

them.
You make him for them.
They make him for them.

Inverse. Singular.

(As) he make him for me.
He make him for thee.
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Ositw-akot,

Ositw-ak-o-yak,

Ositw-ak-o-yxik,

Ositw-ak-o-yak,

Ositw-akot-chik,

Ositoow-it-chik,

Ositw-ask-ik,

Ositw-akot,

Ositw-ak-o-yak-ik,

Ositw-ak-o-yuk-ok,
Ositw-ak-o-3'clk-ok,

Ositw-akot-chik,

He be made for him by
him.

He be made for us by him.

He be made for us by him.

He be made for you by
him.

He be made for them by
him.

Plural.

(As) they make him for

me.
They make him for thee.

He be made for him by
them.

They make him for us.

They make him for us.

They make him for you.

He be made for them by
them.

1st and 2nd Persons.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ositoow-iyun,

Ositoow-iyak,

Ositoow-iyak,

Ositw-atan,

Ositw-atuk-ok,

Ositw-atak,

(As) thou make him for

me.
Thou makest him for us, or

you make him for us.

You make him for me.

Inverse.

(As) I make him for

thee.

I make him for you.

We make him for thee or

you.
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Net ositw-ason,

Ket ositw-ason,

Ositw-aso,

K selective Form.

Indicative Mood. Present Tense.

Singular.

I make him fur mj'self.

Thou makest him for thy-

self.

He makes him for himself.

Plural.

Net ositw-ason-an,

Ket ositw-ason-anow,

Ket ositw-a«on-awaw,

Ositw-asoo-wuk,

We (1 and 3) make him
for ourselves.

We (1 and 2) make him
for ourselves.

You make him for your-

selves.

They make him for them-
selves.

Keciprocal Form.

Indicative Mood. Present Tense.

Plural.

Net Obitw-atonan,

Ket ositw-atonanow,

Ket ositw-atonawaw,

Ositw-atoowuk,

We (1 and 3) make him
for each other.

We (1 and 2) make him
for each other.

You make him for each

other.

They make him for each

other.

Passive Voice.

Indicative Mood. Present Tense.

Singular.

Net ositw-ak-owin, He is made for me.
Ket csitw-ak-owin, He is made for thee.
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Ositoow-aw, He is made for him.

Poss. Ositwa-ma-wu, He is made for his him.
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Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

N' otamuw-aw, I beat him, etc.

K' otamuw-aw.
Otamuw-ao.
N' otamuw-anan.
K' otamuw-anow.
K' otamuw-awaw.
Otamuw-iiwuk.

Plural.

N' otamuw-aw-uk, I beat them, etc.

K' otamuw-aw-uk.
Otamuw-iio.

N' otamuw-anan-uk.
K' otamuw-anow-uk.
K' otamuw-awaw-uk,
Otamuw-awuk.

Inverse. Singular.

N' otamuh-ok, He beats me, etc.

K' otamuh-ok.
Otamuh-ok.
N' otamuh-ok-onan, He beats us.

K' otamuh-ok-onow.
K' otamuh-ok-oowaw.
Otamuh-ok-wuk.

Plural

N' otamuh-ok-wuk, They beat mo, oto.

K' otamuh-ok-wuk.
Otamuh-ok.
N' otamuh-ok-onan-uk.
K' otamuh-ok-onow-uk.
K' otamuh-ok-oowaw-uk
Otamuh-ok-wuk.
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Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense Direct.

Otanniw-uk,
Otamuw-ut.
Otamiiw-at.

Otamiiw-a-yak.
Otamviw-a-yiik,

Otamxiw-a-j^ak.

Otamuw-at-chik

Singular.

(As) I beat him, etc.

Otamuw-uk-ik,
Otanuiw-ut-chi k.

Otamiiw-at.

Otanni w-a-yak-ik.
Otamuw-a-yuk-ok
Otamuw-a-yak-ok
Otamuw-at-chik.

Plural.

I beat them, etc.

Inverse. Singular.

Otamuh-ot,
Otamuh-osk,
Otamuh-okot,
Otamuh-oko-yak.
Otamuh-oko-yuk.
Otainuh -oko-yak.
Otamuh-okot-chik.

(As) he beats me.
He; beats thee.

He beaten by him.

Otamuh-ot-chik,
Otamuh-osk-ik.
Otamuh-okot.
Otamuh-oko-yi'ik-ik,

tamuh-oko-yuk-ok.
Otamuh-oko-yfik-ok.

Otamuh-okot-chik*

Plural.

(As) they beat mo, et<
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Indeterminate Object.

An. Otamuh-oowao, He strikes.

Inan. Otamuh-ikao.

Indicative Mood.

Passive.

Singular.

An. Otaniuw-aw, He is struck.

Kel. Otamuh-oma-wu.
loan. Otamuh-ikatao.
Kel. Otaniuh-ikatayiw.

Plural.

An. Otamuw-aw-uk, They are struck.

Kel. Otamuh-oma-wu.
Inan. Otamuh-ikata-wu.
Kel. Otamuh-ikatayi-wu.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular.

An. Otamuh-6t, (As) he is struck.

Kel. Otamuh-omit.
Inan. Otamuh-ikatak.
Kel. Otamuh-ikatayik.
An. Otamuh-6t-chik, (As) they are struck.

Kel. Otamuh-omit.
I a an. Otamuh-ikatiike.

Kel. Otamuh-ikatayike.

I have not yet given the Flat-Vowel form of either

of the Transitive Conjugations, but itmust be remem-
bered that it is constantly used, and that every tense

in the subjunctive mood is subject to the change,
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which occasionally alters the pronunciation con-

siderably, although only the first syllable of the

word is affected by it.

Here follow the Flat Vowel changes of the verbs

Usum-ao, he feeds him ; Otamuwao, he beats him
;

and Wapumao, he sees him.

Asum-uk, I fed him.
Asum-ut, Thou didst feed him.
Asum-at, He fed him.
Asum-ay&k, We (1 and 3) fed him.
Asum-ayuk, We (1 and 2) fed him.
Asum-ayak, You fed him.
Asum at-chik, They fed him.

Otamuw-ao, he beats him.

Inverse.

Watamuh-ot, He beat me.
Watamuh-osk, He beat thee.

Watamuh-okot, He was beaten by him.
Watamuh-okoyak, He beat us (1 and 3).

Watamuh-okoyuk, He beat us (1 and 2).

Watamuh-okoyak, He beat you.

Watamuh-okot-chik, They were beaten by him

Wapumao, he sees him.

Direct. Singular.

Weapum-uk, I saw him.
Weapum-ut, Thou sawest him.
Weapnm-at, He saw him.
Weapum-ayak, We (1 and 3) saw him.
Weapum-ayuk, We (1 and 2) saw him.
Weapum-ayak, You saw him.
Weapum-at-chik, They saw him.
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Weapum
Weapuni
Weapum
Weapum
Weapum
Weapum
Weapum

uk-ik,

ut-chik,

at,

•a-vak-ik,

•a-yiik-ok,

a-yak-ok,

-at-chik,

Inverse.

Weapum-
Weapum-
Weapum-
Weapum-
Weapum-
Weapum-
Weapum-

Weapum-
Weapum-
Weapum-
Weapum
Weapum
Weapum-
Weapum-

it,

isk,

ikot,

ikoyak,

ikoyuk,
ikoyak,

ikot-chik,

it-chik,

isk-ik,

ikot,

ikoyak-ik,

ikoyuk-ok,

ikoyak-ok,

ikot-chik.

Plural.

I saw them.
Thou sawest them.
He saw them.
We (1 and 3 ) saw them.
We (1 and 2) saw them.

You saw them.

They saw them.

Singular.

He saw me.
He saw thee.

He was seen by him.

He saw us (1 arid 3 ).

He saw us (1 and 2).

He saw you.

They were seen by him.

Plural.

They saw me.
They saw thee.

He was seen by them.
They saw us (1 and 3).

They saw us (1 and 2).

They saw you.

They were seen by them.

SUPP0SIT1VE, DUBITATIVE, etc.

We have now come to forms of the Transitive
Verb which will require much attention, as the
terminations of most of them are much more difficult

to remember than those we have hitherto had to

deal with.

The Suppositive.

Its sign, as stated in the chapter on Intransitive
Verbs, is ataku, etokd or otoJca.
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Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Xe wapum-aw-atoka, I see him, I suppose, etc.

This is generally contracted into

Xe wapum-atoka.
Ke wapum-atoka.
Wapum-atoka.
Xe wapum-anan-atoka.

Ke wapum-anan-atokii.

Ke wapum-aw-atoka.
Wapum-atoka-nuk.

Plural.

Xe wapum-atoka-nuk, I see them, I suppose, etc.

Ke wapum-atoka-nuk.
Wapum-atoka.
Xe wapum-anan-atoka-nuk.
Ke wapuni-anan-atoka-nuk.

Ke wapum-aw-atoka-nuk.
Wapum-atoka-nuk.

Inverse. Singular.

Xe wapum-ik-otoka, He sees me, I suppose, etc.

Ke wapum-ik-otoka.
Wapum-ik-otoka.
Xe wapum-ik-onan-atoka.
Ke wapum-ik-onan-atoka.
Ke wapum-ik-oow-atoka.
Wapum-ik-otoka-nuk.

Plural.

Ne wapum-ik-otoka-nuk, They see me, I suppose, etc.

Ke wapum-ik-<>toka-nuk.

Wapum-ik-otoka.
Xe wapum-ik-onan atoka-nuk.
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Ke wapum-ik-onan-atoka-nuk.
Ke wapuin-ik-oow-atoka-nuk.
Wapum-ik-otoka-nuk.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Ne wapum-akopun, I saw him, I suppose, etc.

Ke wapum-akopun.
Wapum-akopun

.

Ne wapum-anan-akopun.
Ke wapum-anan-akopun.
Ke wapum-aw-akopun.
Wapum-aw-akopun.

Plural.

Ne wapum-akopun-uk, I saw them, I suppose, etc.

Ke wapum-akopun-uk.
Wapum-akopun.
Ne wapum-anan-akopun-uk.
Ke wapum-anan-akopun-uk.
Ke wapum-aw-akopun-uk.
Wapum-aw-akopun.

Inverse. Singular.

Ne wapum-ik-okopun, He saw me, I suppose, cic.

Ke wapum-ik-okopun.
Wapum-ik-okopun.
Ne wapum-ik-onan-akopun.
Ke wapum-ik-onan-akopun.
Ke wapum-ik-oow-akopuu.
Wapum-ik-oow-akopun.

Plural.

Ne wapum-ik-okopun-uk.
Ke wapum-ik-okopun-uk.
Wapum-ik-okopun-uk.
Ne wapum-ik-onan-akopun-uk.
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Ke wapuin-ik-onan-akopun uk.

Ke wapum-ik-oow-akopun-uk.
Wapum-ik-oow-akopun.

All the other tenses of the indicative and potential

moods are formed from these two, according to the

rules already given. It may be noted, however, that,

while the verb is capable of all these inflections,

some of them are seldom used.

Inanimate Form.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ne waput-an atoka, I see it or them, I suppose, etc.

Ke waput an-atoka.

Wapiit-um-otoka.
Ne waput-anan-atoka.

Ke waput-iinan-atoka.

Ke wapiit-anaw-atoka.

Waput-um-otoka-nuk.

Inverse.

Ne wapum-ik-on-atoka, It sees me, I suppose, etc.

Ke wapum-ik-on-atoka.
Wapum-ik-otok a.

Ne wapum-ik-onan-atoka.
Ke wapum-ik-onan-atoka
Ke wapum-ik-onaw-atoka.
Wapum-ik-otoka-nuk.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Ne waput-an-akopun, I saw it, I suppose, etc.

Ke waput an-akopun.
Waput-um-okopun.
Ne waput-anan-akopun.
Ke waput-anan-akopun.
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Ke wa put-a na w-akopun

.

Waput-umoow-akopun.

Inverse.

Ne wapum-ik-on-akopun, It saw me, I suppose, etc.

Ke wapum-ik-on-akopun.
Wapum-ik-okopun.
Ne wapum-ik-onan-akopun.
Ke wapum-ik-onan-akopun.
Ke wapum-ik-onaw-akopun.
Wapum-ik-i h >w-akopun.

The Dubitative.

The Dubitative Animate is formed from the sub-

junctive generally, by the insertion of the particle

aw after the root of the verb, together with a change
in the terminations. I give the flat-vowel form,

which, in the dubitative, expresses indefinite time
;

as, If he love me. As stated when the Intransitive

Verb was under review, when either of the particles

1i<l, ke, or Tea precedes the verb, the flat-vowel form
is not used.

Dubitative Mood.

Indefinite Time. Direct.

Singular.

Weapuin-aw-uk-a, If or whether I see him, etc.

Weapum-aw-ut-ii.

Weapum-ak-wa.
Weapuni-aw-uk it- a.

Weapuru-aw-uk-wa

.

Weapum-aw-ak-wfi.
Weapum-aw-ak-wii.

Plural.

Weapum-aw-uk-anik, If or whether I see them, etc.

Weapum-a w-ut-anik.
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Weapum-ak-wa

.

Weapum-aw-uk-it-anik.
Weapum-aw-uk-wanik.
Weapum-aw-ak-wfmik.
Weapum-aw-ak-wii.

Another form of this tense in frequent use is the

following :—
Singular.

Weapum-uk-e. Whenever I see him, etc.

Weapum-ut-che.
Weapu m-at-che.

Weapum-uk-it che, or

Weapumayake.
Weapum-uk-o, or

Weapumayiiko.
Weapum-iik-o, or

Weapumayiiko.
Weapum-at-wawe.

Plural.

Weapum-uk-wawe.
Weapum-ut-wawe.
Weapum-at che.

Weapum-uk-it-wawe, or

Weapumayakwawe.
Weapumukwawe, or

Weapumayukwawe.
Weapum-ak-wawe, or

Weapumayak-wawe.
Weajmui-at-wawe.

First and Second Persons.

Indefinite Time. Direct.

Weapum-iwuna, If or whether thou see me.
Weapum-iwak-a „ „ thou see us.

Weapum-iwak-wa, „ „ you see me.
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Inverse.

Weapuni-itan-e, I see thee.

Weapum-ituk-wawe, I see you.
Weapum-itak-e, We see thee or you.

Inverse. Singular.

Weapum-ik-wu. If or whether he see me, etc.

Weapum-isk-wa.
Weapum-ik okwa.
AVeapum-ikoowaka.
Weapum-ikoowukwa.
Weapum-ikoowiikwa,
Weapum-ik-oowakwii.

The Dubitative Inanimate.

Direct. Singular.

Weaput-um-oow-an-a, If I see it, etc.

Weaprtt-um-oow-un-a.
Weapiit-um-ok-wa.

Plural.

Weapfit-um-oow-ak-a.
Weaput-um-oow-uk-wa.
Weaput-um-oow-ak-wa.
Weaput-um-oow-ak-wa.

Inverse. Singular.

Weapum-ik-oow-an-a. If it see me, etc.

Weapum-ik-oow-un-a.
Weapum-ik-ok-wa.

Plural.

Weapum-ik-oow-ak-a.
Weapum-ik-oow-uk-wa.
Weapum-ik-oow-ak-wa.
Weapum-ik- ooW-ak-wa.
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Passive Voice. Ne wapum-ik-ow-in, I am seen.

DuBITATIVE.

Indefinite Time.

Singular.

Weapura-ik-ow-iw-an-a, If I am seen.

Weapuni-ik-ow-iw-un-a.
An. Weapum-aw-it-a.
Inan. Weapu-chikatak-wa.
Poss. An. Weapum-im-aw-it-a.

,, Inan. Weapu-chikat-ay-ik-wa.

Plural.

Weapum-ik-ow-iw-ak-wa.
Weapum-ik-ow-iw-uk-wa.
Weapum-ik-ow-iw-ak-wa.

An. Weapum-aw-it-a-nuk.
Inan. Weapu-chikata-wak-wa.
Poss. An. Weapum-im-aw-it-a-nuk.

„ Inan. Weapu-chikat-a-yi-wak-wa.

The Transitive Possessive.

In treating of the Intransitive Verb, one section

referred to the Possessive of the intransitive ; as,

His son, their daughters, etc., in which we saw that

when a second third person, His him or he = that

man's him or he, that man's son, came in a sentence,

the verb assumed a relative form, by the introduction

of the relative particle iyiw or iyiicu, examples of

which bave been given in every tense of the In-

transitive Verb contained in this work. Another
section treated of the Eelative of the intransitive

;

as, I sleep in relation to him, I walk in relation to

him, etc. ; Ne nipan, I sleep ; Ne nip-aw-an, I sleep in

relation to him. "We now go a step farther, and see

m
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the same principles carried out with respect to the

Transitive Verb.
1

.

The Possessive Object, his him, his it, gives its

own proper inflection to the verb, either as subject

or object of it ; as, Xe sakih-im-awu, I love his him ;

Xe-sakik-ik-oyiwa, his he loves me.
2. The Relative or accessory properties of the

transitive are greater than those of the intransitive,

inasmuch as a verb in the relative form may govern
a n<mn in the accusative; as, Ka miywatiset eyinew
sakihao unihe ka sakihayit Kisiimunitoowu.

3. The Possessive Animate, direct, is formed by
the insertion of the possessive ] (article im after the

root of the verb, and the addition of the particle n
to the terminations of the first and second persons.

For some of the persons the im may be omitted,

and the relative particle ayiwu joined to the root,

to form the whole person. The inverse is formed by
adding oyiicu to the inverse verbal inflection.

4. In the Inanimate form, the terminations, both
direct and invei se, are the same as those given with
the intransitive verb, Xipaw.

.">. The Singular and Plural are alike ; as, Ne wa-
pumimawu, I see his him or his them.

Transitive Possessive.

Animate.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Xe wapum-im-aw-u, I see his him or his them.

Ko wapum-im-aw-u.
Wapum-im-ao, He sees his him.

Wapum-ayiwu, or His he sees him or his him.

Wapum-im-ayiwu,
Ne wapum-im-anan-u, We see his him.
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Ke wapum-im-anow-u.
Ke wapum-im-awaw-u.
Wapuni-im-awuk, . They see his Mm.
Wapum-fiyiwu, or His he sees him or his him.
Wapum-im-iiyiwu,

Inverse.

Ne wapuni-ik-oyiwu, His he sees me, etc.

Ke wapum-ik-oyiwu.
Wapum-ik-oyiwu.
Ne wapum-ik-onan-an-u.
Ke wapum-ik-onanow-u.
Ke wapum-ik-oyiwu.
Wapu m-ik-oyiwu.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Ne wapum-im-a, or ati, I saw his him or them, etc.

Ke wapum-ima, or ati.

wapum-ima, or ati.

Ne wapum-im-a taD, We saw his him.

Ke wapum-im-ata-now.
Ke wapum-im-ata-waw.

wapum-im-ata-waw.

Inverse.

Ne waptim-ok-oyi, or yiti, His he saw me, etc.

Ke wapum-ik-oyi, or yiti.

O wapum-ik-oyi, or yiti.

Wapum-ik-oy-ik-opun.
Ne wapum-ik-oy-it-an.

Ke wapum-ik-oy-it-anow.
Ke wapum-ik-oy-it-awaw.

wapum-ik-oy-it-awaw, or

Wapum-ik-oy-ik-opun.
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Imperative Mood.

Present Tense.

Singular.

Wapum-im, See thou his him or them.

Keyam kittu wapum-im- Let him see his him.

ao,

Wapum-im-atak, or atan, Let us see his bim.

Wapum-im-ik, See ye his him.

Keyam kittu wapum-im- Let them see his him.

awuk,

Future Tense.

Wapum-im-akun, See thou his him.
Wapum-im-akak, Let us see his him.

Wapitm-im-akak, See ye his him.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Singular.

Wapum-im-uk, (As) I see his him, etc.

Wapum-im-ut.
Wapum-im-at.
Wapum-im-uk it, or ayak.

Wapum-im-uk, or ayuk.

Wapum-im ak, or ayak.

Wapum-im-at-chik.

Inverse.

Wapum-iyit, (As) his he sees me, etc.

Wapum-ik-oowut.
Wapum-ik-oyit.
Wapum-iyum-it, or

ik-o-wa-yak.

Wapum-ik-o-wa-yuk.
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Wapuin-ik-o-wa-yak.
Wapum-ik-oyit.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Wapum-im-uk-ipun, (As) I saw his him, etc.

Wapum-im-ut-ipun.
Wapuni-im-a-pun.
Wapuin-im-ukit-ipun.
Wapum-im-uk-opun.
AVapuui-im-ak-opun.

Wapum-im-aw-a-pun

Inanimate.

Indicative Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Ne wapfit-urn-wan, I see his it, etc.

Ke waput-um-wan.
Waput-um-wSo.
Ne wapfit-um-wan-an.
Ke wapiit-um-wan-ow.
Ke waput-um-wan-awaw.
"Wapfit-um-wa-wuk.

Inverse.

Ne wapum-ik-oowan, His it sees me, etc.

Ke wapum-ik-oowan.
Wapum-ik-oowao.
Wapum-ik-oyiwu.
Ne wapuni-ik-oowan-an.

Ke wapum-ik-oowan-ow.
Ke wapum-ik-oowan-awaw.
Wapuni-ik-oowa-wuk.
Wapum-ik-oyiwu.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Ne wapiit-um-wa, or wati, I saw his it, etc.

Ke waput-um-wa, or wati.
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waput-um-wa, or wati, or

Wapiit-um-wak-opun.
Ne wapiit-um-wa-tan.
Ke waput-um-wa-tanow.
Ke wapi'it-um-wa-ta-waw.

waput-um-wa-ta-wavv, or

"Waput-um-wak-opunuk.

Inverse.

Xe wapum-ik-oowa, or wati.
Ke wapum-ik-oowa, or wati.

O wapum-ik-oowa, or wati, or

Wapurn-ik-oy-ikopun.
Ne wapum-ik-oow-at-an.
Ke wapum-ik-oow-at-anow.
Ke wapum-ik-< low-at-awaw.

wapum-ik-oow-at awaw, or

Wapum-ik-oy-iwakopun.

Imperative Mooi>.

Present Tense.

Wapiitum, See tliou his it.

Keyam kittu wapiitum- Let him see his it.

wao,

Waputum-wa-tan, or tak, Let us see his it.

"Waputum-wak, See ye his it.

Keyam kittu wapiitum- Let them see his it.

wa-wuk,

Future Tense.

Waputum-wa-kun, See thou his it.

Waputum-wa-kak, Let us see his it.

Waputum-wa-kak, See ye his it.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense. Direct.

Waput-um-wuk, (As) I see his it, etc.

Wapiit-um-wut.
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Waput-um-wat.
"Wapvit-um-wuk-it, or wayak.
Waput-um-wuk, or wayuk.
Waput-um-wut-chik, or wayak.
Waput-um-wat-chik.

Inverse.

Wapuin-ik-oow-uk, His it sees me, etc.

Wapum-ik-oo w-ut.

Wapum-ik-oow-at.
Wapum-ik-oo w-ukil, or ayak.
Wapuin-ik-oow-uk, or a}Tiik.

Wapum-ik-oow-ak, or ayak.

Wapum-ik-oow-atchik, or ayit.

Imperfect Tense. Direct.

Waput-um-wuk-ipunfi.
Waput-um-wut-ipuna.
Waput-um-wat-ipuna, or

Waput-um-iy-ikopun-a.
Waput-um-wuk-it-ipun

.

Waput-um-wuk-opunji.
Wapvit-um-wak-opuna.
Waput-um-oowa-kopunfi.

The Dubitative is formed from those tenses in the

same manner as in the principal verb, Wapumao,
he sees him.

The Teansitive Simulative.

The terminations of this verb are the same as

those of the intransitive simulative; it is, indeed,

conjugated throughout in its direct form as an
intransitive verb.

Ne wapura-aw, I see him.

Ne wapum-a-kason, I pretend to see him.
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Waputum, He sees it.

Ne wapiituni-6-kason, I pretend to see it.

This has no inverse form, and the defect is

remedied by the use of the verb itioaso, he pretends
;

as, Ne wapumik itwaso, he sees me, he pretends ; he
pretends to see me.

Reduplication.

Many transitive verbs take the Reduplication

which generally greatly intensifies the action ; as,

Otinao, he takes him, Oti-ti-nao, he seizes him
;

Nutomao, he calls him, Nu-na-tomao, he calls on
him, as on God ; Nutuwapumao, he goes to see him,

Nu-na-tuwapumao, he seeks him.

Examples of the Transitive Verb.

Indicative Mood.

Direct and Inverse.

Ne nunatuwapumawuk net I seek my children.

uwasimisuk,
Ne ku uspayimototuwaw I will trust in God as

Kis-amunito eyikok ka long as I live.

pimatiseyan,

Ne ku nunatuicayimikivuk, They shall seek me, but
numuweyu maku neku they shall not find me.
miskakwuk,

Ke ke wapumaiv che no- Hast thou seen my father?
tawe?

Ucheyow piko ne ke For a very short time
wapumaw kuyas, uno- only I saw him long
chekamakunumuweyu since, but lately I have
ri vche wapumaw, not seen him.
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Michatwaw ke patuwao
mwuyas tapwatuwat,

Ke nisitdtakivuk che eyine-

wuk a uyumihutchik?

Aha ; mitone ne nisitdtak-

ivuk,

Kwuyusk che ke tipuliu-

makooimwuk Wamisti-
kosiwuk a utoskayak ?

Aha ; kwuyusk ne tipuhu-

makonanuk a utoska-

yak,
Kayapich che ke ku weche-

uyamik ketanis a onapa-
mit?

Payuk jiipoon ne ku weche-

uyamik, akwu maku
pukan ka uyat,

Ke patowin che, nekosis?

Aha, naka, ke patatin

;

wepuch maku ke ku
pa, natitin,

Kvikeyc-w atuseyak mis-

tuhe ke saJciJiitinawaw,

ka miywasik rnaku kc

ku kiskinohumatinaimw,

Ke ku pisichihinawaw che
kukeyow atuseyak?

Aha ; mitone ke ku pisi-

chihitinan, menu nuuiu-
wekach ke ku anwdt-

atinan,

He heard him frequently

before he paid atten-

tion to him.

Do the Indians under-

stand you when you
speak to them?

Yes ; they understand me
thoroughly.

Do the Englishmen pay
you fairly for your
work?

Yes ; they pay us fairly

for our work.

Will your daughter still

live with you (now)
she is married ?

She will live with me for

one winter, and will

then dwell apart.

Dost thou hear me, my
son?

Yes, mother, I hear thee,

and will soon come to

thee.

All ofyou I greatly love,

and what is good I will

teach you.

Will you all pay atten-

tion to me ?

Yes ; we will pay great

attention to you, and
will never disobey you.
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Imperative Mood.

Net uwasimisitik, pisichi-

kok k'okiskinokumaka-
miwawuk,

Kitimakinakok ka kiti-

makisichik,

Taste* unu sesep ka
pimiyat,

Keslaituhokoh ka micha-
skosichik ruistikwuk
piko,

Tapwatomk net eyinemi-
tik,

Nantow eyikok kitiinaki-

seyuna nutuicapumdkun

Okemaw ; weyu maku
ke ku wechihik,

My children, pay atten-

to your teachers.

Have pity (pi.) on tho
poor.

Shoot that duck which
is flying.

Cut down (pi.) the largo

trees only.

Obey me, my people.

Should you ever be in

distress, go to the
Master, and he will

help you.

Optative and Potential.

Ke hi ice kislinohumuwa-

wuk keche Nahiyowuk
akwu a kiskayitumun
musinuhikun,

Ke leu teikwd miskuwa unu
ka wunisik aka kittu

nisiwunatisit,

Maskoch ui)ises ne ku ke

weehihawuk eyinewuk,

Mosuk ke ku uspayimoto-

tuwd Kisamunito,

Kisamunito numu we-
kach ke ku nukutik,

Numuwekach ke ku wii-

pinikonotv,

You will wish to teach

your fellow Indians
now that you know
the book.

You should try to find

the lost one, that he
die not.

Most probably I shall be
aide to help the Indians
a little.

Thou ehouldst always
put thy trust in God.

God would never leave

thee.

He would never cast us

off.
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Subjunctive Mood.

Wechciwuche nekosis ke ku
kunuwayimik,

Nukiskuwuche Peter, we-
tuniuwakun wepuch
kittu tukosik, a nutu-

wayimuk kittu wechawit

mena sipwiitayana,

Nukawukivaiva otu ne ku
pa issetisuwavvuk,

Kespin kitimaJcinowutwa-

tra ka kitimakisichik,

Kisamunito ke ku ki-

timakinak kitimaki-

seyuna,

Kespin eyinewuk utoska-

stuwativawa Kisamuni-
toowu kittu miyototak-

wuk,
Kespin ke wechamdipuna

notawe, numuweyu ke
ku ke kuwakutoso,

Paskiswuche muhekun ka
ke nipuhatmayutikwu,
mistuhe ke ku tipuhu-

matin,

Tapicatuwaclie okaweyu
ne ku miwayimaw

;

anivatuivache maku ne
ku muchayimaw,

If thou goest off with my
sod, he will take care
of thee.

Shouldst thou meet Peter,

tell him to come soon,

as I wish him to ac-

company me when I
go off again.

Should I meet them (by
water) I will send
them here.

If thou hast pity on the
poor, God will have
pity on thee when thou
art in distress.

If Indians serve God, He
will do them good (i.e.

they will he done good
to by Him).

If thou hadst accom-
panied my father, thou
wouldst not have got
into a starving con-
dition.

If thou shootest the wolf
which killed the sheep,
I will pay thee largely.

If he obeys his mother,
I shall think well of

him ; if he disobeys

her, I shall think evil

of him.
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Mistuhe ke miywayi-
mitin a kiskayimitan a
mii/ntotuwutchilc kese-

muk,

Ke sakihin a kiskuyimiyiin

mistuhe a sakihitan,

Ne miywayitumihik a

nulbtowit,

I think very well of thee,

as I know thee that
thou doest well to thy
younger brothers (or

sisters).

Thou lovest me, as thou
knowest me that I

greatly love thee.

He makes me happy by
paying attention to me.

The Subjunctive as Affirmative.

Wepuch ne ku tukosinin,

akwu maku ka kiskino-

humuifukik ket uwasi-

misuk,
Wepuch kittu tikitao

uske, akwu maku ka
mache kistikayak,

Keyam kittu pimitisu-

hum ka miywasineyik,
akwu maku ka kosikwa-

yimikot uyiseyinewu,
Ke kesitayana ka utos-

katuman ke ku pa
natitinawaw, akwu ma-
ku ka wetumatukok ku-
keyow ka ke ikik,

Unu apituwikosisan ke
miskuwao kiikeyow
mistutimwu ka ke
wunihat kotuk ka ke
ispuyik,

Eyinewuk ka akumayimo-
chik a kistikachik nu-
muweyu ustasepukun
kittu kwetumachik piik-

wasikunu,

I shall come soon, and I

will then teach thy
children.

The ground will be
thawed, and then you
will commence to farm.

Let him follow what is

good, and then people

will respect him.

When I have finished

what I am working at

I will come to you,
and will then tell you
all that has happened.

That half-breed has found
all the horses that ho
lost last week.

Indians who are diligent

in farming are not
likely to want bread.
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Dubitative Mood.

Kespin ndpakwd kestas
akaweyu koskon,

Ke kiskayitan che ka,

tukosinowakwd ?

Numuweyune kiskayitan
kii ke sipwdtdwand wa-
piika,

Usumik neoidkutdwakwd,

Miskuwatwawd niistuti-

mwu keyam kittu pe-

tokuhawuk,

If your brother is sleep-

ing do not disturb him.
Do you know if they

have arrived ?

I do not know whether I

shall be able to start

to-morrow.
Give them some food if

they are hungry.
If they find the horses

let them put them in

(the stable).

Examples of the Inanimate Verb.

Indicative Mood.

Direct and Inverse.

Ke tapwdtdn che kiike-

yow ka itwamukuk ke

_ musinuhikun ?

Aha ; kukeyow ne ta-

pwdtdn, atu papuke a

miskuman a ayimiik

kittu nisitutumik,

Ke tdpiyuicdhikonawaiv

che eyikok ka tipu-

humakuwiyak a, uto-

skayak ?

Tapwa ; mitone ne tdpi-

yuwahikonan,
Ke miyototak che kekosis

muskike ka ke itisu-

humuwuk ?

Tapwa ; mistuhe ke mi-

yototak, akwu maku
kakat miyo uyaw,

Dost thou believe all thy
book says ?

Yes ; I believe it all,

although I find parts

difficult to be under-

stood.

Are you satisfied with
the amount that you
are paid for your
work '?

Yes truly; we are quite

satisfied.

Did the medicine which
I sent your son do him
good ?

Yes truly ; it did him
much good, and he is

now nearly well.
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Subjunctive Mood.

Ke mawuchitayuna kuke-
yow ka ke pukitike,

menu ke ku pa peto-

kan kekinak,

Wdpinuktoawa o niuchi-

totumoowiniwawu, pi-

mitisuhukwawfi maku
ka miy wasiniyik, kittu

apuchihoowuk weyu-
wiwak menu ot ucha-

kowak,
Kespin ke totumoowalco-

puna ka itwamukun-
lyik oyusoowiiwin nu-

muweyu o ku ke otiti-

kotawaw ka isse niayi-

puyickik,

Pimitisuhu kwuyuskita-
tisewin, akwu maku
ka miskumun i>ayutu-

kayioioowin,
Xakutayitumok, akwu
wepuch kfi Iciskay'du-

mohilcoyak ka isse nu-
tuwayitakosiyrik,

When thou hast collected

all (inan.) that have
fallen down, thou shalt

again enter our house.

Tf they forsake their evil

doings, and if they
follow that which is

right, they will benefit

themselves in their

bodies and in their

souls.

If they had done what
the law commands
the}' would not have
been overtaken by
such evil things.

Follow after righteous-

ness, and then thou
shalt find peace.

Pay attention to it, and
it will soon make
known to you what
is required of you.

Examples with the Flat Voicel.

Ke ke miskan che ne mo-
koman ka ke wunita-

_ yun ?

Aha ; kinwash ne ke nu-

natuwaputau, peyis a

apus-apiyan nanuhitak
akwu weaputuman,

Have you found my knife
that you lost ?

Yes ; I looked for it for

a long time; at last

looking back I hap-
pened to see it.
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Kinwas ne ke kunuwa-
putan, a kukwa, nisito-

tuinan, kakat maku no

ke poyon ; akwu pe-

yis watltikoyanka, itwa-

makuk, akwu inistuhe

mdyicayituman,

I looked at it for a long
time, endeavouring to

understand it, and then'

nearly gave it up; tlien

its meaning gradually

came to me, and I was
very glad.

Utoskawuk
wuk?

Tanis-atoka ; nuniuwevu
ne kiskayitan atoska-

wakwa,
Tanisse ka itwat okimaw
waputuka ka ke tocki-

kata^'ik ?

Numuweyu ne kiskayitan
ha itwdkwa ; kachina
maku numuweyu kittu

chekayitum,
Kestas eke kittu ositaw

nitawikichikuniyiw u-

noch ka sekwuniyik ?

Numuweyu n'oche wetu-
mak ka ositakwd,

Ne ku miywayitan kittu

kiskayituman ka otinu-

moowahed ne musinu-
hikunu,

Dubitative Mood.

eke eyine- Are tke Indians at work ?

know wketker
re at work or

I don't

tkey
not.

"Wkat will tke master
say wken ke sees what
kas been done ?

I don't know wkat ke
will say ; but most pro-

bably ke will be dis-

pleased.

Will your elder brotker

make a garden this

Spring ?

He kas not told me
wketker ke will make
one or not.

I skall be glad to know
wketker you will re-

ceive my books or not.

Examples of the Accidental Passive.

Payutuk, payutuk, n'ta- Take care, take care, my
nis ; ke ku kesison, daugkter

;
you will be

burnt.
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Ne ke wapumawuk mi-

chat kipuwakunuk a

mumach ikwapiskuhikaso-

chik, a, nej>owitchik mi-

.stuhe a pekiskasinako-

sichik,

Ne maruuskatan a, wapii-

tuman koni asl mitone
a tl/ci8ot

t

Ne ke waputan mekiwap
a chimutak nochimik,

Ke pasotwawa niskuk ne
ku usiwuyawuk ne
muskiruotik,

Tapwa a kutuwusisit

unu uwasis ka tukopi-

sot!

Asi che patlawu, ne kiki-

skachikunu ?

Numuweyu cliaskwu

;

pastakwawa maku ke
ku patwatin,

Mistuhe ne wesukikuson
otu nesitik ka ke kesi-

8oyan
t

I saw many fettered

prisoners, standing
with very sorrowful

countenances.

I am surprised at seeing

that the snow has al-

ready entirely melted.

I saw a tent standing in

the woods.
When the geese are dried

I will put them into

my bag.
_How beautiful that child

is which is tied up

!

Are my garments yet dry
(dried) ?

Not yet ; when they are

dry, I will bring them
to you.

I am smarting greatly

here in my foot where
I was burnt.

Examples of General Passive.

Nekosis, ke nutomikowin,

Eyinetik, ke ku wapumik-

omnawawmuche totum-
ako,

Kespin pukwasiwayako,
numuweyu ke ku itu-

tayitanawaw kittu sa-

kihikowiyak,

My son, thou art called.

Indians, you will be seen

if you do what is evil.

If you hate, you must not

expect to be loved.
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Uwasisitik, kespin kiti-

miyako ke ku pukumu-
hoJcoicinawaw,

Michiitwaw ke wetumak-

owinanow kichi-musi-

nuhikunik kittu saki-

hitoyuk,

Tan ateyak, aka ka totu-

mak ka itusuoiratikowi-

yak ?

Michat nutomawuk, maka
chukuwasis nuwusona-

wuk,

Ket uyakicamimikowinanow
aka piko kittu patu-

muk, maku kittu to-

tumuk ussicke ka mi-
wasik kespin nutu-

wayitumuk kittu miy-

_ watisewukdyimikowiyuk,

A isse pimatiseyak iikose

ka isse oyusootcatikuici-

yak,

Children, if you are idle,

you will be beaten.

We are often told in the

Bible to love one an-

other.

What is the matter with
you that you do not
do what is commanded
you?

" Many are called, but
few are chosen."

We are warned not only

to hear, but likewise

to do what is good, if

we desire to be con-

sidered good.

As you live so you will

be judged.

The Reflective Form.

Uwusima sakihisoowuk

eyikok a, sakihatchik

o nekihikoowawu,
Michat soniyasuk ne ke

kuskitumason a ke uto-

skayan,
Ka miywatisichik kunu-

wdyimisoowuk aka kittu

sakochihikochik kisi-

wasiwin,

They love themselves

more than they love

their parents.

Many shillings I have
gained for myself by
my work.

The good take care of

themselves, that they
be not overcome by
anger.

N
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Evinetik Tee miyotoiasona-

waw ; miyototakok me-
nu kukeyow kotukuk

_ eyinewuk,

A Idstayumisok nurnuwe-
yu miywasin,

Kukirarltinmoowin inistu-

he miywasin,

Indians, you do good to

yourselves ; do good
likewise to all other

Indians.

For one to honour him-
self (self-honour) is not

good.

Self-examination is very
good.

The Reciprocal Form.

Tanta ka ke vulishato-

yakt
Xutimik wayow ne ke nu-

kislcatonan akwu maku
ka pa wechawitoydk,

Eyinewuk mosuk o Jcu

icechihitbtawaw,

Unike ka pukwatitoeltik

numuwe} u kittu ke sa-

kibawuk Kisamunito-

owu,
Ke wapumao a notinitoyit,

Kukinohumatoyako we-

puch ke ku kiskayitiin-

awaw ke musinuhikun-
iwawu,

Numuweyu ne kiskayi-

tan seakihitoowalwa,

Suwayichikawin menu
tapawin ke nukiskal-

tomuhinwu ; kwuyuski-
tatisewin menu kuya-
miiyitumoowin ke ocha-

tomukunmi,

Where did you meet each
other ?

AVe met each other far up
the river, and then we
came on together.

Indians should always
assist each other.

Those who hate each
other cannot love God.

He saw them fighting

together.

If you teach each other

you will soon know
your books.

I don't know whether
they love each other or

not.

" Mercy and truth have
met together ; right-

eousness and peace

have kissed each other."
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Examples of the Transitive Possessive.

Ne sakihimaicit, nekosis ot I love my son's children.

uwasirmsu,
Ne kunuwdyimimawu kati-

makisit eyinew otani-

su,

Tutwaw a ktsikak net

uyumitawan Kisanra-

nito ot itwiiwin,

Mistuhe ne miyototakoowan

Kisarnnnito o musinu-
hikun a uyumitawuk,

Nesetn okosisu mistuhe

ne sakihikoyiwu,

Mosuk Tie nochihikoowanow

Muchimunito o knya-
yisewin,

Netam kunuicdyimikoyhvu

netanis okosisu,

Mary ke otinimao Janeu
ot uwasimisiyiwn,

Net okimam okosisu mis-

tuhe nutuwdyimimayium
ket okimamu otanisi-

yiwu,
Ne ku wecliihimavM otota-

mu wapumimuka,
Ke ku sakiliima kukeyow
Kisamunito ot uwas-
imisu,

Ne ku pa natikoyiwu ku-
keyow ot uwasimisu
mistuhe a sakiheyit,

I take care of the poor

man's dausrhter.

Every day
Word.

I read God's

God's book does me much
good when I read it.

My younger brother's son

loves me greatly.

The craft of the devil

always assails us.

My dog is taken care of

by my daughter's son.

Mary has taken Jane's

child.

My master's son greatly

desires thy master's

daughter.

I will help his friend

when I see him.
Thou shouldst love all

God's children.

All his children will come
to me, as they all love

me greatly.
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THE ADVERB.

Adverbs express time, place, quantity, and manner

;

and qualify verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs.

They may be divided into several classes, according
to their signification.

1. Adverbs of Interrogation.

Tanispe ?

Tanta ?

Taniwa ?

Taniwa ?

Tanake, or Tanake wache ?

Tanisse ?

Taneyikok ?

Tantiitwaw ?

Che, or Na ?

Numu che ?

Matwane che ?

Pusinow che ?

When ?

Where ?

Where is he ?

Where is it ?

Wherefore ?

How ? What ?

How long ? How far ?

How much ?

How many times ?

Interrogation.

Is.not? Is it not ?

Is it likely ?

Is it not likely ?

2. Adverbs of Time. Present.

Unoch, Now.
Akwu, Now, instantly.

Kesach, Now, immediately.
Samak, Do
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Unoch makwach,
Unoch ka kesikak,

Unoch kil kesikak,

Unoch kasikak,

During this time.

Now it being day = to-

day.

To-day (spoken of the

portion of the day yet

to come).

To-day.

3. Adverbs of Time. Past.

Uspin,

Unocheka,
Waskuch,
Kuyas,
Asi,

Astumispe,
Uwusispe,
Patima,

Naka,
Kakisap,
Otakosik,

Uwus itakosik,

I-uwus-itakosik,

Pipoonok,
Sekwunok,
Nepinok,
Tukwakok,
Kaku,
Wekach,
Peyis,

Unoch piko,

Kuyuta,
Oskuch,
Michimach,

Since, ago.

A short time since.

Formerly, long ago.

Long since.

Already.
Since.

Before.

Afterwards.
After a while.

This morning:.

x esterday.

The day before yester-

i

day.

Two days before yester-

day.

(During) last Winter.
Last Spring.
Last Summer.
Last Autumn.
At length.

After some time.

At length.

A short time ago.

Afore.

At first.

In the beginning.
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4. Adverbs of Time. Future.

Mwastus,
Patiuia,

Pichayuk,
Chiiskwu,
Nuraiiskwu,
Wepuch,
Wepuch nuwuch,
Nantow eyikok,

Ka wapuk,
Wapuka,

Pitu,

After.

By-and-hy.
Presently.

Do.

Not yet.

Soon.

ToleraLly soon.

At some time or other.

To-morrow.
To-morrow ;

(when it

shall he daylight).

For a little while.

5. Adverbs of Time. Indefinite.

Ispe,

Makwack,
Tuke,
Mosuk,
Kakika,
Askow,

Ayaskow,
Kinwas,
Kinwases,
Pituma,
Xumu-wekach,
Aka-wekach,
Katutuwa,
Sisikoch,

Kupa-kesik,
Akospe,
Nistum,
Iskwayach,

When.
While.
Always.

Do.
Ever, always.

Occasionally. Some-
times.

Now and then.

A long time.

A rather long time.

A little while.

Never.
Never (with suhj. mood).
Suddenly.

Do.
Throughout the day.

At that time.

First.

Last.
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Mwuyiis,
Mwastus,
Michatwaw,
Nanikot ittu,

Kekek,
Eyikuk,

Before.

After.

Many times.

Some time or other.

Do.
As long; as.

G. Adverbs of Place.

Otu,

Nata, xVkota,

Unitu, Akotu,
Chekipfik,

Kisiwak,
Ota itaka,

Nata itaka,

Ayetow,
Kwaskita,
Misiwa,
Mochik,
Ispimik,

Tupuses,
Utamuskumik,
"Wayow,

Here.
There, in that direction.

At that very place.

Near the water.

Near.
On this side.

On that side.

On each side.

On the other side.

Everywhere.
On the ground.

Ahove.
Below.
Beneath the earth.

Far off.

7. Adverbs of Quantity and Number.

Upises,
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8. Adverbs of Quality and Manner.

Tapiskoch,
Petos,

Kwuyusk,
Suke, or Suko,
Ayaspes,
Mamow, Mamowe,
Pa-payuk,
Menu,
Naspich, Uyiwak,
Ketwatn,
Pakach, Pakikach,
Payutuk,
Pwastowe,
Keyipe, Keyipu,
Sisikoch,

Moche,
Mosesa, Mosis,

Kemoch,
Soskwach,
Sakay,
Sakoch,

Mamuskach,
Pisisik,

Nuspach,
Mann,

Katutowil,

Omisse,
Ote,

Apocheka,
Piko,

Mawutche,
Nunanis, Wususwa,
Pikonutu,

Alike.

Different.

Straight, right.

Thick together.

Thinly.

Collectively.

One by one.

Again.
Very.
Over again.

Slowly.

Carefully.

Lingeringly, slowly.

Quickly.

Suddenly.
Gratuitously.

Openly.

Secretly.

Without hesitation.

Without reason.

Positively.

Wonderfully.
Alone.

Wrong.
Seemingly, generally,

uusally.

Suddenly.
In this way.
Even, to wit.

Even.
Only.

_

Exceedingly.

Dispersedly.

Nonsensically, uselessly.
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9. Adverbs of Comparison.

Nowuch,
Uwusimii,
Mawuch,
Soke, Ayikok,
Uyisach,
Ukawach,
Osam, Wasa,
Mitone,
Kayapich,
Mwache,

Inclining to, rather.

More.
Most.
With, force.

With difficulty.

Scarcely.

Too much.
Entirely.

Still, the same.
Exactly.

10. Adverbs of Affirmation.

Tapwa,
Kachina,
Chikama,
Aha, Tapwa,
Keyam,

Truly.
Certainly, truly.

To be sure.

Yes.

Be it so.

11. Adverbs of Negation.

Numu, Numuweyu, Nu-

_ muwach,
Aka,

Akaweyu,
Numaneya,
Numu-wawach,

No, not. (Used with the

indicative mode.)
Not. (Imperative and

subjunctive.)

Not. (Imperative.)

Oh no.

None at all.

12. Adverbs of Doubt and Uncertainty.

I don't know.Tanis-citoka,

Maskoch,
Atoka,
Pukwunow,
Meskow,

Perhaps.
I suppose, I don't know.
At random.
By chance.
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Owanatoka, Who it is I don't know.
Kakwlatoka, What it is I don't know.

The two last are used in answer to the questions,

Who is it ? or, What is it ?

Verbs derived from Adverbs.

Many verba are derived from adverbs ; as from,
Upises, a little; Upisesisiw, he is small

;

Nuhe, exactly; Nuhitin, it blows exactly, the
wind is quite fair

;

Osam, too much ; Osamitonivv, he has too much
mouth, he is a babbler

;

Uyiwak, exceeding; Uyiwakiskowao, he excels
him.

Examples of Adverbs.

Tanispe menu kil tukosi- When wilt thou come
nun ? again ?

Tanisdtokd ; numuweyu ne I don't know.
kiskfiyitan,

Here either of the clauses would have sufficed to

express the meaniog, but they are generally com-
bined.

Tanta ayat kesem ? Where is thy younger
brother ?

Asi kewao wekik, He has already returned
to his tent.

Taneyikok ka itapiche- How long shalt thou be
yun ? absent ?

Taneyikok dtokd ; maskoch I don't know
; probably

kupa pipon ne ku ita- I shall be absent the
pichen, whole winter.
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Tan-aspidie kesikak u-

nbdi ?

Tanisatoka ; wepach mas-

koch kittu apitakesi-

kaw,
Wekadi die ke ku eyi-

nesin ?

Maskoch numuwekack ne
ku eyinesin ?

Ukawach ne ke piinotan,

Ke tapwatik kekavve

;

nutuwapum ; samak
nutuwapum,

Ke sakihow cbe unu ka
nutuwayiinisk ?

Numuwadi,
Mistuhe yotin,

Aka totu,

Ke ke nipuhawuk die rai-

cbat sesepuk otako-

s\k f

Numu wadi, or

Numu wawadi payuk,
KwcTskatisc mdkwadi a

rniyouyayun,
Meskow ne ke miskuwaw,
Keyippu wuniska,
Naspich wayow ne ku ito-

tan,

Kemodi ne ke pa natik,

How much of the day is

it now ? What is the

time ?

I don't know
;

perhaps

it will soon be mid-

day.

"Wilt thou ever be pru-

dent ?

Perhaps I shall never he

prudent.

I can scarcely walk.
Thy mother calls thee ;

go to her; go to her

at once.

Dost thou love him who
desires thee?

No.
It is blowing very hard.

Do not do it.

Did you kill many ducks
yesterday ?

No.
Not even one.

Repent while you are in

good health.

I found him by chance.

Make haste and get up.

I shall go very far away.

Hecame unto me secretly.
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THE CONJUNCTION.

Conjunctions are
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Aka menu,

Chikama,
Eyik6k,

Nor. (Used with
junctive mood.)

For.

Than.

sub-

Examples of Conjunctions.

Neyu menu nesem,

Ne ku kochiwitan, numu-
weyu makuuQt itfiyitau

Mttu ke totuman,

Kespin aka kwaskatise-

yak, tapwa ke ku
nisiwunatisinawaw,

Ne kiskayitan a mucha-
tisiyan,

Numuweyu kiskayima-
wuk Kisamunitoowu,
aiculco wdche nutuwe
kiskinohumuwukik,

Numuweyu tapwatum,
numu menu tapwatu-

_ miyiwu otaweyu,
Ayiwak mdku natatak,

Chikama ket itinawaw,
Uwusima ne sakihaw

eyihbk ostasn,

Atu a ke nutuwapumu-
kik, numuweyu ne tap-

watakwuk,

I and my brother.

I will try, but I don't

think I shall be able

to do it.

If ye do not repent
(change your manner
of life), ye will cer-

tainly perish.

I know that I am wicked.

They do not know God,
therefore I go to teach
them.

He does not believe it,

neither does his father

believe it.

"Nevertheless let us go
unto him."

" For I say unto you."
I love him more than bis

elder brother.

Although I have been to

them, they do not be-
lieve me.
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THE PKEPOSITION.

A Preposition expresses the i elation in which
nouns stand to each other, to pronouns, or to verbs..

Prepositions govern the accusative or locative case.

The principal prepositions are :

IVche,

Wuskicb,
Tukoch,
Wukech,
Utamik,
Sepa,

Sapo,

Waska,
Cheke,
Isse,

Ocke,
Makwayus, Makwa,
Keyikow,
Tustowich,
Tatawich, Tawayik,
Pasich,

Opima,
Otiskow,
Otanak,
Peyis,

Pimich,

Within.
On the outside.

Upon.
On the top of.

Beneath.
Under.
Through.
Around.
Close to.

Towards.
From.
Among.
With, among.
Between.
In the middle.

Over (passing).

By the side of.

In the front of.

At the hack of.

Until, unto.

Across.
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Uyuskoch, One after another.
Ukamik, On the other side.

Wuyuwetimik, Outside.

In many cases a preposition, occasionally under-
going a little alteration, is joined to a substantive
termination, generally in the locative case.

Chekipfik, Near the water.

Utamuskumik, Under the earth.

Petokumik, Within the house.

6pirnaskunak, By the side of the road.

Tukotamutin, On the toj:> of a hill.

Many verbs are derived from prepositions ; as,

from,
t

Otishkow, Otiskowikapowistuwiio, he stands in
front of him

;

Sapo, Sapopuyiw, it passes through.

Examples of Prepositions.

Teche netahik ne miskan Within my heart I find

michat ka mayatuk, much that is wicked.
Tuhoch waskahikunik On the top of the house
ukosewuk michat piya- many birds are sitting.

sesuk,

Sepa mechisonatikok Under the table the
uwasisuk nmtuwawuk, children are playing.

Tawayik wekik upepun, In the middle of his

house he was sitting.

Ne ke wapumow wushich I saw him painting the
a sisopakuhuk uyu- outside of the church.
mihawikumik,

Mekiwapik ke belie wu- He went out of the tent.

yuwew,
Ne ke ustan peche misti- I have placed it within

koowutik, the box.
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Nepowiwuk waska isko- They are standing round
tak, the fire.

Cheke keskapiskak ka It is lying close to the

e
ustiik, precipice.

Opima otapanaskok pimi- By the side of the sled

pxitaw, he is running.
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THE INTERJECTION.

Interjections are words used to express sudden

emotions of the mind.
The principal interjections are

:

Al! hi Wanakoma ! I thank you.

Iskayiwak ! Is it possible !

How ! How su ! Now then !

Kwachistuk ! Kwachi- Alas

!

stukach

!

Mayakwam !

Yoho!
Astum !

Uwus !

Keyam !

Matiku

!

Chest !

Ma!
Akosane

!

Akwane !

Akwu

!

Chaskwu

!

Payutuk !

Anukuchl

!

Mamuskach

!

Uyiwakikin !

Mate !

Take care !

What now !

Come here !

Away with you !

Be it so

!

Behold ! you see

!

Look

!

Listen !

Well done

!

That is just right

!

Now !

Presently ; wait a mo-
ment.

Take care !

Ad miration

!

Surprise !

Do.
Let me see

!

o
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Pikwunutu ! Konutu ! Nonsense !

Pituna ! I wish it !

Pituna ikik ! May it be so !

Examples of Interjections.

Jlfa/KakwFkaititakwuk? Listen! What is it that

makes that sound?
Matika ! as! tukosin, Behold ! he is already

come.
Akoshane! keyu niiyo- Well done! thou good

_ utoskavakun, servant.

Afacu I Akwu ! ke pahi- Now, now ! I wait for

tin, thee.

Chaskwu ! chashcu pi- Wait ! wait a moment.
tuma,

Yo ho ! kakwi ka osita- What now! what have
yun ? you done?

Chest ! pa nokosew akwu. Look ! he is coming in

sight now.
Payutuk ! ke ku tiikiska- 'lake care ! that horse

tik unu mistutim. will kick you.
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SYNTAX.

Syntax is that part of grammar which treats of

the construction of sentences ; and this depends on
the agreement, government, and arrangement of the

words of which they are composed.

Eule I.—A verb must agree with its nominative
in number and person ; as,

Unu eyinew kinokapuwiw,
That man he is tall.

Unike eyinewuk kinokapuwiwuk,
Those men they are tall.

Eule II.—An intransitive verb must agree with
its nominative as to gender ; an animate sub-

stantive requiring the animate form of the verb,

an inanimate substantive the inanimate form ; as,

Owu mistik michaskosiw,
This tree he is big.

Omu mistikowut misaw,
This box it is large.

Eule III.—Two or more singular nouns connected

by menu or other copulative conjunction, require

the verb to be in the plural ; as,

Neyu menu nekawe ne ku posinan,

I and my mother we shall embark.
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Asl ke sipwatawuk notawe menu
Already they have gone off, my father and
nistas,

elder brother.

Rule IV.—Two or more singular nouns separated

by u_po, require the verb to be in the singular ; as,

John upo James wepuch kittu tukosin,

John or James soon he will come.

Rule V.—When a transitive verb expresses action

between a pronoun of the first or second person, and
a noun or pronoun of the third person, the abbre-

viated form of the first or second person pronoun
always precedes the verb ; as,

Ne jiimitisuwaw,
I follow him.
Ne pimitisuhok,

Me he follows.

Ke wapinan,
Thou castest it away.
Ke wapinikon,

Thee it casts away.

Eule VI.
—
"When the action passes between a first

person pronoun and a second person pronoun, no
matter which is the subject and which the object,

the second person pronoun always precedes the
verb; as,

Ke kiskayimitin,

Thee I know.
Ke kiskayimin,

Thou knowest me.
Ke kistayimitinawaw,
You I honour.
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Kule VII.—When two transitive verbs are con-

nected reciprocally, so that the subject of the one is

the object of the other, one of them takes the inverse

form ; as,

Sakihao, menu, sakihik,

He loves him, and he is loved by him.
Sakihao uyis a sakihikot,

He loves him because he is loved by him.

Rule VIII.—As has been noted on page 10,

transitive verbs govern the accusative case only

when the verb is of the third person ; as,

Ke wuyuwetisuwao luxkeyow iskwfiwu menu
He sent out all the women and

uwasishu.

children.

Ke sekinum nipeyiw,
He poured out water.

A verb of the first or second person takes the same
case after as before, viz., the nominative.

Ne wetupimaw nekawe,
I sit with her my mother.

Ne wetupimik nekawe,
Me she sits with, my mother.

Rule IX.—When one verb in the third person
governs another in the third person, the verb
governed is put in the relative form ; as,

Kisttiyimao a, miywatiseyit,

He honours him because he is good.

Kittu wuniskanao ka nipiyit,

He will raise them up who are dead.

Notawe otamu asl nipiviwu,
My father his dog already his he is dead.

James o chekuhikun mistuhe kasisiniyiw,

James his axe very his it is sharp.
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PAESING.

If the student is desirous of making rapid and
substantial progress in the language, he should
devote much attention to parsing, or the analyzing
of the different parts of which a sentence is com-
posed. It should be done thoroughly, and per-

severed in for a long time.

Examples.

Ne sakihaw nekawe.
I love her my mother.

Ne The contracted form of the per-

sonal pronoun neyu, first person
singular.

Sakihaw A verb transitive, sahi being the
verbal root, from sakihdo, he
loves him ; second conjugation,

indicative mood, present tense,

direct ; first person, singular.

Here repeat indicative mood,
present tense, direct and inverse,

and subjunctive mood, direct and
inverse, together with the parts

expressing the action of the first

and second persons on each
other.
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Ne A possessive pronoun, first per-

son, joined to kawe.
Kawe The contracted form of okawe-

maw, mother, when joined to a

possessive pronoun of the first or

second person ; when joined to a

pronoun of the third person, the
syllable u or yu is added. It is

not in the accusative case because
it is governed by a verb in the
first person. See Kule VIII.
Here repeat Nekawe, my mother,
etc., etc.

Wapuka ne ku posin miyouyayana.
To-morrow I shall go off (by water) if I am well.

Wapuka An adverb.

Ne Contracted form of personal pro-

noun, first person, singular.

Ka Particle expressing futurity in

firstand second persons, indicative

mood.
Posin Verb intransitive, first conjuga-

tion, root pos, indicative mood,
future tense, first person singular,

agreeing with its nominative ne,

according to Eule I.

Miyouyayana A compound word, from miyo,

good, and uyaio, he is ; verb in-

transitive, second conjugation,

subjunctive mood, future condi-

tional tense, first person singular.

Soniyawikimaw itusoowatao kukiyow eyinewu
The Indian so commandeth all Indians

agent them
kittu kistikayit.

that they farm.
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Soniyawikimaw ... A compound word, from soniyaw,

money, and ohimaw, a chief; a
noun, animate gender, nominative
to verb itusoowatao.

Itusocnoatao A particular transitive verb, from
isse, it, BO, and oyusootcatao, be
commands bim ; indicative mood,
present tense, tbird person singu-
lar, agreeing witb its nominative
Soniyawikimaw.

Kukiyow Indefinite adjective pronoun,
agreeing witb eyinewu.

Eyineicu A noun, animate gender, plural,

accusative case, governed by tbe
transitive verb itusoowatao, in

the tbird person, according to

Rule Till. Were it not for kuki-

yow, eyinewu would be ambig-
uous, it being either a singular or

plural accusative.

Kiltu A conjunction, witb generally a

future signification.

Kiatikayit Verb intransitive, tbird conju-

gation, subjunctive mood, present

tense, third person plural, relative

form, agreeing with the accusa-

tive noun eyinewu, according to

Rule IX.

Kukiyow oowunitotumoowuk kittu otiskuwikapo-

All evil doers they will stand

wistowawuk oyusoowawikimawu kittu oyusoo-

before him the Judge that he (may)
watikochik.

judge them.

Kukiyow Indefinite adjective pronoun,

agreeing with owunitoturuoowuk.
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Oowunitotumvowuk A noun formed from the verb
wunitotum, a compound word
from wuni, wrong, and totum,

he does, animate gender, third

person plural, nominative to the

verb otiskuwikapowistuwiiwuk.

Kittu Sign of futurity in the third

c
person.

Otiskuwikapowi- A word compounded of utishow, in

stuwawuh front of, kapo, the particle in

composition signifying to stand,

and stow, a particle in composition
signifying before, to, towards ;

verb transitive, third conjugation,

indicative mood, future tense,

third person plural, agreeing with
its nominative oowunitotumoo-
wuk, according to Rule I.

OytisooicdwiJiimawu A compound word from oyusoo-
wao, he judges, and okimaw, a

chief, a noun, animate gender,

singular, accusative case, governed
by the transitive verb otiskawi-
kapowistuwawuk.

Kittu A conjunction, with generally a

future signification.

Oyusoowatikochik A verb transitive of the third
conjugation, from oyusoowatao, he
judges him, subjunctive mood,
future tense, agreeing likewise

with the accusative Oyusoowawi-
kimawu.

Nunuhituwuche k'otawe, nakutayitumwuche
If thou obey thy father, if thou observe

o mamenomiwawinu ke ku miyototason ; kespin

his them his advice thou wilt do good to thyself; if
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maku anwatuwutche tapwa ke ku mitatumak.
but thou disobey him truly thee will he be sorry for.

Nunuh'ituwuche ... A verb transitive of the third

conjugation, from nunuhituwao,
he obeys him ; animate, sub-

junctive mood, future conditional

tense, second person singular

direct, governing noun of the
third person singular.

K'btawe K' abbreviated form of Possessive

Pronoun, otawe ; a noun, animate
gender, accusative case, governed
by the transitive verb nunuhitu-
wuche, wbich being in the second
person, the accusative is the same
in form as the nominative.

Nakutayitumicuclie A verb transitive and possessive,

from nakutayitum, he observes

it with the mind ; inanimate,

third conjugation, subjunctive

mood, future conditional tense,

second person singular direct,

governing noun of tbe third

person.

O A possessive adjective pronoun,
belonging to mamenomiwawinu.

Mamenomiwawinu A noun inanimate, from mameno-
miwao, he advises ; third person
plural, accusative case, governed
by the transitive verb nakutayi-

tumwuche.
Ke Contracted form of the second

personal pronoun singular.

Ku Particle expressing futurity in

first and second persons, indicative

mood.
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Miyototason A reflective verb, conjugated as

an intransitive of the fourth con-

jugation, from miyo, good, and
totuwdo, he does it to him ; in-

dicative mood, future tense, second
person singular.

Kespin A conjunction.

Maku A conjunction.

Anwdtuwutche ... Verb transitive and animate of
the third conjugation, from anwa-
tuwao, he disobeys him ; subjunc-
tive mood, future conditional

tense, second person singular,

having for its accusative a noun
of the third person singular.

Tapwa An adverb.

Ke Contracted form of the second
personal pronoun singular.

Ku Particle expressing futurity in the
first and second persons, indicative

mood.

MitatumaJc Verb transitive and animate of
the third conjugation, from niita-

tumuwao, he is sorry for him,
•which is from rnitatum, he is

sorry, and uwdo, particle ex-
pressing action for another ; in-

dicative mood, future tense, first

person singular inverse, having
third person singular for its

subject.

Oweyuk teapawiiyayimikwa numuwekach kittu

Whosoever believeth on me never will

pone pimatisiw.

cease he lives.
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Oweyuh Eelative pronoun which, in-

fluenced by the verb to which
it is the nominative, becomes a

compound relative animate, singu-

lar, nominative to verb teapwa-

vfivimikwa.

Teapuayayimikwa Verb transitive and animate of

the third conjugation, from tapwfi-

yayimao, he believes in him

;

dubitative mood, flat vowelled,

first person singular inverse,

having third person singular for

its subject.

Numuwekach An adverb.

Kittu Sign of futurity in the third

person, indicative mood.
Pone Particle signifying cessation.

Pimatisiw A compound word from pim,

signifying movement, and alis,

moral or physical condition ; verb
intransitive, first conjugation, in-

dicative mood, future tense, third

person singular.

Arrangement of Words in a Sentence.

The Cree language does not follow so rigid a

rule as the English with respect to the position of

words in a sentence, but permits of much transposi-

tion, without in any way injuring the sense ; thus,

it is allowable to use any of the following forms :

—

Wapuka menu ne ku tu- To-morrow again I will

kosinin, come.

Menu wapuka, ne ku tu- Again to-morrow I will

kosinin, come.
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Ne ku tukosinin wapu- I will come to-morrow

ka menu, again.

Ne ku tukosinin menu I will come again to-

wapiika, morrow.

The only transposition impossible is that of the

nominative, future particle, and verb ; these must
always stand in one order.

In constructing sentences composed of several

clauses, the arrangement may be much as in English,

and if the rules of Etymology and Syntax have been
observed, the student will be understood by an
Indian ; the difficulty will be his understanding the

Indian in return, from the changeable way in which
words may be arranged.

The following story, written by an Indian for

the Cree Magazine " Tapwawin," is given as a

specimen of the Cree language as it is spoken by
the natives. There is first a free translation into

English, and then the Cree with a literal translation.

Long ago, when people usually lived a wandering
life and the half-breeds and Indians used to lead

wandering lives, it happened that while they (the
Indians) were travelling round, a party of half-

breeds came upon them, and at once the half-breeds

tried to trade horses with them, expecting to beat
the Indians on the horse trade. Now this man,
"He who eats the Frenchman," had a large horee

that he never used, it was very fat, and being fat it

was a very fine looking horse, it looked like a good
horse. Then these half-breeds, seeing this fine

looking horse, asked to trade, it appears their horses

were in very poor condition, and seeing this horse
in fine condition they at once took a fancy to it.

When " He who eats the Frenchman " was asked to

trade his horse he would not consent at once, he
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praised the good qualities of his horse and the half-

breeds believed what was said in praise of the

horse, and tried all the more to trade with him,
although he would not consent. But he only pre-

tended that he was not anxious to trade his horse,

for secretly he was glad because, it appears, when-
ever he tried to use his horse, as soon as the horse

exerted itself, it was seized with cramps, and on
this account he had never been able to use it, so

when he was persistently asked to trade, at last he
consented, he traded with the half-breed and
received something to boot, and at once he moved
camp as soon as he had traded his horse, being
afraid that the half-breed would take back the

horse, because of his having greatly deceived him
in his praising his horse and leading the half-breed

to believe him when he was telling falsehoods.

So now this half-breed when he tried to drive

the horse that he had got in exchange, as soon as

the horse exerted itself it took cramps, and this

happened every time, and he was very indignant at

being so deceived, and it appears he said, " The man
who treated me in this way, if he had the chance
would eat a Frenchman," and so since then this

Indian was called " He who eats the Frenchman,"
because he deceived the Frenchman in this bargain.

Matiku atoka kuyas manu ka ke pupa-
You see it appears long ago usually they tented

niachihochik westuwawa.su manu kepupama-
about they also it appears usually they tented

chihoowuk apituwikosisanuk menu nahiyuwuk,
about the half-breeds and the Indians,

matiku atoka a, pupamipichichik makwach,
you see it appears as they tented about whilst,

katutuwa wapumawuk apituwikosisanu, ilkwu menu
suddenly they see half-breeds, then and
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samak we kukwa, nieskotonikawuk oke apitu-

at once wished to try to exchange these half-

wikosisanuk mistutimwu, a we kukwa
breeds horses, as (they) wished to try

wuyasinawachik Naheyuwu kittu

to cheat them on the trade the Indians in_order that

meskotonachik mistntimwu. Akwu own
they might exchange horses. Then this

" Wamistkosiwu ka moowat " uyawao misimama-
" He who eats the Frenchman " has a large

skutimwu numuweyu wekach asu

crippled horse not at any time it appears

manu a apuchihat mitone weyinoyiwu akose mitone

usually he uses him very his he is fat and very

a, weyinot uwu mistutim mitone miyonakosew
as he is fat this horse very he looks fine

tapiskoch a miyosit isenakosew, akwu oke

like as he is good he looks, then these

apituwikosisanuk a wapumachik mitone a miyona-
half-breeds as they see him very as he looks

kosiyit kukwachikamowuk kittu meskotonachik,

fine they ask that they exchange him,

kakuwakutosostimwawuk asu weyu-
they have poor conditioned horses it appears them-
waw akwu ohe a, wapumachik a weyinoyit samak
selves and this as they see him as he is fat at once
chekayimawuk. Akwu a kukwachimit owu " Wa-
they like him. Then as he is asked this " He
mistikosiwu ka moowat" mate kittu ke meskoto-
who eats the Frenchman " to see that he can ex-

nat ohe otamu numuweyu samak asu
change this his horse not at once it appears
we tapwiitum, miyosew a aputisit isse

wishes he to consent, he is good as he works so

mumichimao ohe otamu akose tapwatumwuk
he praises this his horse and they believed it
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oke apituwikosisanuk a isse mumichimimit menu
these half-breeds as so his he is praised and
achipiko we kukwa meskotonikawuk
all the more wished to try to make exchange
atu aka ii tapwfitumeyit. Maku pikonutu
although not he consents. But insincerely

ka totvik tapiskoch tapwa aka a nota meskoto-

that he does as if truly not he desires to ex-

nat ohe otamu maku kemoch miywayitum
change this his horse but secretly he is pleased

uyis asu ohe otamu wa apuchiha-

because it appears this his horse when he wishes to

che samak ockipitikoyiwu muyuw a se-

use him at once his he takes cramps as soon as his he

cheyit awnko 6che numuwekach ke

exerts himself that on account of never he
apuchihao akwu omu ka kekihit kittu me-

has used him then this that he is pressed to ex-

skotonat peyis tapwatum meskotonumato-
change him at length he consents, they exchanged
wuk ohe apituwikosisanu, tukotinumu-
with him these half-breeds, he was given boot

waw ohe otamu, akose samak puskapichew mu-
with this his horse, and at once he started off as

yow a ke meskotonat ohe otamu a ustasit

soon as he had exchanged this his horse as he is afraid

tu ke otinikayit ohe apituwikosis-anu

that he might take (back) this half-breed

mistuhe a, ke wuyasihat omu eyikok ka
greatly as he had deceived him this how much he

ke mumichimat otamu akose pikonutu a keyaskit

had praised him his horse and foolishly as he lied

ka tapwatakot apituwikosis-anu.

that he believed him the half-breed.

Matiku akwu owu apituwikosis-an ohe o me-
You see then this half-breed this his ex-
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skotonikawinu a we otapuhat muyow a se-

change as tried be to drive him as soon as his

cheyit samak ochipitikoyiwu

he exerted himself at once it was seized with cramps
akose tuke ase uyayit, akose mistuhe pukwa-
and always so his he was, and very much dis-

tum osam mistuhe a ke wuyasihit,

gusted he is so very much as he has been deceived,
akwu ka itwat asu, " Kespin ke kuskitat ta

then he said it appears, " If he could do it he
moowao Wamistikoosiwu, omu ka totowit," akotu
would eat a Frenchman, he who did this to me," and
maku omu weyowin ka kuskitumasot "Wamistiko-
from this the name he earned " He who eats

siwu ka moowat," mistuhe a ke wuyasina-
the Frenchman," as he so greatly deceived on the
wat apituwikosisanu.
trade, the half-breed.

THE END.
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